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•aintainad any longer* Did tha foundera of our sehools 
ever elala finality for their reaaoninga and interpreti^ 
tionaT Navar* The elaii of tha pxasaat generation of Muslia 
liberala to raintexprat the foundational legal prineipleay 
in the light of their ovn ej^arla^oe and the altered 
eonditlona of aodarn lifs is,in wj opinion, perfectly 
Justified* Xhe teaehing of the Quran that life is a 
proeasa of progressiva eraation naeaaaltatas that eaoh 
generation, guided b&t unhampered by the vork of its 
predeoessors,should be peraittad to solve its own pxbbleas." 
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tba Sunna. 
Sir Syad Ahmad Khan 
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P A R T 0 H E 
References to entries in the BBLIOGRAPIIT in this 
PART are Indicated in parenthesis. 
I N T B O D T J C T I O H 
Refoms in Mualla personal Lav is one of the burning 
topics of the day. The problem is important not only fpon 
the point of 7iev of Muftlias but also froa the national view-
point. The reasons are not far to seek. The Muslims \>j and 
large are vehemently opposed to any reforum in their personal 
law. They consider it as an integral part of their religion 
and hence sacrosanct and immutable* They feel that any changes 
in it will have a profound impact on their Islamic way of life 
to 
in this country and ultimately lead/an extinction of their 
cultural idsntity* The political climate in the country since 
Partition, the growing incidence of communal riots,the wilful 
neglect on the part of the Government to solve some of the most 
genuine problems of the Muslim ccxsmunity and the fact that both 
the secular and communal elements are equally vociferous in 
demanding a substantial revision of Muslim Personal Law or its 
total replacement by a uniform civil code have made Muslims 
on this issue suspicious of the sincerity of even their most 
trustworthy well* wishers. They have, the re fore, adopted a very 
rigid and hard line* The whole issue has infact taken a political 
colour. Even the uleafi who assert that Islamic Fiqh is a dynamic 
legal 83^tem,invested with an inbuilt mechanism to keep pace 
with the changing and growing needs of human society,and who 
also believe that the existing Muslim personal Law in India is 
not exclusively baaed on the Shariat and that valid and compelling 
reasons exist to revise it(of course,within the general frame-
work of the Quran and the sunnah)have joined the x'auks and files 
of the »fundiDentalists» in opposing any move to rofona Muslin 
personal IAW, This i s c learly evidenced from the resolutions passed 
at the All-India Musllaj Convention(EoBibay)ir. wnich a l l sections 
of the ulema, sunni and >3hia had participated. Thesa resolutions 
are substantial ly different froai the resolutions adopted by the 
Jamaat-e-Islami Hind,JaaJiatul Ulema and at the Deoband Conference 
of Dlena and MUSIIBJ experts of Islamic Law which conceded the need 
to revise tiie present personal law of Muslims, cons latent with 
the Quran and the sunnah. 
Thei*e is,however,a section among the Muslims,alt ough in 
a v^Tj thin minority which i s demanding substantial changes in 
Muslim Personal Lav* This section Includes both 'radicals*like 
Hamld Dalwal and MRA Baig and 'modernists* l ike Fyzee,Daiiial Latif l 
and Tahir Mahmood whose approach to the probleis i s cautioned and 
pat ient . This section believes that certain provisions of Muslim 
Personal Law prevailing in India have outlived the ir u t i l i t y and 
are not in tune with the modern concepts of ' ju s t i c e ' and 
1equality'• To Ins i s t that i t should be retained in i t s present 
form win,according to th is group,amount to ins i s t ing on the 
retention of certain legal r i g i d i t i e s , s o c i a l Inequalit ies ,uncalled 
for discrepancies and undesirable hardships. 
From the above i t i s evident that the problem of Muslim 
Personal Law reform i s important from the point of view of 
both the majority and minority groups of the community,although 
for different reasoas* The Importance of the problem from the 
national viewpoint too can hardly be over-emphasised. The Hindustan 
Times in i t s edi tor ia l dated 18 January,1972 characterised th i s 
as a national problem. India i s endeavouring to build up a 
soc iety based on socia l just ice and equality before law, and 
fred froB any dlaorlalnatlon on the basis of sex,religion, 
cafte and creed • the Idaal^enahrlned In the Constitution* The 
Muslins numbering about 60 nilllon8|Constltute the biggest 
Bdnorlty of the country* their backwardness|Soclal or economic 
will undoubtedly have an lopact on the progress of the country 
and oust,therefore, be a matter of vital concern for the entire 
nation* The country*s advancement and inarch on the path of 
modernisation will surely be retarded If such a vast section 
of the population lags behind other sections In any sphere 
of the national life* India cannot therefore afford to Ignore 
the social or econooic backvardness of the Muslim Community* 
The problem of social reform of Muslims Is,therefore, not merely 
a sectarian problem but a national problem* In this context 
the question of modernising the personal lav of Muslims is 
as much the concern of the nation as that of the Muslim community. 
Such is,therefore,the importance of the problem* But, 
I to the best of my knowledge,no bibliography has so far been 
compiled on this topic although the controversy about reform 
of Muslim Personal Lav has generated a vast amount of litera-
ture* Probably this humble attempt will fill the vacciim to some 
extent at least* 
The present work is divided into two parts* part one 
is descriptive and gives the religiotis background of the problem, 
a brief survey of MusldLm personal Law in India since the Moghul 
period contemporary trends in family law reform in the Muslim 
world, a brief discussion about the Issue of a uhlform civil 
code and a final analysia of the problem in Chapter 6 followed 
by a detailed surrey of the viewpoints of different schools 
of thought on this issue. This chapter also ejqplains the policy 
which the Government has so far pursued vis-a-vis Muslim personal 
Law* The Part ends with a bibliography of important books and 
pamphlets|both in English and Urdu,on Muslim Law and other 
closely related issues* I hope this short bibliography Will 
enhance the value of the main bibliogrs^ p^hy which is confined 
to periodical articles,leading articles in newspapers and 
contributions in composite books* 
part two contains a list of periodicals and composite 
books documented^a list of 8ub;)ect headings under which the 
bibliography has been arranged^ the main bibliography,an 
alphabetical index,a glossary of important terms in Islamic law 
and a brief who*s who of important authors who have written on 
Muslim Personal Law reform in India* 
8copet The bibliography includes 3^ -2 entries and covers the 
period from 191*9 to 197^» It may,however,be pointed out here 
that the movement for rsform has gathered momentum only in 
recent years,specially after the first symposium on Changes 
in Muslim Personal Law organised on the occasion of the 
twenty-sixth International Congress of Orientalists in Delhi 
in 196*+* The literature on this topic in the earlier period 
is very scanty and this accounts for not very many entries 
in the bibliography for this period* 
r, 
While thd blbllographv i s essent ia l ly selective in 
nature I have end»avour«d ay best to cover a l l aspects of 
the problem and to make i t fully representative of the various 
shades of opinion on the issue. Thus both Radiance and Orgeuiiser 
which are diaaetricalTi y opposed in the i r policy and vJ.ews 
have been indexed. An important feature of the bibliography 
i s that i t also contains some entr ies on IslazR|it8 social 
struture,Islamic Lav &nd on reforms effected in the Islamic 
family lav in the Muslim world* I feel that wibnout so>Be 
reading on these closely-related topics the problem of I'fuslim 
personal Law can not be fully appreciated nor can the Muslim 
mind;Vhich i s so much agitated over t h i s issue ^properly 
undemtood. 
Sources of Compilatloni 
Bi the compilation of the bibliography the original 
as well as secondary sources hove been consulted. The important 
secondary sources from v|iich help has been taken are the Index 
l8laniicuS|Index India,Guide to Indian Periodical literatureg^w^ 
Indian Press Index.. However, as regards l i t e ra tu re in Urdu 
on the subject the original sources had to be thoroughly scanned 
sinco no indexing or abstracting services exist in th i s 
lang'iage. Even for material in the English language the original 
a r t i c l e had to be thoroughly reviewed not only from the point 
of view of selection but also for preparing abstracts . 
Standmrda followedt 
As far as possibla tim Indian Standard recoiiiuendatlong 
for bibliographical refarance (I Si2381 - 1963) have been 
followed* But in certain case8,such as indexing of the daily 
pressyvhere the said standards do not give any guidance, 
the standard practices of the leading current indexing services 
in tho country have been adopted* In abbreviating the titles 
of periodicals the practice of Index India and Index Xslamlcus 
has been followed* The titles of Urdu periodicals have not been 
abbreviated confomdng to the general practice* In a bilingual 
bibliography of this type this Is all the more necessary to 
avoid confusion* 
In transliterating the titles In Urdu periodicals the 
transliteration scliems of the Indian National Bibliography has 
been followed^ Bigllsh words In titles are not transliterated. 
Abstracts! 
The entries In the bibliography contain abstracts 
giving essential information about the articles documented* 
I hope those using the bibliography will find them useful. 
Ayrangement t 
Efforts have been made to arrange the entries under 
co-extensive subject headings* For this purpose a comprehensive 
list of subject headings was compiled which is given as chapter 2 
of Part two. Although there is always scope for difference of 
opinion on any Issue,the list of subject headings will genrally 
be found following a logically helpful sequence* 
Under each specific subject heading the entries have been 
arranged alphabetically by author or by title in case entry has 
been made under title* 
The entries are serially numbered. The following items of 
inforaation are contained in the various types of entries: 
Periodical articlesi 
(i^ Serial number 
(b) Name of author 
(c) Title of contribution 
(d) Title of the pericdical in original or abbreviated form 
(e) Volume number 
(f) Issue number 
(g) Year 
(h) Inclusive pages containing the contribution 
Specimen Entry: 
236. D U B E Y (Bhagvant Rao). Need for a dialog^ je between 
sociologists and jurists. JCP§» 3t3t 1969» IOO-3. 
Contribution to composite books or other collected workst 
(a) Serial number 
(b) Name of author 
(c) Title of contribution 
(d) Name of the author or the editor of the host document 
(e) Title of the host document 
(f) Volume number 
(^ } Edition number 
(h) Year of publication 
(1) Place of publication 
( J ) publ isher c ^ ^ - ^ i ^ - ^ ^- ' . . 
(k) Inclusive pages containing lihej^host document 
I t may be pointed out here tha t publ ica t ions containing 
papers presented a t seminars and syupoala organised on Muslin 
personal Law have hQ&n tr^iated as caBpoa±t» works* 
Speci/nen Entryt 
2 1 ^ . AlDfiRSON(JM)). Muslim personal Law i n India , i n lAHIH 
MA.HMOODyBd« Islamic law In modern India , 1972, Bombay, 
BH Tr ipa th i . |^.3'+-^9. 
^^wspai^er a r t i c l e s i 
(a) Serial number 
(b) Author 
(c) Title 
(d) Abbreviated name of the newspaper 
( e ) Date,Month,Year 
(f) Page and col'oans 
The RoTDaia smalls a to h have been used,following the 
p rac t ice of Indian Press Index,to Indicate columns 1 to 8 
on the page of a newspaper. 
Specimen Entry; 
187. SHAH(AB). SJiarla and Muslim Personal law, U , 7 Ja 73 ; 6f-£ 
The bibliography contains an exhaustive a u t h c r - t i t l e -
subject index in onQ a lphabet ica l sequence. A large number of 
8«9 and See also refarences hav« been provided to facil i tate 
the consultation of the bll>libgraphy and to meet various 
approaches to the subject* The Index guides to the specific 
entry or entries In the bibliography* I hope i t will be foirnd 
very useful In making use of the bibliography. 
Special features 1 
A bibliography of books and paaqphlets in English a^ id 
Urdu on Muslim lav and other related topics, a glossary of 
terms In Islarnic law and a brief Who»s Who of important 
writers are the special features of the bibliography. I hope 
these will augment the u t i l i t y of the bibliography. 
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CHAPTSR 1*1 
ISUMIC lAVft ORIGIN,SOnRCSS AND DS7BLQPMENT 
According to the Encyclopaedia of Islam the word "Islam" 
means"subalsslon" or "resignation" (to God). This name has been 
given to the religion because of the fact that the follovsrs 
of this religion surrender themselves completely to the Almighty. 
They resolve to lead a life according to the will of their Lord 
conveyed to them by Prophet Moheumaad.(Peace be bn him) 
Islam claims to be the last and the most perfect religion, 
ideally adequate for the guidance of humanity till the last day 
of the world. Quran declares! 
"This day I have perfected for you your religion and comple-
ted my favour upon you and it is my pleasure that Islam be your 
religion? (VIt125) 
According to Muslims Islam is not a religion in the 
prevalent western sense of the word and is not confined to faith 
and worship alone; it covers the entire gamut of human activities 
from cradle to grave. It makes no distinction between spiritual 
and worldly life or between private and public life. Islam takes 
the entire span of life of a human being as an Integrated whole 
and regulates every sphere of It. Faith and worship,law and 
polltics,economics and sociology - all are so closely interrelate( 
with each other in Islam that none can be separated from the 
other. 
Islam like other religions,is composed of two parts - din 
and the Shariah. According to Quran the din "from the time of 
Noah down to the advent of Prophet Mohammad,has been the same 
and so Is unchangeable. It i s only the Sharlah which has been 
different fron prophet to prophet. However, as din i s always 
inpleoented through the Shariah. they cannot be separated 
from each other for practical purposes. The Shariah of Islam, 
adumbrated in the Quran and explained and elucidated by the 
prophet i s ,as i t is,meant for a l l times and for al l the people 
of the world having different social customs and manners. It 
cannot,therefore,be rigid and inflexible." 1 The shariah in 
Islam i s al l -comprehensive. It prescribes directives for the 
regulation of individual as well as collective l i f e . The 
directives touch such varied subjects as religious rituals, 
personal character,morals,habits,family relations,social and 
economic affairs,administration,rights and duties of c i t izens, 
the Judicial system,the laws of war and peace and international 
relations. Thus Shariah i s a complete scheme of l i f e and an 
all-embracing social order. It i s a concrete embodiment of the 
and 
Divine will-the manner in which/the way by which God wants us 
to l ive in this world. 
Islamic Jurisprudence> 
It i s unfortunate that the word *law' is used in 
English and 'droit* in French to mean the Shariah. As 
explained above.Shariah i s not only a complete and a compre* 
hensive code of conduct for l i f e but i s also of Divine orig 
1. Maulana S^ed Ahmad Akbarabadi "Symposium on 
Changes in Musix-xiO Personal Law" Proceedings of tfas 
Twenty Sixth International Congress of Orientalists (New Delhi,1966),p.80, 
2^ - Qetyeag^ - ghe-AHgega>Refefm-yt)»4 ^ » 
3ir-AAA-Fy»eei^ tl4Beg>ef-MeliamMadan-fcawHaenden:;t96V47pr—• 
•* ft 
Law Is undttrstood to b« oan-made{ i t i s osost art i f ic ia l . This 
concept,as pointed out by OstroT^ g i s the guiding principle 
of a l l the great systeos of law such as Greek,Roman,Celtic 
or Germanic* 
Law in Islam i s tfalled >Piqh*« It i s the name given 
to the whole science of Islamic jurisprudence as i t demands the 
exercise of intelligence and understanding in order to decide 
a point of law in the absence of a nass (command)froi!: the 
QuraB or the Sunnaht The l i t era l meaning of the word »Fiqh» i s 
intelligence and a Faaih i s a Jurist, a person skilled in law. 
Theories of Fioh and Sources of Islamic Law: Fyaee-^  mentions 
two theories of Fight the classical theory and the modem theory. 
FIQH: Classical Theory; According to this theory the following 
are the sources of Islamic Laws 
(a) QuranI The first source of Islamic law i s Quran which i s th 
Book of God. It i s a collection of those revelations which 
were mads to the Prophet in God*s own words containing His 
wishes and commsLnds* Meuiy of the verses were revealed in 
the context of specific eases which actually arose • iince 
Quran i s the Word cf God the legal doctrines contained in 
i t are iimnutable,unchangeable and infalliable according to 
the classical throry* 
(b) Sunnahi The next source of law i s Sunnali,the practices of 
the Prophet,and may be comparec' in similarity with 
the recorded Coraaon Law in the early history of the English 
Law< According to some jurists Sunnah also includes the 
2« Ostrot&g^ ghe Anaore ReformfT).1^> 
3» AAA Fygee.Outlines oflloEiamnadan Law(Londonf1<?6 )^^ p..16, 
«f. Abdur Rahim.Principles of MuhammadanTurisprudsnee( London, 
p . 1 7 * i?fi .) 
5. James Robson.The Muslim World, M(1951 ),f»|»,22,98,166,275. 
practice of the four Bnllghtened Caliphs and other approved 
companions of the prophet. Fysee suggests that the word Sunnah 
must always he distinguished from the term qadith. While Hadlt^ 
is a narration of a particular erent^^unnah, the rule of law 
deduced from It,is the practice of the Prophet* According to 
Wensinck 7 Hadith is the mirror of the Muslim society. 
(C) limaa or the consensus of opinion of the scholars is the third 
source of law. It is deduced from the Quran and based upon a 
Tradition which says that God will not allow His people to agree 
on an error. The laws so laid down are presumed to be what God 
intended and are thus covered by the definition of law as 
communication from God. Ijmaa was a recognised principle of all 
Q 
the schools of Sunni law. According to Hidayatullah "without 
IJmaa. which is responsible for a vast body of principles,the 
rules of Islamic law as contained in the Quran would have been 
extremely sparse." 
The development of Islamic law by consensus owes much to the 
application of the doctrine of litihad ^ ich denotes the exercise 
of one Is reason to deduce a rule of Shariah law. In deducing a 
new rule the principles laid down by the Quran and Hadith vere 
always kept In view,but at the same time due weightage was also 
given to the exigencies of time and public interest. 
6 . Ibid. 
7• Wensick.Muslim Creed.p•1. 
8. Hldyatullah,Introduction to Mulla)i*s principles of Muhanmiadar 
Law. 17th ed.(Bombay,l972),p.XXIV 
(D) The last lourc* of Islaaio lav i s plyas. It s lgnif lts a 
process of deduction hy vhldh. tba lav of a text i s applied 
to cases vhich though not covered by the language,are gover-
ned by the principle; underlyli^ the text . It must be borne 
in aind that the principle so deduced must be in consonance 
with thsf actual vording of the Quran end the actions or the 
traditions of the prophet in order that i t be possessed of 
force of law. 
Other Sources: 
There are other sources of law also such as Istishad.Istidlal. 
Istlshab^Istihgan etc , They maialy reflect the difference of 
opinion among jurists in matters where discretion can be exercised 
It may be pointed out here that a l l fonts of Qiyas are entirely 
re;)ected by the Ithna Ashari and the Fatmid schools of Shia lav. 
i^qHt Modern Theoryi It vaa Imam Shafil who foKaulated the classi-
cal theory of the sources and constitution of Islamic Lav. The 
theory has been accepted universally by a l l the Islamic scholars, 
both ancient and ajodem. Hovever,according to Fyzee^ during the 
last century Ignaz Croldziher's criticism of the Hadith literature 
has led to the formulation of the Modern Theory of Fiqh by him. 
Schacht carrying the research of Goldsiher fcarard by his careful 
study of the vorks of Shafii established the >Dain features of thia 
theory. The characteristic feature of this theory i s that i t 
assails the authencity of Hadith, The propounders of the theory 
point out that while the f irst four schools of law,Hanafi,Maliki, 
9. Ibid,^.23. 
10. Schacht .Origins of Muhammadan Juriapinadence(0xford,1950 ) 
Shafll and Hanball were foimded In the saconcL century, the canonic a] 
tradltionlsts worked in the third century* The eix authentic 
books of Sunnites are the works of Bukharl|MusliBi,Abu Dawud, 
Tiraldhi and Nasali. The four author!ti^tive works of the Twelver 
Shla by Kubyanl,Ibn Bababa-Wajrtil and Tusl are of a s t i l l later 
period and were composed during the fourth and the f irst half of 
the 5th century. Whia.9 the classical theory regards Quran and 
Hadlth as the fundamental sources of islamic law,the Modem Theory 
goes to the roots of the law as they are to be found in the 
history of i t s growth a^ id i t s institutions. It gives l i t t l e 
consideration to ethical and spiritual norms* 
The modem theory of flqh has made a great impact on contem-
porary scholars of Islam* The changes brought out in Islamic law 
In the countries of the htlddle Kast ixi recent years may be ascri-
bed partly to the influence of this theory. Fysee also seems 
to have been very much influenced by tills theory as i s evident 
frodi many of his writings. I feel that i t i s the impact of this 
theory on Fysee *s thinking which has made him a champion of the 
Muslim personal Law reform In this country. 
Development of Islamic Law 
Abdur Bahlm In his Kuhammadan Ji^risprudence divides the deve-
lopment of Islamic law into four periods according to the generall 
11 
accepted view* On the other hand,al-Khudarl in his history of 
flqh traces the course of Islamic law through five periods •Fysee 
prefers the classification of al-Khudarl. 
11* Muhaamad al*Khudari.Tarlkhut-tashrll-Islamf (Cairo, 1930),p.if. 
The f irst period ejEtends from A.H« 1 to 10,i .e,the last 
10 years of the Prophet*s l i f e . This i s the most important 
period so far as the f irst two sources of lav^the Quran and the 
Hadith are coneemed. 
The second period starts from the dsath of the Prophet and 
lasts upto M) A.H* This i s the period of Enlightened Caliphs 
ra 
and i s eha^terised by close adherence to the ancient practice 
under the fiction of the adherences to the traditions or the 
Sunnah of the Prophet. The collection and editing of the text 
of the Quran i s another distinguishing feature of tais period* 
T^ * third period ranging from A,H. ^0 to the third century 
of the Hijra i s s t i l l more important because i t was during this 
period that the work of collecting the traditions took place* 
The earlier part of this period witnessed obe emergence of the 
following four schools of Sunnite law* 
Schools of »Hanafl Schooli Founded by Iraara Abu Haiiifa(699-767 A,D,):This 
jurispru" i s the most famous of the four schools cf Suni^ i law. Two 
dencti 
distinguished pupils of Abu Uanifaiassociated with this school 
were Imam Abu YUsuf and Imam Mulxajnmad A3h-Shaybani,a prolific 
writer. The doctrines of this school spread to Syria,Afghanistan, 
Turkish Central Asia and India. Bucks on the doctrines are al-
Hidr* of Marghinani(translated by Hamilton).Radd-al-Mukhtar and 
Purrul Mukhtar of Ibn Abidin. al-Mukhtasar of Kuduri and Fatawa^i-
AlfijogAri,collected in Aurungaeb's time. 
MaJ^i Schooli The school was established by Malik ibn Anas 
(713-795 iD). He leaned towards Jurlsprudsnce based on Quran 
and Hadith. Of the Ister Sunnah he followed only those of the 
« 
prophet* In case of a confl ict between Traditions Malik re l ied 
on Ijmaa* fbe fanous work of Malik Kitab^aypMuvatta systematised 
l a v . Another important book containing Mallkl doctrines i s 
al-Mukhtasar of Khalll-lbn-Ishaq. 
Shafl l School I ''^i* school was founded by Muhanmiad Ibn Idrls 
ash-.Shafll(767-820iId who was a pupil of Malik Ibn Anas. He 
propounded the doctrine of Qlyas and also established IJmaa 
as a source of law. He recognised only the Sunnah of the Prophet. 
Kltab-ul-UiaBi Is the famous work of Shaf l l . Of the large number 
of books written on Shafll Tuhfat-al^MuhtaJ of Hajr and rilhjat-al 
MuhtaJ of Ramll, both commentaries of Nawarl*s Minhaj al Tallbln 
are standard works* 
Hanball Schoolt This school owes I t s origin to Ahmed ibn Hanbal 
(780.855 AD) who was a pupil of Shaf l l . He perfected the 
doctrine of Usui. He was the author of a large number of books 
of which Masnad al-Imam Hanbal yTaat-ur^Rasul and Kltab-ul-Alal 
are vry famous* The most e^diaustlve work written on Hanball 
doctrines has been written by Muwaffak al-Dln. Two pupils of 
Imam Hanbal developed the doctrines of Slyasa and Sharla. 
12 Shla Schools t According to Fysee the fundamental difference 
between the Sunnlte and the Shl l te Theology i s the doctrine 
of Imamat developed by the latter* Whereas In the Sunnlte 
theology the leader of Muslims at any given period of time i s 
the Caliph who i s more of a temporal ruler than a rel igious 
12. Ibld,p.»f1. 
Chlef(for|ln religious matters he 4s simply to follov the path 
of Shariah},in the Shllte theology the Imam i s not only the 
temporal chief but also the final interpreter of lav on earth. 
He i s leader not by suffrage of the people but by Divine Right 
because he i s the direct descendent of the Prophet or rather of 
Al i , 
The Shias agree with the Sunnis that the Quran and the 
Sunnah are the foundations of Islamic Lav. They do not,however, 
admit the genuinness of any tradition which i s not received from 
the Ahl-e-Bait or the people of the House. The Sunni doctrines 
that the concordant decisions of the successive Caliphs and 
the general body of jurists supplement the Quranic texts along 
vith the basis of the sunnah of the Prophet are not acceptable 
to shias. They,therefore,reject Ijmaa and Qiyas as the sources 
of Islamic Lav. After Quran and sunnah,Imamat i s the third 
source of lav according to them. Infact Imam is the lav-giver 
himself,the speaking (natiq) Quran. He msy make nev laws and 
abrogate the old ones. But as the Imam is hidden or Evanescent 
the mujtahlds \riio are present at «LL1 times and in each country 
are his agents,the recognised interpreters of lav. IJtihad, 
therefore,has altogether a different connotation in the Shia 
school. 
The Shias are divided into several sub-sects and there 
are therefore as many schools of lav among them. In India the 
Impoztant schools are as follovss 
Ithna Asharl School! The Ithna Aahari law is followed by the 
great majority of the Shlas in India. Among the several well-
known texts of this school the Sharal->ul-Islaa i s a work of 
great authority* 
limalli School! Xhe laws of the Ismaill are applicable to 
Daudl Bohras and to the Sulainanis* The Daainul Islara is the 
leading text of Ismai^li laa#« 
Of the Shlite sects today,the Zaydis who are represented 
in South Arabia and mostly in Yenen,exhlbit a curious and 
interesting fusion of Shiite and Sunnite principles. 
5^« fourth period which i s not only long but also varied 
i s characterised by general dscadftnoe. It extends from the 
third century of the Hijra to 192'* when the Caliphate by the 
Turkish Republic was abolished. During this period the doctrine 
of Taalld cant into prominence on the one hand end the limits 
of IJtihad were laid down carefully on the other. The earlier 
jurists had greater powers}the latter onts could not cross the 
barrier and were classified as of lower and lower rank. 
'^^^ f ifth period connenees with the abolition of Caliphate 
in Turkey. As there i s none now to enforce the beheasts of the 
Shariah,it becomes a moral cods and loses i t s juristic sanction. 
During this period the secular law has mads great inroads into 
the Shariah. 
iifith this background,I have attempted to give,in the 
following pages, a brief account of contemporary developments in 
Islamic Law in the Muslim Vtorld and to show their impact on 
Muslim personal Law in India. 
CUKOUT 1.2 
MUSLIM P£BSONAL UMt NAIURB AND SIGNIFICANCB 
Lav in Islam has altogether a different connotation and 
purview. JW Anderson,the famous authority on Islanic Lav 
observest "Islamic law is anonaously wider in i t s scope than 
Western lav. To the Western mind, law - in the lawyer's sense -
may be defined for our immediate purpose as what is ,or at least 
might be, enforced by the courts. Islamic law,on the contrary, 
takes the whole of huixan conduct for i t s f ield It thus 
covers every field of law - public and private,national and 
international - together with an enormous amoimt of material 
1 
that we in the West would not regard as law at allV 
Muslim personal Law nay be defined as that branch of Islam^ 
lav which deals with matters relating to the structure of 
Muslim Family,and which regulates and governs the relationship 
among i t s members. It includes laws pertaining to marriage, 
Mahr. divorce, Khula,Ila^Iddah.Zihar.rights of children and 
relatives,Inheritance,bequests,waqf and various other al l ied 
matters. 
In order to appreciate fully the present controversy about 
reforms in Muslim Personal Law It i s necess-ary to understand 
i t s true nature and significance. This wi l l provide a better 
peep into the Muslim mind which i s so much agitated over the 
question of reform. 
1. JND Anderson.Islamic law In the modem world(London^ 19^9)^0.^, 
(f 
There are four eharacteristic features of the Musllai 
2 
personal Lav. 
1* A substantial part of these lavs is laid dovn In the 
Quran and the Sunnah. 
2* They are Intrinsically related to the basic values 
and ideals of Islan* 
3» Another outstanding feature of these lavs,as indicated 
by the Quran and sunnah is,that they are not only 
laid dovn but also stressed and ordained to be folloved 
strictly by the Huslios. They Infact constitute the 
coBBoands of God and prescribe limits for freedom of 
human action. The Muslins are obliged to bov to these 
connands. 
Thus the rules relating to marriage are folloved by 
phrases such ast 
"It i s a decree of Allah for you",(IVi2^) 
"That i s the Judgment of Allah. He Judgeth betveen you". 
(LX;10) 
The lavs relating to dlToroe are folloved by the folioving 
vamlngi 
"These are the limits (iinposed by}Allah. Transgress them 
not",(IIi229) 
The lav relating to the vlfe of a deceased person required 
to observe certain restraints ends vlth the remlndert 
"That i s the conunandment of Allah vhich |^ revealeth 
Unto youi"(LX7i5) 
2. Sadruddln Islahl,"Real nature of the Muslim Personal Lav." 
Seminar on Muslim personal Lav, Papers and proceedings (Aligarh ,1968) ,p .if. 
O fl: 
Agaln|the lavs of inheritance conclude with the phrasei 
"These are the Holts(liaposed bt)Allah«** 
^« The fourth feature of these lavs is that they constitute 
a necessary corallary to one's faith and are an inalien-
able part of the life of a true Muslim. Looking again into 
Quran we find the following warning at the end of the 
laws of inheritance: 
"And whose disobeyeth Allah and His messenger and 
transgresseth His limits,He will make him enter Fire where 
such will dwell forever; this will be a shameful doon."(IV:1 
Similarly the divorce laws a2re followed by the following 
statementi 
"Kiis is an admonition for hlo among yon who believeth 
in Allah and the Last Day* This is more virtuous for you, 
and cleaner*** 
Examples can be multiplied. The inevitable conclusion from 
the above is that these laws are in integral part of religion 
and that they form an essential chapter in the Quran and Junnah* 
Chapter 1*3 
MUSLIM P5RS0N&L U W IN IHDIA 
During the Moghul period the Muellns were governed by the 
Islamic law and the non-MusUas by the law of their respective 
religions* The Muslin rulers of India were mostly ainnis of the 
Hanafl school and,therefore,generally the Hanafl law proiolled all 
over the country* Shyakh Burhanuddln*s Rldaya was received in 
India in the thirteenth century and remained the foremost legal 
wox^ throughout the Muslim period* 
When the British came the then legal system of the country 
contlnuied to be enforced in all its departments for sometime. 
From the very beginning the British had adopted a policy of non-
interference in the personal laws of the raligions communities 
living in India. Thus section 27 of Regulation II of 1772 providsdt 
^Ixi all suits regarding inherltance|Succession,marriage and 
caste and other rd. igious usages or Institutions the laws of 
Qoran with respect to Mohaimoadens and those of the Shastras with 
respeet to OentoosCELndoos)shall invariably be adhered to." 
The ebove rule with a slight change of wording was again 
incorporated in section 21 of Regulation III of 1793* 
However,after the take-over of the administration of the 
country by the British Government,the application of Islamic law 
was gradually curtailed and replaced by the enactments of the LagiS' 
lature in such matters as crime and punishment,revenue and land 
tenures,transfer of property,procedures in civil and criminal 
proceedings,etc* Abdur Rahlm has summed up the position in the 
1 * It was translated into English by Charles Hamilton during the 
period of Warren Hastings* A second abridged edition edited by 
S*0*Hardy was Issued In 1870* 
2 
following wordst 
"In the early days of the British Settlement the Muhammadan 
Code was enforced in a l l i t s departnents ,but in the course 
of time Muhammadan laws relating to the crimes and punish. 
ment8|revenues,land tenures,procedure,evidence and partly 
transfer of property have been gradually abondoned and 
replaced by the enactaents of the Legislature. Questions 
relating to family relations and status,namely,marriage, 
divorce,maintenance and guardianship of minors,suecession 
and inheritance yreligjbous usages and institutions and 
disposition of property by hiba,will and waqf are s t i l l 
governed by the Huhammadan law so far as the Muhamtriadans 
are ooneemsd,and in some parts of India the Muhammadem 
law of pre-emption i s also recognised*" 
Thus while the British Government introduced i t s own c iv i l 
and criminal laws the personal laws of Muslims,as also of 
other religions cocnmunities of India,reraaJ-ned unaffected. This 
policy was continuied right up to the end of the British rule in 
Sharlat Acti Before the passing of the Muslim personal Law 
(Shariat)Appliaation Aot,1937ythe personal law of Indian Muslims 
m 
was wholly/todifled. At the suggestion of Ulema,prominent 
among them being Maulana Ashraf. All Ihanvi,tais Act was passed. 
The Act applied to a l l Muslims of India in the following matters. 
2, Abdur Hahla .Principles of Muhammadan Jurisprudence (Madras y19t1 
p.37. 
(&) narrlage,various forma of its dissolution,dover,malntenazice 
guardianship; 
(b) interstate suceession(exoept agricultural lands); 
(c) gifts (trusts and waqfs* 
Besides the Shariat Act,there are special enactments goyeming 
certain communities among Huslims|Vis*fthe Mapillas of South India 
and the Cutchi Memons. The Mapilla Succession Act of 1918,the 
Mapilla Wills Act of 1928 and the Cutchi Memons Act,1938 lay 
dovn that these cosmunlties will be goyezned hy the Islamic lav 
of succession. 
Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act ^19391 This Act is a landmark 
in the history of Muslim Personal Lav in India* The Act vas again 
the result of the efforts of Maulana Thanri* Prior to this enact-
ment a Muslim vife could not seek dissolution of marriage through 
a court of lav. The Hanafi lav being too rigid in this regard, 
Maulana Thanvi suggested its replacement by certain Maliki 
principles in order to check the groving tendency among Muslim 
vomen to renounce Islam as the only vay-out to get rid of the 
bondage of marriage. The Act of 1939 specifies the grounds on 
vhich a Muslim voman can seek dissolution of marriage by the Court. 
The dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act is not applicable 
to certain parts of the coimtry including the State of Jammu and 
Kashmir. The itate has its ovn separate enactment on the subject 
(The Jammu and K)ashmir Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act, 19^2) 
but its providions are different from those of the Central Act. 
Registration of Marriage and Divorce> Four states of India,vis., 
Assam,Bihar,Orissa and West Bengal have enactments providing rules 
for voluntary registration of marriages and divorces among Muslims. 
The oldttt of these is the Bengal MohanuMdan Marriages and 
DlTorces Registration Act of 1876. The Act has been adopted 
BUtatis Mutandl|i in BiharfAssam and Orissa. 
Family Wawfst The Mussalnan Wakf validating Act,1913 la the only 
statute vhich provides substantive lav on the subject;the other 
Acts deal sinply with the administration of waqf properties. 
Lavs shared by Muslims vlth other religloxisicoanunitiest 
Notvithstending the personal lavs of the various religious 
communities of India the folloving enactments govern all the 
cltisens of India,including Muslims.-' In case of a conflict 
betveen the provisions of any of these enactments and those of 
any personal lav the latter vill be held as void. 
(a) The Caste Disabilities Act.1856i The Act provides that 
if a person renounces liis religion or caste this vill not impair 
or affect any of his rii^ts of inheritance under any lav or 
usage. 
(b) The Child Marriage Restraint Act .19291 It prescribes 
the minimum age for solemnisation of marriage as 18 years for 
males and 15 years for females. 
(c) The India Evidence Act.18721 Section 112 of the Act 
lays dovn the lav relating to parentage and legltlmaiy vhich 
is eq;iially applicable to Muslims. 
Special Jfcmily Lavsi Besides the personal lavs governing the 
various religious commurdtles in India the folloving special 
lavs have also been enacted. They arefhovever,purely optional 
in nature and do not supersede the personal lavs. 
3. lahir Halimood.Faaily lav reform in tha Muslim vorld(Bombay.1972 
1^ .177. 
t > )^ 
(a) Special Marrlag> Acty195M-i Dtadar this Act any two persons, 
whether professing the sane religion or different religions 
or no religion at all,can contract a marriage and get it 
registered* Any existing narrlage solemnised under any personal 
law may also be got registered under the provisions of this 
Act and thereupon the principles of the personal law, 
ordinarily applicable to the parties,will stand superseded 
by the prorisJons of this enactoent. 
(b) Indian succession Act ^195^ -1 In case a marriage is contracted 
or registered under the proyisions of the Special Marriage 
Act,the parties will be governed by the Indian Succession 
Act,195^ In matters of intestate and testamentary succession 
in suppression of the provisions of the personal laws 
ordinarily applicable to thea in this behalf* 
The above two enactments have been bitterly criticised 
by the orthodox section of Muslins which views these special 
lavs as an attempt on the part of the Government to amend 
the Muslin Personal Law indirectly* However,since these laws 
are purely discretionary the eriticisn is unwarranted and 
witbuut any sound reason* 
MaSLIM PBRS0N4L UVs MODERN TRENDS 
The reforas In Islanle lav of family In many of the Muslim 
countries during the last few dtcades have had their Impact 
on the reformation movement In India. One of the oft*repeated 
/arguments In justification of the demand for reforms In Muslim 
personal Lav Is that since the Isla||lc family lav has been 
x'eformed In Muslim countries ireforms should be introduced in 
India too, "It i s unvise for the Muslims of India to shut their 
eyes to the tremendous progress in the fields of personal lav 
and succession made in a major part of the vorld of Islam. A 
unifiedycodified and modernised lav of personal status i s 
nov the order of the day in a large number of countries vhere 
Muslims constitute oyervhelming majorities. In India^the Muslims 
have to l ive in the company of a dominant non-Muslim majority 
KX and other co-minorities,all of vhom are nov governed by largely 
modernised and codified personal lavs, Hov can they afford to 
ins is t on an absolutely undisturbed^ontinuance of their classical 
and uncodified persohal lav?" 
In vlev of the sifniflcont relevance of the reforms effecte( 
in Muslim countries to the question of reforming the Muslim 
personal Lav in India i t i s necessary that the real nature of 
the changes made in the family lav in the Islamic vorld should 
be properly understood. A clear conception about these changes 
1. Tahlr Hahmood,"Progressive codification of Muslim Personal 
Lav." 23 Islamic lav in modern India(Bombay,1972),p.93. 
will enable <me appreciate better the problem^ In this chapter, 
therefore, I propose to give a brief account of the reforms Intro-
duced In the Muslim countries. 
While surTeylng the family law reforms In the world of 
2 
Islam ,Iahlr Mahmood haA divided the Muslim countries into the 
following three categories. 
1. Countries where the traditional law of Islam,according to 
its various schools ,1s still followed and where no changes 
have been effected so far. These countries include Saudi 
Arabia,the two Yemens,Bahrain,Kuwait and the seven trucial 
states. 
2. Countries where the Islamic law has been totally abandoned. 
Turkey and Albania,with a majority of Muslim population, 
are the two countries under this category. 
3. Countries where the family law has been reformed. This 
category includes all the rest of the Muslim countries. 
The reforms Introduced In these countries may briefly be 
summarised as undert-
(a) Substantive reform of Muslim Personal Law has been 
effected in Egypt,Sudan,Lebanon,Jordon,Syria,Tunisia, 
Morocco,Algeria,Iran,Pakistan and Bangla Desh. In 
almost all(£ these countries the doctrine of Juristic 
monologue has been replaced by the principle of 
interchangeablllty and equality of the rules of the 
various schools of Islamic jurisprudence,$unnl as well 
as Shla. 
2. Tahlr Mahmood,Family law reform In the Muslim world(Bombay.1972), 
p.2. 
(b) Regtilatory legislation has been imposed on Islamic laws of 
aarri&ge and divoroe in Indonesia,Malaysia and Brunei Sultanate. 
For exas^lefin these countries a l l marriages are required to be 
registered with the oarriage officials# Divorce has also been 
regulated by requiring the hs husband to obtain permission 
from the local marriage off ic ial before dovorcing his v i fe . 
Again,under the Malaysian lav a person intending to contract 
a second marriage has to prove that he i s capable of maintaining 
more than wife. Similar other regulatory provisions are 
contained in the family lavs of these countries. 
(c) In Turkey and Tunisia polygamy has been tdbally banned while 
In Iraq,Iran,Syria,Paki8tan and Bangla Desh i t i s s tr ict ly 
controlled by the courts or administrative bodies throu^ 
regulatory legislation. 
(d) Sztra-judicial and unilateral divorces have either been 
restricted or compulsory interposition of recostcnciiiatory 
proceedings provided in Turkey,Tunisia^Algeria,Iraq,Iran, 
Indonesia,Pakistan and Ban^ Desh. 
(e) Women(s rights relating to dower,doviroe,maintenance and 
custody of children e tc have been enlarged in a large number 
of Muslim countries. 
(f ) In Egypt,Sudan,Jordan,Syria,Tunisia,Morocco,Pakistan and 
Bangla Desh (triple divorce * has bean abolished either explicit ly 
or implicitly, 
(g) The orphaned grand-children have been given new succession 
rights in Egypt,Syria,Tunisia,Morocco,lakistan and Bangla 
Desh. 
•4-
(h) The survlTlng spouse's right to Inheritance has been enlarged 
in £gypt|Sud&n,S7rla and Tunisia. 
(1) There Is unqualified recognition of the Talidity of bequest 
ih favour of an heir*apparent in Egypt,Sudan and Iraq* 
The above are Indeed very significant refoms in the 
family law and indicate that tremendous progress has been laade in 
this field in the Muslim countries. But the significant thing 
about these reforms is that they are not based on principles 
imported from outside the pale of Islamic lav. They are Infact 
the result of substitution of principles of one school of Islamic 
law by those of another. According to Tahir Mahmood,-* "The intro-
duction of substantive law reforms in these countries should be 
described as a reform of the locally prevalent schools of Muslim 
law, and not of Muslim law in its entirety. The technique 
generally employed for such reforms has been the adoption and 
enforcement of the principles and juristic opinions under the 
scho!ils of Islamic law other than those followed in a particular 
country." 
3. Ibidyp.6, 
Chapter 1.5 
UNXFCRM CIVIL CGDB 
Article Mf of the Conitltutlon which forms part of the 
Dlrectlva Principles of State Policy provides for a untfom 
civil code for all the citizens of India* The Article reads 
as underf 
"The state shall endsavour to secure for the cltisens a 
uniform civil code throughout the territory of India." 
The Muslins by and large have opposed the idea of a uniform 
civil code from the very beginning* The Constituent Assembly 
Debates indicate that the Muslim members of the Assembly tabled 
several amendments to Art.Mf and made all possible endeavours, 
but invain, to secure a constitutional guarantee that in the event 
of the enforcement of a uniform civil code the Muslim personal 
Lav will remain unaffected* Mr.Mohd*Ismail tried thrice unsuccess-
fully to safeguard the personal law of Muslims by getting a 
protective clause incorporated in Article 19 or 25* He proposed 
the following amendment i 
"Provided that any g roup ^ section or community of people 
shall not be obliged to give up its personal law in case 
it has such a law". 
Another amendment which was moved by Mr*Na2iruddin Ahmad reads 
as undert 
"Provided that the personal law of any community which has 
been guaranteed by the state shall not be changed except 
with the previous approval of the community ascertained 
1* Constituent Assembly Debates*Vol*VII,p*^ifO. 
in such manner as ths Union Lsglslaturs may determine by lav.** 
Tet another amendment was tabled by Mr.Mahboob All Balg 
In the folloving words t 
*«Provlded that nothing In this article shall affect the 
personal lav of the dtlsen*** 
All the members pleaded that the right of a group or community 
of people to follow and ahdere to I t s personal lav was among the 
fundamental rights. They stressed that the right to follov 
personal lav vas part of the vay of l i f e of those vho vere follovlng 
such lav; It vas part of their religion and part of their culture. 
They added that anything done affecting the personal lavs vould be 
tentaaount to Interference vlth the vay of l i f e of those people 
vho had been observing those lavs for generations and ages. 
Maulana Hasrat Mohanl|the famous poet and one of the leading freedom 
fighters,declared on the floor of the Houses 
'*MusSalmans v l l l never submit to any interference In their 
personal lav and they v l l l hare to face an iron vail of 
k Muslim determination to oppose them In every vay.** 
Replying to the debate DrJLmbedkar assured the Muslims that 
the IKnlform Civil Code,vhen enacted,vlll not be Imposed on a l l 
cit izens. He said,**I quite realise their feelings In the matter, 
but I think they have read rather too much into Article 35(Art.Mf) 
vhlch merely proposes that the state shall endeavour to secure a 
c iv i l code for the citizens of the country. It does not say that 
after the Code Is frame^the state shall enforce i t upon a l l cittens 
2. Ibld,p.5Vi 
3 . Ibld,p.5^3 
»f. Ibid,pp.759-60 
merely because they are citizens. It is perfectly possible that 
the future Parliament may make a provision by vay of making a begin-
ning that the Code shall apply only to those vho make a declaration 
that they are prepared to be bound by it."' 
From the above one is led to the Inevitable conclusion 
that the uniform civil code has been a controversial issue from the 
very outset and continues to be so even today. The Muslims by and 
large have always vehemently opposed the formulation of such a 
cods and have not been able to reconcile themselves to this idea 
even after tventy three years of the passing of the Constitution. 
There ls,of course, a section of (secularist* and 'modernist* 
Muslims which Is clamouring for a uniform civil code and wants the 
Muslim Personal Law to be replaced by it. But this group is in a 
thin minority and does not enjoy the confidence of the Community. 
Why the vast majority of Muslims is passionately opposed 
the 
to a unlfom civil code,the reasons are mainly two. In/first 
instance the Muslims believe that their personal law is an Integral 
part of religion!it is sacroscanct and immutable. Any attempt to 
refoxv it or introduce changes in it will be tantamount to inter-
ference in their religion and will violate the Fundamental Right b 
freely practise any religion or faith enshrined in the Constituttlai 
In the second place they fear that any abandonment of their personal 
law,gradual or wholesale wovld result In a loss of their Identity 
and the distlntlve character of the Muslim community would be 
eradicated. They see in the demand for a uniform civil code a 
. 5. Ibld,p.55l. 
6. Mushlrul HaqI**Indian Muslims and personal Law." 
Islam and the Modern Age.2y1(February,lQ7l ),p.79. 
o r 
ealculmt«d dtslgn to rob than of thalr s«parate Identity. According 
to then the efforts of both the H1A4|| comminalUte and the 
seculanstfl are directed towards this end* While the Hindu Coamu-
nallsts holding the view that Indian culture i s essentially a 
Hindu culture would like to see back a l l the religious ooantunities 
of India in ths Hindu fold(which thsy earlier lef t under cetain 
compulsions which no longer exist now), the secularists believing 
in Indian natinalisa instead of Hindu nationalism want the 
religious and cujtural distinctions to be mlniisised as far as 
possible so that a composite religion and culture could be evolred* 
Both the groups icannot, there fore,agree to the s^arate identity 
of Muslims and their separate personal law.'^ According to Anderson 
i t i s "precisely this point that the more convinced 'secularists' 
most desiret an India in which communal and xvligious loyalties 
are completely submerged in common dtisenship in Kftiich religious 
differences are confined to matters of faith and worshipi 
Besides the desirability of reducing cultural and religious 
distinctions to the minimum in order to build w^ a composite 
culture for India»other arguments which have generally been 
advanced In justification of the demand for a uniform c iv i l code 
may briefly be summarised as undert* 
7* Hamld Ali,"Changes in Muslim Personal LawtScope and procedure. 
In Seminar on Muslim personal Law.Paper and proceedings(Aligarh.68] 
pp.88-89. 
8. JM) Anderson."Muslim Personal Law in India." ^ Tshir Mahmood,^ .^ 
Islamic law in modern India(Bombay^1072Vp.^?. 
o ,<. 
(a) While the Constitution guarantees equality before lav for a l l 
the oitisens of India,there exists a woeful discrliolnation 
between followers of one religion and those of anoter* Although 
the Hindu Marriage Act,1955|bannlng polygamy anKsng the Hindus 
was passed in the face of reheaient opposition,the Muslins in 
India are s t i l l free to practise polygamy; -^ ^ 
(b) Uniform c iv i l laws are essential for the growth and progress 
of a society* m a plularllst lc and s ecular society like 
India religion should be purely a personal matter} ' 
(c ) A uniform c iv i l code would go a long way in curbing communalisii 
In the country and would end old conmunal r io t ing}^ 4 50; 
(d) The existence of separate and diverse laws for different 
sections of the people i s a historically continuing anomaly 
In India and i s opposed to the Directive Principles of State 
Policy* The confused mass of family law for various comiminltiei 
in India should yield place to a uniform c i v i l codeS ^ 
(e) The personal laws are not protected by Art 25(I)whioh 
guarantees freedom of religion* The Constituent Assembly 
had rejected a l l the amendments proposed bv Muslims to exempt 
the Sharlat from the Directive Principles* 
( f ) In almost a l l the Muslim countries the Islamic family lav 
has been reformed* When the personal lav can be substantially 
revised in Muslim countries,why not this can be done In India? 
"Is i t not strange that the Muslims of secular India l ive 
under a more arohaic c iv i l coda than their brethem In 
Pakistan?"^ 
9. AB Shah,"RefonB of Muslim Law".Times of Indla(13 J\ay^196V)V 
In vlev of the strong reaction and tremendous opposition of 
Muslim reformers l ike Fyzea,Danial Latifi and Tahir Mahmood have 
counselled patience and caution in implementing Art«Mf of the 
Constitution. They feel that the enforcement of a uniform c iv i l code 
should be preceded by gradual reformation of Muslim personal Law 
so as to bring i t , a s far as possible,in harmony with modem 
c iv i l codas. They have also tried to dispel the unfounded fears of 
Muslims that the proposed uniform c iv i l code will be a Hindu Code. 
According to Tahir Mahmood| *(Xt wil l be sometMng entirely 
different from Hin^ personal law and will be partly based 
on the cream extracted from a l l systems of personal law prevailing 
in the country. It i s wrong that Islamic conceptions will have no 
place in it.** 
It may also be pointed out in the end that there are 
11 
many who share the view of Anderson that the inj^mentation of 
Art.Mf i s not mandatory. Anderson feels that Impatience in this 
matter shown by Justice KS Hedge and many others i s "misplaced". 
"It has inevitably given rise to a marked feeling of insecurity in 
the Muslim coimnunity which i s damaging to the best Interests of 
12 the state." He,therefore,suggests that conditions be created 
for the init iat ive to come from the Muslim community i t se l f for 
reforms in i t s personal law. 
10. Tai^ ir Mahmood,"Progressive Codification of Muslim personal Law," 
In Islamic Law in modern Indla(Bombay,1972),p.96. 
11. JN6 Anderson,op cit ,p.35 
12. Ibid 
Chapter 1.6 •J 
REFORMATION MOVEMENT t A REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The MLisliins by and large are opposed to any reform in 
their existing Personal Law \^ich they regard as sacrosanct. An 
overwhelming majority of them wants the status quo to be main-
tained. In order to understand the Maslim mind it would be worth-
while to haveicursory look at the history of the last OTIC hundred 
years. 
The total eclipse of the Moghul aiq)ire in 1857, besides 
bringing in its terrain all sorts of miseries and problems for 
the f^iisllms, generated in them a defeatist mentality and an infe-
riority complex - a malady which, if not cured in time, ultimately 
results in the death of a nation. The Muslims instead of facing 
the challenge of time boldly withdrew themselves in their ivory 
towers of ortliodoxy \Aere they only intensified their animosity 
against their new rulers. They also suspected that the Hindus had 
collaborated with the British to bring about their down fall. 
Their hatred towards the British and everything that was Western 
only gave way to their degradation and humiliation in every sphere 
of life. The famous poet Hali has sketched a very pathetic picture 
in his Ifasaddas * 
The defeatist mentality and the inferiority complex, the 
psychologicial inhibitions and the mental phobia, actuated the 
Masllms to protect their cultural and religious heritage from 
being robbed by the British after having snatched the government 
frcMa their hands. They thought that they could save their religion 
and culture by saving themselves from the unholy Western educa-
tion. This attitude of the Muslimsf taking the comiminity to self-
imposed perpetuating backwardness, made a profound impact on Sir 
syed, Hali, Shibli, CSiiragh Ali and Ameer Ali and they therefore 
decided to popularise Western education among their co-reli-
gionists. Deeply moved by this distressing and pathetic condition 
of his community; Hall wrote: 
" 0» ye the Musalmans of Indiat are you still in the same 
world In which your fathers and grand-fathers passed their lives? 
And are you still expecting plants to grow in the fields irfiere 
your elders sowed the seeds. It is long since that world dis-
appeared and those fields got destroyed. Now open your eyes and 
see where you are I" 
The Aligarh Movement led by Sir Syed not only popularised 
Western education among the Muslims but also attempted to give a 
new interpretation to Islam in order to enable the Muslims to 
keep pace with times. IftifortunateiLy this movement could not reach 
Its logical culmination. Among others, "an important reason was 
the emergence of Hindu revivalism with its anti-Muslim posture".^ 
Among the twentieth century Muslim reformers Jqbal, 
unlike Ameer Ali \rfiose approach is rather apologetic in "The 
Spirit of Islam" and in "A Short History of the Saracens", boldly 
pleaded for a reconstruction of the Islamic thought and law. He 
believed that "the claim of the present generation of I-iislim 
liberals to reinterpret the fundamental legal principles, in the 
1. Altaf Husain Hall, quoted in Rafiq Zakaria, Rise of Muslims 
in Indian Politics (Bombay, 1970), p. 28. 
2. Mushlrul Hasan, "Problems of Muslim social reform In India". 
Mainstream. 22,38 & 39 (May, 1974), p.66. 
light of their own experience and the altered ccaiditiaos of 
modem life i», in ny opinion, perfectly Justified".^ 
It is interesting to note th;t Maulana Azad was opposed 
to any interference by the Crovt. in the personal law of Musli s. 
He had warned the British Govt, in unequivocal terms that any 
attempt to amend the sacrosanct law of Muslims would be resisted 
by the Muslims with all their might. If he were alive today he 
would have probably opposed any move on the part of the Govem-
4 
ment to reform the Mislim Persoial Law, 
ii assessing the contribution of the ninete^ith century 
reformers it has to be acknowledged that they played a very 
significant role in arresting the backwardness of the Misliras 
and in making the comimmity realise the impulses of the changed 
times* But at the same time it is cuLso a fact thrt the ideas and 
efforts of these reformers did not take the form of a popular 
reform movement. One of the important reasons was thrt the 
reformers allowed themselved to be identified with Vfesternisn 
which led the Muslims to suspect thrt "the modernists would be 
ready to »sell» any traditional values for Western or Hindu 
cultural commodities". This suspician created a communication 
gap \riiich could never be bridged. 
ThuS) according to Mashirul Hasan, the ^dian tiuslims in 
the post-Peortition period have no tradition of a reform moveracnt 
and have consequently developed certain psychological inhibitions 
against reforms. The frequent communal riots in the country and 
3. Muharanad 3qbal| The reconstruction of religious thought in 
Islam. ^London, 1934), pp. 16^60. 
4. Muhammad Shoeb, "Islaml ahkam wa fiqh kl tarmfm Maulana Azad 
kl nazar men". Zindei. 61,'3 (March, 1973), p. 30. 
wilful neglect of certain genuine Maslim problems on the payt 
of the Ctovt. have created an atmosphere of si:isplcion and dis-
trust adding new dimensions to the problems. All this has har-
dened the attitude of Masllms. Their vehement opposition to the 
question of reforms in the Muslim Personal LEIW has to be viewed, 
therefore, in the context of this historical background. 
As explained earlier, the problem of reforming the 
liisllm Personal Law originates from Article 44 of the Constitu-
tion which forms part of the Directive Principles of State Policy 
and lays down that the State shall endeavour to formulate a 
uniform civil code for all the citizens of Itidia. The movement 
for reform has gathered momentum in recent years and the protlea 
has infact become one of the burning topics of the day. The ball 
was set rolling by the first symposium on "Clianges in I-tislim 
Personal Law" organixed on the occasion of the Twenty Sixth 
Orientalists 
Ihtemational/Congress at Delhi in 1964. Since then a number of 
seminars, syaposia and conferences have been organised by both 
the protagonists and opponents of changes in J&isllm Personal 
Law* The problem has also been widely discussed in the Press and 
learned periodicals. I have already pointed out in the litroduc-
tion as to why the problem has assumed special significance in 
recent years and therefore need not repeat the reasons here. 
Before reviewing the main criticism against Muslim 
Personal law in the light of present literature survey I would 
like to point out that the issue has now assumed political over-
tones. Even those vtio are convinced of the need of reviewing 
the existing Muslim law and would accept changes in it, consis-
tent with Quran and Sunnah, support the general demand that the 
J n 
personal law of ^ ftlsllms should not be touched. The resolutions 
passed at the All->Izidla Muslim Personal Lav Convention (Bombay), 
\^lch represented all schools of thought and all shades of 
Muslim opinion, are a clear evidence on record of this trend. 
The main reason of this contradictory attitude is that both 
the secularists and the communallsts are equjilly voiceferous in 
their demand for reforms in Muslim Personal Law, although for 
different reasons. This has strengthened the suspicion of 
Muslims that calculated attempts are being made to rob thesi 
of their cultural and religious identity. The plea for reform 
by the reactionary Hindus is interpreted by them as "a mask 
for the Jana Sangh's sinister designs to exterminate the 
g 
Muslim community from iidia". Another reason of the Muslim 
opposition is "the tendency to denigrate the Islamic Sharifi as 
a whole -i^ lle criticising the Muslim personal law as enforced 
in India. In the assertions of some ctitics there are implicit 
and oblique references to the Sharia as being inherently 
inferior to other modern laws and out of tune with the modern 
7 
concepts of Jus t ice and equa l i ty" . 
I t i s fop these reasons t ha t the Muslim p o l i t i c a l orga-
n i sa t ions are chanq?loning the cause of ^ftlslim Personal Law. In 
1966, the All Bidia Muslim Majlis-e-Mushawarat Consul ta t ive 
Com.aittee) In i t s nine-point manifesto, gave an important 
place to the pledge regarding e f fo r t s for the preservat ion of 
6. Asad Madanl, quoted In National Herald, June 1, 1970. 
7 . F R Far id l , "Islamic lawi Scope and methodology of reform 
in India" . 2h Tahlr Mahmood, £d. Islamic law in modern 
CRITICISM 
the Jftislim Personal Lav In Its traditional form. The Masliin 
Political Convention held at Delhi before the 1971 mid-term 
General Elections had demanded from the Government that it 
should declare in unequivocal terms thot it would not Issrs to 
alter the personal law of any minority, particularly of the 
Muslims. Similarly, before the elections to the State Assemblies 
in 1974 the demand was reiterated and manifestos of the Muslim 
League and the Muslim Majlis contained an assurance to the 
Mislim electorate that they would make all-out efforts for the 
protection of the Haslim Personal Law. 
Muslim Personal Law has been subjected to severe 
criticism mainly on three countst Polygamy, divorce and 
inheritance. I would now briefly review the arguments and 
counter arguments on each topic. 
PODfGAMSfi The most criticised aspect of the Mislim 
Personal Law is that \rtiich relates to polyganv. The permission 
for polygan^ r is contained in the following verse of the 
D 
Quran. 
"And if ye fear that ye will not deal fairly by the 
orphans, marry of the women, who seem good to you, two or 
three or four{ and if ye fear that ye cannot do Justice (to 
so many) then one (only) or ^saptives) th t your right hands 
possess. Thus it is more likely that ye will not do injustice". 
Before reviewing the arguments for and against polygamy 
it may be pointed out here that polygeny existed before the 
advent of Islam. History shows that in all periods of human 
8. The Qoran, IVt3 
, d. 
civilisation polyganQT has remained and even today is an inipor-
tant social institution. The Jews had polygainy as the Old 
Testament and history bear witness• It was practised by Darid, 
Solomani Abraham and other reformers and Prophets in different 
stages of history. It was not directly forbidden even in the 
New Testament. 
The institution of polygamy existed among all the 
Eastern nations# Among the Medes, Babyl<xiianS| Assyrians, Chinese 
and Japanese there was no restriction as to the number of wives 
one could have. M Letoumean in his roiowned work " "volution 
of Marriage" saysi "the most civilised nations must have begun 
9 
with polygamy* It is a law which has few e^cteptions". Hallam 
points out that the German reformers as late as the 16th 
century, admitted the validity of polygamous marriages. Scho-
penhaxir three centuries later praxes the Itormons because they 
have made converts \t^ throwing off what he terms •• the un-
natural bondage of monogamy". And lastly, before the enactment 
of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 there was unrestricted polygan^ 
among the Hindus. 
Prom the above it is abundantly clear that polygany 
was widely practised in all societies and civilisations before 
the advent of Islam. The institution of polygamy was not invented 
by Islam. It was only regulated by Islam, restricting the 
maximum number of wives to four at a tirae. 
9. M Hidayatullah. "Presidential address at the international 
seminar on Religion-Morality-Law". Islam and the Modem Age. 
5,1 (February, 1974), p. 22. 
10. Ibid. 
The principal arguments advanced against the permission 
of polygamy are as under t 
(1) £i the light of the verse of the Quran quoted above 
It seems that the permission to marry two, or three, or four 
women of one's choice concerns particularly the orphans and 
therefore does not apply to women In general. 
OLD Permission for polygamy was given to solve the 
problem of orphaned daughters and widows which had cropped up 
as a result of a large number of iMusllm males having been 
killed In wars in the early days of Islam. The permission was 
never Intended to be a>^ open permission for polygamy* 
(111) Polygaay as law discriminates against wonen and 
hence the principle of equality before law demands that poly-
andry should also be permitted. 
Civ) Polygamy is degrading and humiliating for women 
and cannot be tolerated in modern civilised society* 
Cv) The word "justice" used in the verse under reference 
does not slnqply mean " the duties of husband and wife" but 
implies Justice In every sense of the word which is humanly 
Irapossiblo. The Quran, therefore, virtually prescribes monogamy. 
The defence for poxyflny generally proceeds on the 
following lines. 
(a) The standard ccHnmentaries of the verse prove beycHid any 
shadow of doubt that the permission for polygamy was not 
confined to orphans. Moreover, turning to the practice 
vla-a-vls polygamy we find numerous instances of the Holy 
11. Joseph Minattur, " Qa. the magic of monogamy and similar 
illusions". In Tahlr Mahmood, Ed. Islarolc Law in >fodem 
JS£M& ^ Bombay » ^ ^ 2 ) , p. 139. 
Prophet, companions their successors, religious scholars, 
jurists and the Muslims in general marrying more than one 
woman at the same time and it never occurred to any one that the 
permission Is particular to orphans. 
(b) The assertion that polygamy was permitted only to solve 
the problem of orphaned daughters and vidows is a mere figment 
of imagination. The texts of the Quran do not suggest this nor 
do the traditions. It is also not corroborated by the Islamic 
history and the classical commentaries of the Quran, 
(c) By "Justice" is meant equality among wives as regards 
conjugal relations, maintenance and upkeept Equality in love 
and natural inclination is, however, well beyond human compe-
tence and that is why EiharlRt has not made it obligatory. Verse 
129 of Surah Al-Nisa is explicit on this point. 
(d) There is no room for polyandry in Islam as it demolishes 
the very foundaticMis of the family and society, if polyandry 
is permitted a woman would be the true wife to none and \4m 
children will belong to no one except herself. This will des-
troy not only the family structure but also th* relationship 
of love and affection between a husband and his wife, the 
mutual respect and responsibility and the spiritual sustenance 
that they provide to each other. 
(e) Man by nature is essentially polygamous. French Sexologist, 
DR Le Bon holds, " A return to polygamy, the naturil relation-
ship between the sexes, would remedy many evils, prostitution, 
12. ^ed Ahmad Qadri, "Polygany". In Mislim Personal Law 
Seminar.Papers and proceedings. (Aligarh, 1968), p.37. 
veneral diseasesf abortion, the misery of illegitimate children, 
the misfortune of millions of unmarried woaen, adultery and even 
jealousy". Similar views have been expressed by other authorities 
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such as James Hinton, IB Rom Landon, Prof. K.W. Ingells, etc. 
CC) Polygamy becomes a social necessity if the ratio of males 
declines, for one reason or the other, abnorwally. Europe, and 
particularly, Germany was faced with such a s;ituation sfter the 
I and II World Wars. A similar situation arojse in Algeria as a 
result of freedom movement and again in Vietnam in coneequence 
of the havoc played by the American forces. 
(g) ii individual cases too polygai^ is the only rightful solu-
tion %dien the wife is barren or perpetually ill or unsuitable 
for cohibition and the like. The second marriage is possible 
either in addition to or in place of the existing one. Islam 
allowed the former course, for, in the latter case the dissolu-
tion of marriage would become a curse rather than a blessing for 
the divorced wife. 
Ch) Polygamy, rather than being disgraceful find humiliating for 
women, as is generally alleged, is the most reasonsble institu-
tion and a blessing for women. Ifen being polygamous by nature 
would develop illicit relations with numerous extra-legal wives 
and concubines, if forced to become strictly monogamous. This 
infact is exactly the state of society in the W6st an accounts 
for brothels, the appalling rate of divorce, the disrupted 
family life and many other ills. No self-respecting woman would 
tolerate her husband having illicit sexual relations with vhorn" 
soever he chooses. She would instead pe- mit lii n to have one more 
legal wife. 
13. Mohammad Muistafa Ali Khan, "Polygaxt^  in Islam". £1 I-ftislin 
Persnnftl L«w SGrnlnnr. PsnerR & tiroeeedinf'R CAllPflrn.l968).r) .^  9. 
Further, "It Is better for a womani happier for a 
woman and more respectable for a wooan to live In a Ifohanimadan 
polygaioy, united to one man only with the legitimate child In 
her arms and surrounded with respect than to be deduced, cast 
out into street perhaps with an illegitimate child outside the 
pale of law - unsheltered and uncared for, to become the victim 
of any passerby, rendered incapable of motherhood and despised 
14 
by all«. 
DR Annie Besant feels that "woman is more free in Islam, 
more protected by Islam than by a faith i^ich preaches monogamy. 
15 Jh the Quran the law about women is more just". 
(1) The organic composition, inclinations and sexual urr^ es of 
man and woman are not the same. Man neither undergoes monthly 
coursesi nor does he bear a child nor is he passive and impre-
ssible like a woman. Since a woman cannot claim equality in 
these matters and since man by nature is polygamous, the argu-
ment that polygajay is discriminatory against women does not hold 
good. 
Despite all the above polemical arguments the consensus 
among Muslim ulema and jurists Is thst In Islam monogai^ y is 
enjoined and polygamy permitted only in special clrcum£:tances. 
It is tbapefore an exception rather than the rule. "According to 
the Quran, monogamy is the general rule, and polygeny is only a 
14. &^lstafa All Khan, Op clt, p. 51. 
16. Annie Besant. quotated by gyed A Wroos. "Psetido-seciilarlst 
plot to wrecK Muslim Society from within". Radiance. 9,27 
CL6 January, 1972), p.13. 
.. J 
provisicsn fop emergencies. This Is quite evident from the very 
tex| of the verse in which this provision hfxa been made. And 
even this provision is not unconditional. It is conditional with 
1.6 
justice and equity". 
As regards the question of inq?osing certain restrictions 
on polygan^ among Mdslimsi a certain section of ulema and a 
number of Muslim Jurists and e:qperts of IslEizoic Law are of the 
view that the State can and should regulate the existing un-
fettered practice of polygany. To what extent, however, the 
State should exercise control is a debatable point. According 
17 
to MJatullah Siddiqui the court should only exaroine the finan-
cial position and stability of a man before permitting him to 
have a second wife. But Jurists and experts of Islamic Law 
18 like M. Hidayatullah, pyzee and Tahir Mahmood are of the view 
that the man intending to perform a second marriage should show 
good cause to the Court and prove that he would be able to treat 
the two wives equally. The general thinking on this issue, there-
fore, is that the law of polygamy should be amended on the lines 
of reform measures introduced in Islamic countries which seek 
to ensure the man's financial stability to do Justice to a num-
ber of co-wives, or along with this ascertain thst certain com-
pelling reasons exist Justifying a second marriage. Tlie orthodox 
section of Mislims which includes a section of ulema also is, 
however, opposed to any refoTm in the existing law of polygamy. 
16. Sajeed Ahmad Akbarabadi, "How to effect changes in Islamic Law" 
In Tahir Mahmodd, £g,« islamic law in modem £idia. (Bombay,) 
1272). p.119. 
17. M. Nijatullah Siddiqui,"Restraints on Polygamy".In Tahir 
Mahmood, J^. Islamic Law in Modern Ihdia. (Bombay, 1972)p.148. 
18. M.Hldayatuallah, op cit, p*25. 
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It may be pointed out here that according to M. Hida-
19 
yatu-llah the existence of polyganQr among msllms has been 
very much exaggerated. A survey conducted by the Jhdian Statis-
tical Institute, Calcutta, revealed that the rate of polygamy 
among Jiisllms iB 9 per thousand as against 7 per thousand 
among the Hindus although polygaiay has virtually been abolished 
by the Hindu Marriage Act, 1956. 
Divorce 
Unilateral divorce by the husband is another aspect of 
the Muslim Personal Law vhich has been severely criticised. 
Divorce can always be pronounced arbitrarily without rhyme or 
reason by the husband. Anderson Sayst 
" It is the Islamic law of divorce not polygany which 
is the major cause of suffering of Miislim women The Muslim 
wife indeed has always lived, sofar as the law is concerned, 
under the present shadow of divorce, a shadow mitigated only in 
20 
comparatively rare cases by certain precautionary devices." 
in his commentary on the Holy Quran, Maulana Mohammad 
All has, however, observed! 
"Divorce is one of the institutions in islam regarding 
which ouch misconception prevails, so much that even the Islamic 
law, as administered in the courts is not free from these mis-
21 
conceptions". 
19. Ibid, p . 24. 
20. J N D Anderson, Islamic Law in the modem world, (London, 
196t.), pp. 51-62. 
2 1 . Mohammad All , Commentary on the Holv Ouran^ p . 96. 
The reason for this misconception Is that under Islaraic 
Law there are two kinds of divorcei talan al-sunna and talaa al-
bld'a» The former is now the concern of scholars only and it is 
the latter which, though good in law but bad in theology, is the 
most common practice. 
The Quran expressly forbids a man to seek pretexts for 
divorcing his wife. An in^ortant injunction of the Quran in 
this respect ist 
"And if ye fear a breach between husband and wife, send 
a judge out of his and another from her family: if they 
are desirous of agreement, God will effect a reconci-
liation between themj for God is knowing and apprised 
of all". ^ 
The Prophet had also declared talaq to be the most 
detestable of all peraiitted thins. Further, the Islamic Law 
has placed several deterrents on the unilateral right of husband 
to divorce. TSie doctrine of f^t^iBj^fli dower and talaq al-tawfid 
are the important deterrents. 
Since marriage in Islam is a social contract, It also 
provides for dissolution of marriage by tfilaq or khula ^wife's 
right to seek divorce) but only when reconciliation between 
husband and wife becomes impossible. The prescribed form of 
divorce is t^lag al-sunna which should be pronounced thrice 
in three successive tuhurs (i>eriods of purity). There is there-
fore ample room for well-considered judgement and reconcilia-
tion in this form of divorce. As against this, talaa al-bidk. 
22. The Quran VIt35. 
as the name Itself suggestsf is the heretlcjil or irregular node 
of talaq in total disregard of Islaralc injunctions and came in 
vogae in the second century of Muslim era during the Ctoiayyid 
Caliphate. 
The law of divorce is contained in Suras 2, 226-S37 and 
Sura 66 vhich is headed Sura of Divorce, iirlefly the law is as 
follows} 
CL) The divcarce should be slow and not iuEaediately 
effective; 
(2) A gap of four months must pass between the first 
and final pronouncement of divorce; 
(3) If the divorce is finally to take place the wife 
should be treated with kindness and liberality; 
v4) If a wife is divorced before coiisuramation of 
marriage the husband, rich or poor, should provide 
for her according to his means snd act in a beccaaing 
manner; and 
^ ) The ^ ^fe is not to be divorced on whimsical grounds 
or wrong pretexts. 
Talaq al-bida which proceeds from pronouncing three talaqs 
simultaneously has always been a controversial issue in Islamic 
Law. Jh the wake of the present reform movement of J^slim Per-
sonal Law this issue is being debated again. There are two 
schools of thought among ulema in India on this issue. One 
school of thought regards si:Tultanoous pronouncement of three 
talaqs as a single talap and hence not irrevocable while the 
other school holds thrt such a pronouncement xrauld be tentamount 
a36) 
to an irrevocable divorce. Ifeulana Sayeed Ahmad Akbarabadi, 
032) 037) 
Maulazia Syed Hamld All and Maulana Shams Peerzada belong 
036) 
to the f i r s t school \ ^ l l e Maulana Syed Ahmad Qadri Is an adherent 
of the second. 
Jurists and experts of Islamic IAW like M. Hidayat-
ai) C276) C217 & 264) 062) 
ullah. fyzee, oianlal latlf, Tahlr Mahkood and Maulana Sayeed 
(^ 45) 
Ahmad Akbarabadl consider It necessary to reform the existing 
lav'of divorce, Maulana Akbarabadl suggests the following consi-
detations for reform. 
0) Whose pronouncement of divorce would be legally 
valid? 
Ctl) ii what circumstances a divorce would be valid or 
Invalid? 
(Ill) What kind of the pronouncement would be deemed'as 
legally valid? 
M. Hldayatullah is of the view that the state can 
reform Muslim Lav of divorce in Jhdia by amplifying the condi-
tions laid down in the Quran. "The laws can deal with the grounds 
of divorce, the insistence upon a time for locus poenitentiae, 
alimony and custody of children without in any way offending 
24 
the Quranic prescriptions and making a decree of Court necessary". 
Inheritance 
Yet another aspect of Muslim Personal Law vriilch has been 
subjected to bitter criticism is the deprivation of an orphaned 
grandchild from inheritance in the property of his deceased 
grandfather* All schools of thought of Islamic law, Sunni and 
23. Sayeed Ahmad Akbarabadl, op cit, p.121* 
24. M. Hldayatullah, op. cit, p. 22. 
Siia, unanimously hold the view that the orphaSd grandchildren 
are excluded from the list of heirs of the property of a dece-
ased person. Since the shares of the various relatives have 
been prescribed by the Quran itself there arises no question of 
any disagreement on this issue. The exclusion of grandchildren 
from the estate of a person is based on the principle of proxi-
mity of relatiwiship. As their father pre-deceased their grand-
father they lose their right to inheritance. 
This apparant injustice to orphaned grandchildren has 
been a controversial issue in Islamic Lav and characterised as 
one of its drawbacks by the critics.** The liislim jurisconsults 
and experts of Islamic Law have, however, adequately and convin-
cingly replied to this criticism. It has been asserted in 
defence that the Islamic social order provides adequate protec-
tion to orphaned children. Moreover a logiCEil question th-1 
arises In this connection is that why special concern be shown 
only to the children of a pre-deceased son. Why not, for example, 
the same concern be shown on humanatarian groxmds to the children 
of a pre-deceased daughter or the orphaned brother of one's pre-
deceased wife? It has been further pointed out that under 
Islamic Law a person can bequeath to the extent of one-third of 
his property to whcansoever he desires* The grand/fath r can, 
therefore, very well bequeath a portion of his estate to his 
grandchildren, if he so desires. In fact in some of the I4aslira 
a46) ^ 
countries suchj^  Egypt, Syria, Tunisia and Itorocco the problem 
has been tackled by introducing the system of obligatory 
II 
2Z. Sj'ed Ahmad Qadri, "Wirathat se yaifiii pote kf mahrtMl ka 
mas'alah." Zindgi. 50-61, 1 & 6(December-January,* .972-73), 
p . 87. 
bequests? Da Pakistan, however, the principle of representa-
tion has been introduced by the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance, 
1961. This certainly protects the interests of orphaned grand 
children, but it does so at the expense of radically distorting 
the Islamic law of inheritance, pyzee in his pamphlet "The reform 
of MisHm Personal Law in ^hdia" also recommends the introduc-
tion of the doctrine of representation in Jhdia. But this pro-
posal has been vehemently opposed and widely criticised. 
Another serious objection against the Islamic law of 
inheritance is that it makes discrimination against women as the 
son receives double the share of a daughter in the estate of his 
deceased father. The following is the reply to this objection. 
(1) The \/oman not only inherits the estate of her 
father but she also has a share in the property of her husband. 
(2) She receives her dower money, prompt or deferred, 
from the husband and if the dower remains unpaid she has the 
right to hold possession of the whole of her husband's property. 
(3) To maintain her is the legal responsibility of the 
husband which if not fulfilled can be claimed and got enforced 
by her through a court of law. 
0 ) Out of twelve Quranic sharers eight are women. 
Thus it is grossly wrong that the Islaiaic law of in-
heritance is discriminatory to women. 
26. J.N.D. Anderson, "Islamic law of testate and intestate 
succession". In Tahir l-lahmood, Ed. Islamic law in Modem 
India. (Bombay, 1S72), p. 203. 
/ 'Ml 
Semlnarsf Sympoala and Conferences 
After briefly reviewing the areas of Muslim Personal 
law which have been subjected to severe criticism I would now 
give an account of the important seminars and conferences which 
have been organised so far either to discuss the issue on the 
academic plane or to muster public support for their viewpoints 
by the protagonists and opponents of reforms in Muslim Personal 
Law. As stated above, the issue has been given a political 
colour and for sometime past there has been going on a fierce 
fight between the pro-changers and no-changers. 
The first ^;iposium " Changes in Muslim Personal Law" 
was held at Delhi on 9th January 1964 on the occasion of the 
26th liternational Orientalists Congress. Again, a seminar on 
"Uniform Civil Oode" was held in 196b> under the auspices of 
this Congress. The proceedings of the Congress indicate that on 
both the occasions conflicting views were expressed by the 
27 
participants; some considered the Muslim Personal Law as 
28 
sacrosanct and ruled out any reform in it while others urged, 
making a distinction between the religious and the secular part 
of "he law, the need of effecting necessary changes in it. 
Another very important seminar was organised by the 
iidian Law institute, New Delhi, in January 1972 in which 
ejtperts of Islamic Law both from Jndia and abroad, representatives 
of the Bench and the Bar, University teachers, representatives 
^ . Prof. Naser, "^mposium on changes in Muslim Personal Law". 
3n Proceedings of the Twenty-Sixth International Conrress 
of Orientalists fflew Delhi, 1966), p.90» 
28. M.C. Chagla, supra, p* 79. 
of Jamiat-ul-niema and Janaat-e-Islaml and members of par l ia-
ment part icipated. A consensus of opinion emerged at the 
Seminar thpt most of the pressing problems in respect of 
marriage, divorce, r ights of husband and wife, succession, 
custody of children etc could be solved within the frame vrork 
thr t 
of the Quran and the Sunnah. It was also felt/there should be 
a uniform civil code for the entire Muslim community of Indie. 
and the present disparities of the law, as 8.pplicable to 
different sections of the community should te removed. 
Mention may also be made here of the seminar on Muslim 
Personal Law organised b/ the Islamic Research Circle, Aligarh 
in 1968, The consensus reached at this seminar was that the need 
of I.1tihad. of frequently reviewing the details of the law in 
the light of changed circumstances was always accepted by the 
ulema and could not be questioned. But the right to reform the 
Muslim Personal Law belonged to the Muslin Community itself and 
not to the Govt, as the interests of others were not involved. 
The latest seminar in the series was held at Delhi in 
December 1973. It was sponsored by the Islam and the rtoflern Age 
Society and the Institute of Islamic Studies, Ifew Delhi to 
discuss the question of re-interpreting or amending the liislim 
Personal Law. However, the problea was discussed in the wider 
context of the inter-relation between Religion, Morality and 
Law. Since the seminar was international in character, vrith 
non-Maslin participants also from abroad, the problem was 
thrashed out not only from the standpoint of the i4uslim religion 
but also from that of some other religions of the world as well 
as from the general philosophical and sociological points of 
view. 
Along with this intense acti\'ity at the academic plane 
a fierce fight at the political level has been going on. A 
number of conferences have so far been organised by the rival 
cainps of fimdamentalists and secularists. The conferences of 
women have out numbered those of men. Iii about thirty big 
cities of the couijtry special conferences of women have been 
organised by the two sides. The most iuiportaat of all these 
conferences was the All-India J-iisllm Personal Law Convention 
held in Bombay on 27th«H and 28th December| 1972. This ccaiven-
tion represented all schools of thought of Muslims, their reli-
gious institutionsI political parties and social and cultural 
organisations. The Convention declared in unequivocal terms thrt 
the Maslims regarded thsir Personal Law as sacrosanct cjid immu-
table and would oppose tooth and nail anj'^  attempt to change it. 
The Convention was really a historic event and made such a 
great impact on the Govt, and the ruling party thnt soon toth 
issued clarifications and assured the Muslims that their 
Personal law will not be reformed unless they themselves so 
desired. 
Another very important confe:ence held, prior to the 
Mislim Personal Law Convention, at the ancient seat of Islamic 
leaining, the Qarul Uloom, Deoband, was a representrtive gather-
ing of ulema, Jurists and experts of Islamic law. This solemn 
conferodce while totally rejecting any move to replace the 
Shariah by a common civil code or to eliminate it ~rad lally 
step by step, nevertheless stressed the need of reviewing the 
existing personal law of Muslims and find out solution of con-
temporary problems wlthi»ithe framework of the Quran and the 
29 Sunnah. 
SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT 
On the question of reform of personal law the leadership 
of the Mislim Comnunlty falls into the following four r^ roups: 
1, Fundamentalists 
2. Ultra-secularists 
3» Modernists 
4 . Moderates 
I wi l l now br ie f ly revie\,r the approach of each school of 
thought to the problem of reform. 
Fundamentalists t Vlhile the majority of Indian Musliras belonp 
to t h i s group, the most vociferous representa t ives are Beusheer 
(28 i!) CBS) (285) aSO) 
Ahmad Sayeed, Shams P e e r z a d a h , Adeel Abbas l , Abdul ^tlf^hni, ^ e d 
C290) a ? 9) (170) i.300) 
Ahmad Edroosi Asim All Subzwarl, tfohd Yusuf, Sadruddln I s l a h i , 
e t c . The approach of t h i s group may br ie f ly be summarised as 
under I 
CL) The Jtislim Personal Law is an integral pert of the 
religion; it is sacrosanct and immutable. Any attempt to amend 
it will be tantamount to interference in the religion of 
Muslims. 
(2) Since law is an integral part of Islam any legis-
lative change would be .^ violation of the Fundamental Rights 
guaranteed in the lidian Constitution. 
29. "Deoband on proposed changes in Personal Law" (Sl^f) 
Radiance. 9,37 (26 March 1972), p. 13. 
^ ) As a result of Introduction of reforms In their 
personal law the Muslims would lose their cultural identity and 
it would eventually lead to the "Hinduisation" of their social 
system. 
^ ) The argument that the Islamic law has been amended 
in some of the Muslim countries is out of context. The fact that 
in all of these Mu;lim countries, the population of the land 
happens to be a majority of Misllms, that the CSovt. happens to 
be a Muslim Govt, and that the demand, if any, for a change also 
arises from the community itself cannot be lost sight of. More-
over, in all Of these countries, with the exception of Turkey 
and Tunisia the pattern of reform has been the substitution of 
the principles of one school of Islamic Law by those of another. 
(5) In none of the Musli; countries the personal laws of 
any of the religions minorities li ving in that country have been 
altered. 
(6) "flie Indian Parliament with an overwhelming: Hindu 
representation is not coii?)etent to effect changes in Muslim 
Personal Law. 
Ultra Secularists* The prominent leaders of this group 
29 ^^^ 
are M.C. Cihagla*^  Hamid Dalwai.M.H. Beg, M.R.A. Baig, A.G. 
Noorani, Justice V Khalid etc. Among them Dalwai is known as 
a "provocative publicist'. This group also includes some non-
hfcislims such as A.B. Shah,but I have treated them as a separate 
category since here I am only dealinn with the various view-
points of i4i£lims. The ultra-secularists ar£:ue as follows: 
29. M.C. Chagla, op cit, p«79 
r» -, 
CL) Despite the constitutional guaremtee that "the state 
shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only of 
religion, race, caste, sex, place of birth or any of then"*^  
the I4isllm women In iidia are treated as subservient to Muslim 
men. 
a 
02) India is/secular State and therefore the proposi-
tion that the Quran and the Prophetic traditions pre the sources 
of law in general cannot be accepted here. M.C. CJiaFla 
eflQ)hasises that a distinction should be made between the purely 
religious and secular aspectfe of the law. According to lilm, the 
personal law of Mmsllms belongs to the domain of secular law 
and is therefore like any other law of the land. 
(3) A duality in the civil law is incompatible with the 
idea of a common citizaiship for all the Indians having equal 
rights and duties as individuals. A disparity allowed in the 
legal code of the country between its citizens on ground of 
their belonging to different religious or cultural groups is 
tantamount to discrimination vhidi is forbidden by the Consti-
tuticwi. 
^) Like all other religions laws the Muslim Personal 
Law is out-dated and has become unfit to meet the changed 
conditions of a progressive society. 
The ultra-secularists "do not enjoy the confidence or 
respect of religious scholars and of the community in general. 
They are criticised for their »malafide» attempts to denigrate 
3O«..Uashlj:.a.JIa4^ fi.2a(^ iaa.UUftliB».and^ »»»0»iMk^ -;iftw«v-94Av-Bf]b 
30. The Constitution of India, article 15 a) 
O *"-. 
Islam in order to be recognised as "liberal" and "progressive" 
by the Hindus. 
The ultra-secularists divide the "modernists" Into 
32 true modernists and spendo modernists. The pseudo modernists 
are »timid* and 'apologists* as ©gainst the true modernists 
y^<m the secularists hall for their capability of 'introspection' 
end 'critical detachinent. For exanqile, M. S^lJeeb, Aiic Husain 
and Fyzee are described as 'pseudo-modernists vriiile late Prof. 
Ilablb, Mohd Yasln and Athar Abbas Rizvi are regarded as true 
modernists. 
Modernista I The 'modernists* believe that the existing 
Itisllm Personal Lav in 2idia has little relevance with the 
pariah and is pregnant with serious drawbacks which are 
responsible for some of the social ills of the community. They, 
therefore, sincerely believe that certain reforms are essen-
tially required but feel that until the {Muslim public opinion 
is fully educated end an ur e for change is created in the 
community itself, it v/ould not le advisable for the govcrnraent 
to interfere in the matter. The well-known specialist of 
Islamic Law, As4f A.A. Fyzee, therefore, said in a meeting 
organised by the ultra-secularlfctst " A secular state .ust 
keep the ideal of a common civil code before the people. But 
such reform calls for voluntary Muslim effort. The govcrniaent 
3*5 
would not act until the Muslla community itself acted on it". 
31. liishir U Haq, "Indian Muslims and personal law". BIA.gyl 
(February, 1971), p.7y. 
32. Ibid. 
33 . Quoted in the Indian iixpress, New DelM, August 11,1970. 
V273-76) 
The prominent spokesmen of this group are Fyzee, 
(264 & 256) (58 & 70) (^9) 
Danlal Latlfi, M.K. Nawaz. Yusuf Hasaln Khaii, Mashlrul Haq, 
(260) a62) 
Kamila T^ rabji, Tahlr I'Wimood etc. The modernists offer the 
follOTiring arguments for reform. 
0.) The society in this nuclear era has undergone 
revolutionary changes. Jh order to meet the contemporary needs 
development of the law is essential. The existing Muslim Per-
sonal Lav in iidia therefore calls for certain reforms in order 
to keep pace with the strides the modem society is taking. 
(j2) Unrestricted polygamy, unfettered right of divorce 
to the husband and discrimination against women and grandchildren 
in the law of inheritance are inconsistent with the modem 
concepts of 'Justice* and »equity». 
(3) There is need to standardise the I^fcislim marriage 
contract in view of the conditions of modem. Hie. 
0) It is not only desirable but necessary that the 
Itisllm Personal Law should be brought in line x/ith other Indian 
Codes. 
^) The Jfiisllm Personal Law, as enforced by the law 
courts in India, is not exclusively based on the Sh&rlah . 
Much of it has been changed througji Judicial action over the 
years. It will not, therefore, be sometliing new if it is 
changed a second time. 
Moderates» The Moderates represent thrt section of 
the Muslims which does not reject outright the consicieration 
of reviewing the Islamic Law in response to the chrnfing needs of 
the society. The Ifederates, however, believe th^ t^ any •hrnr'es 
to be effected in the law nnist be inconformlty with the Quran 
and the Sunnah, and further these should be brought out by a 
consensus of ulema and Jusllm Jurists. They cannot arrce to 
delegating this authority to the government or parliament. 
It may be surprising to mai^ thnt the Jamaat-o-lslami 
Hind, the Jamiat-ul-ulema and Darul Ulum, Deoband which are 
generally placed in the category of "fundamentalis s', really 
belong to the group of I-foderates. The resolutions passed by these 
organisations and the writings and speeches of their repre-
sentatives are ample jfvidence on record to show th-1 their 
attitude to the question of reviewing the personal law of 
Muslims is not rigid. 
The Moderates hrve adopted the middle course. The 
absence of obscurantism and orthodoxy distinguishes them from 
the 'Fundamentalists* on the one hand} the Quran and the Sunnah 
constitute the line of demarcation between them and the 
•Modernists' on the other, ii theii- zeal to reform the f'tislim 
Perscaial Law the 'Modernists' have little or no consideration 
for the sanctity of the basic laws of Islam as laid do^m in the 
Quran and the Suniiah. They may violate such laws knowingly or 
seek re-interpretati(»i of the Quran to suit their viewpoints 
and needs. For example, I^zee has suggested th: t the orphaned 
grandchildren should get a share in the estpte of their deceased 
grandfather - a proposition which contravenes an injunction of 
34. "Changes in l-iuslim Personal Law : Jamaat's viewpoint". 
Radiance. 9,32 (February 20. 1972), p.5 and 'Deoband on 
proposed changes in Personal Law". Radiance. d,37 
Oferch 26, 1972), p.23. 
the Quran. Tahir Mahmood also favours this change, but knowing 
that it will conflict with the express text of the Quran suggests 
in a subtle way quoting a Turkish scholar, the relnterpretation 
of the Quran. 
The distinguished representatives of this nrcup are 
Maulana Sayoed Aimed Akbarabadi, F.R. Faridi^ Ghulam .lastafa, 
(/^ v, :i_vo^  x^x) (iJ) , (ii^) (5'6-^ «7,/ii.%^ «r^ ;i.y^ ,A/ 
Maulana Haaid All, Fazlur Rahman, Athar Husain, A.K. Soze etc. 
The approach of this group to the question of reforia4 i^iay be 
summarised as under: 
1. There is a coi^ of l>4i£lim Personal lew incorporating the 
textual injuncticms of Quran and Sunnah which v/ill never be 
changed. 
2. Islamic Fiqh is a living and dynaioic legal systeia \;hich 
contains invaluable principles to keep pace with tiies, 
paying due consideration to the pressing needs ox society 
and recognising the real exigencies of life. 
3. Changes, if any, in ISislim Personal Law have to be \jithin 
the framework of the general principles oi' Islam, Its values 
and ideals. 
4. Solution to the problems, that have necessitated reconsidera-
tion of Masllm Personal Law in iidia, based on Hanaf i Fiqh, 
should be first soujf-ht within alternative schools of Islamic 
Jurisprudence. Except for Tunisia and rurkey, all the Muslim 
countries have chosen this course. Such problems as do not 
36. Tahir Mahmood, "Progressive Codiiication of iiisliii Personal 
Law". In his Islainic law in modem 3hdia. (Bombay, 1972), 
p. 97. 
« 1 < 
find t h e i r answer in t h i s T«ray niay be thought over again. 
5 . The only way to bring about necessary changes i s through the 
I.laa'^ (consensus) of ulema and Muslim experts of the modern 
l a v . 
Non-Musli,m^ x The approach of the non-MisliKis to the 
question of reform in liislim Personal Law i s the saoe as th t of 
the ' u l t r a - s e c u l a r i s t s * . They include both seculsTls ts and comrau-
n a l l s t s and are equally vociferous in t h e i r demand for changes in 
the personal law of ftisliras although the object ives of the two 
are d i f fe ren t . Vftiile the progressive element sincerely wants to 
bring the Muslim Personal Law in tune with the modem concepts 
of ' j u s t i c e ' and ' equ i ty ' and considers i t necessary both for the 
Muslins and the country, the sole aim of the r eac t iona r i e s i s to 
divest the !4isllms of t he i r cu l tu ra l i d e n t i t y . Jus t ice V.R. 
Krishna lyre , Jus t ice K.S. Hedge, K.P. Saxena, B. Sivaraioayya, 
DR Ga^endragadkar, A.B; afah, S.R. Bhatt , P. Kbdand© Rao etc are 
the prominent names among the non-MmsHms who have strongly 
pleaded for reform. 
Specific Proposals for reform? In recent years a few 
Muslims have offered concrete proposals to introduce reforms in 
the Muslim Personal Law. The proposals of Fyzee and Dajiial 
La t i f i \diich have been widely c r i t i c i s e d by the Muslirar deserve 
special mention, I therefore give below a brief account of t h e i r 
proposals . 
Fyzee t Prof. Asaf A.A. BVzee has proposed a simple Act 
to be known as "The ISislim Personal Law (Miscellaneous Provisionns) 
Act". The s a l i en t fea tures of the Act arei 
r> r--: 
!• If in ar^ proceeding the Coxirt is of opinion that 
decision according to a particular school of Ijslamic Law \i;hich 
shoiild (prdinarily govern the case will be against justice, 
equity and good conscience, the Court shall have a right to 
apply the relevant rule of any other school of Isla?nlc juris-
prudence \diich it considers most equitable in the context of 
that case. 
2. Courts of conciliation consisting of the Chief 
Conciliator and two other members> to be nominated ty the 
husband and wife respectively, vd.ll be appointed to adjudicate 
disputes relating to polygajnous marriages and the pronouncement 
of a single or a triple divorce. 
3. During the subsistence of an existing marriage, a 
second marriage will not le contracted by the husband except 
vjith the specific permission of the Court of Concili?tion. 
4. The Court of Conciliation shall be empovcred to 
pronounce a single or a triple divorce as void. 2h case the 
Court perjaits the husband to divorce his wife, the wife shall 
be entitled, besides receiving the payment of her Mahr and 
compensation for the divorce, to a suitable maintenance allow-
ance from the husband till her remarriage or death. 
5. The lineal descendants of a pre-dcceased child shall 
be entitled to succeed to the property of their deceased grand-
father • 
Of the above proposals the last is in direct conflict 
with the injunctions of the Quran about inheritance. 
Danial Latlfii He Is the General Secretary of the 
I^ islim Progressive Group vhich is operating at Delhi. His impor-
tant proposals are as under: 
(L) FAnfi""1iffil provision for a divorced vifet A divorced 
wife should be entitled to get an adequate financial provision 
from her husband till her remarriage or death. 
C2) Stipulations in a marriage contract: A standard 
statutory form of marriage contract should be provided for incor-
porating the following conditions: 
(ia) that the husband shall not contract a bigamous marriage; 
(b) thet he shall not interfere in wife's avocations, nor keep 
her in purda against her will; 
(c) that he shall not divorce the wife without reference to 
arbitrators. 
(d) that the wife shall have a similar right to terminate 
marriage on reasonable grounds; 
(e) that half of the net earnings of each spouse shall belong 
to the other. 
PolygaJgy: There is no room for polygamy in modem 
civilised society and hence this institution should be totally 
abolished. 
I feel that this brief survey of the movement for 
reforms in Muslim Personal Law would be incomplete without 
mentioning the views of Tahir Mahmood on the subject. Although 
he has not offered specific proposals for reform, he is one of 
the leading advocates of reform and has written extensively 
on the topic. His basic thesis Is that the existing personal 
law of Indian Muslims cannot be equated with either the Quran 
or the Hadith. ii the principles of-{his law there is more 
human element than divine. It is an admixture of diverse 
traditional principles and divergent legislative provisions. 
Besides the Shariat Application Act of 1987 there are special 
laws applicable to particular communities, viz., the I-fepillas 
rf south Jhdia and the Cutchi Memons. Since en overv^eiming 
portion of the Muslim Personal Law is lying in an uncodified 
form and is found in the translations of some old digests 
such as Hldaya, he stresses the need of codification and of 
uniformity of laws applicable to all sections of the Muslim 
community. The gradual codification of Muslim Personal Law 
will, according to him, pave the way for a uniform civil code 
as provided for in the Constitution. 
?9U<^ Of ^ e qpyeanwefl^  
The Government Is fully conclous of the sensitiveness 
of Muslims on the issue of Personal Law reform. It has, there-
fore followed a policy of ncHi-Interference In the matter so 
far. Although moves were made In the Parliament on more than 
one occasion to consider reforms In Muslim Personal Law, the 
Government always avoided talcing any steps In this direction. 
i u 
In 1^63 such a move was made in the Parliament for the first 
time, but on account of the great resaitment by the Muslim 
coomunlty, conv^ed to the Parliament by the then Vice-
President, DR Zakir Bisain, it was not pursued,"^^ ]h 1970 
another move was made \^en a Jan Sangh member proposed that 
a Ck)mmission headed by the then Chief Justice, M Hidayatullah 
be appointed to review the Misllm Personal Law and recommend 
reforms in it. The positive response of the Union Law Minister 
to this suggestion led to severe criticism of the Govt, by 
the Muslims and again the matter was dropped under mounting 
pressure from the community. In 1^71 a Bill to ban polygaEQr 
was introduced in the Parliament by Sri Ramma Reddy ^Cong.O) 
but the Law Minister o^ iposed it on the ground that it would 
only affect the Muslims and would be virtually tantamount to 
Interference in their religious affairs. The C-overnnient did 
not move in the matter even on the Law Commission's advice 
that it should take early steps to enforce a uniform civil 
code and educate the masses on the issue, to the contrary the 
Prime Minister and other spokesmen of the Govt, assured the 
Maslims many a time that the Govt, had no intention to intro-
a72) 
duce changes in MLislim Personal Law. The Prime liinlster 
gave such an assurance in a speech in Bombay in February 1972. 
36. M A Karandikar, Islam in Jhdia's transition to modernity 
tBombay, 1968) p, 930. 
Again, both the Govt, and the ruling party gave similar 
assurances to the Muslim OooRunlty after the All-ItuUa i^isllm 
Personal Lav Convention* Thus the position to date Is that the 
Qovt* In deference to the vlshes of the largest silnorlty of 
the country has Initiated no moves to reform the Muslim 
Personal lav* 
To conclude this chapterf the t^ hole position cannot be 
sumraed up In a better vey than ^ ^ t Prof* Mujceb observed In 
his Inqogural address at the seminar on Islamic Lav In tbdern 
:&idlay organised by the Jhdlan Lav Institute, Nev Delhi In 
January, li?7S* 
•• It Is not the sharla thrt Is In need of reform but 
Hisllms idho ai-6 In need of education* Ihcy must be 
educated to understand the Sharla, to know the true 
natui'e and extent of their rights one duties, their 
privileges end obligations* As the Quran Is the 
ultimate authority In all matters, they must study 
the Quran"* 
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BIBLJOGRAPHy 
SOCIETY, MARlilAGK CUSTOMS, M0II0GAM2 
1 MHIATTUH (Joseph) • On the oagic of aonogmn^' and s l n l l a r 
i l l u s i o n s . J ^ TAHIH llAHl^ DOD. ^» Islamic l<iv In modem 
IhcUa. 1 ^ 2 . Boal>a3rt N I^ T r l p a t h l . P 157-66 • 
Observes thnt polygaqsr as l av dlccriminotes againct woman 
and hence p r inc ip le of equal i ty before law demandB t h r t 
polyandry should a lso be permit ted. Althou£')i monogazziy i s 
considered fashionable In the West. I t I s oSten violated 
through successive polygao^ and polyandry liy the device of 
d ivorce . Views tha t of the two al tCTint ives • monogany or 
polygeny for a l l the c i t i z ens • If the f i r s t i s prescribed 
by the Consti tut ion i t w i l l bring In I t s W a l n i n f i d e l i t y , 
concubinage, p r o s t l t u t l a i e t c . Points out t h a t soue of the 
provisions of lelaralc law such as polygacv, u n i l c t c r a l 
divorce by the husband and a d a u ^ t e r ' s shrre in inher i tance 
are not In consonance with the p rov i s i a i s of the Oonstltu-
t i o n . /•owevor suggests that each coiaaunity be pllowed to 
be governed by i t s own laws but the cour ts should rocognico 
only those laws which ere cons is tent trlth the Ccaistltutian. 
POLYGAMY AND SEX 
2 SiiX SCANDALS and polygacy. Radiance. (Ed). 10, 47j 1^73; 2 . 
OcxoEMmtlng on Lord Lembton's interview with BBC, observes 
t ha t the e n t i r e oele sex of the hucian species i s in te res ted 
in sexual ve r i t y • Any b io log i s t would t e l l t ha t man i s poly-
gamous by nn tu re . rhis accounts for bro the ls i n Europe %^lch 
have becosoe not only to le rab le but respectable inst i tut ioniS^ 
I t was for these reascns tha t Islam had porniitted concUtional 
polygany. 
EIDIA, J4USLII1S, PxlOBLSJ'lS 
S MBi vC H). Iluslisa problem i n Ihdia* Quest. 75 ; 1972; 51*63. 
Discusses |)i}^ep aliiffi lluslia Pers(mal Law and tlie p o s s i b i l i t y 
of a comnioQ c i v i l code. Observes tha t polygany in Islam has 
been allowed with ce r t a in r e s t r i c t i o n s and not enjoined an 
every one. Asserts tha t the Indian Parliament i s competent 
to ef fect changes in I^usllm Personal Lew. 
n 
YOUTH, CHANGING ATTITUDES 
4 GANDHI 0 S) . Society within Society; A <^ase study of Indian 
Masllas. Mainstreaza, 10, 4 1 | 1972; 27-9. 
Reports r e s u l t s of a study of the a t t i t u d e s of Maslims, 
especia l ly of the younger n^mbeps of the comnnmity, towards 
soc ia l questions r e l a t i ng to buraay s t a tus of women in the 
Muslim socie ty , marriage and the p rac t i ce of polygamy and 
the I4isllm LfH. The study covered 100 postgraduate Muslim 
students of both sexes of a U.P .univers i ty . 
W0{4EN, HANDICAPS 
6 HUSIU BEGUM, Some handicaps of Mislim women. ALSR. 2; 1971; 
54-9. 
Observes tha t iirftille Indian women i n general are meeting with 
changes of the technological era today the W&islim vomen are 
laggining f a r behind. Since t h e i r strgnaticai s tagnates the 
whole comaunltyi the author ea5)hasises the need of r eo r i en t a -
t i o n of the Islamic concept of womanhood in the modem context . 
Examines some of the d i s a b i l i t i e s such as purda system, poly-
gamy and ear ly marriage with v^ich Muslim women have been 
suffering in i i d i a . ©Dphasises t h a t a l l such impediments in 
the way of Muslim uomen should be removed. 
GHANGIWG ATTITUDES 
6 RAM (Mayavanthi R a l l i a ) . ftisllm women in India t Dileama of 
change. Mainstream. 11 , 27; 1973; 19-22. 
Observes tha t Mmslim society in India i s a t the crossroads 
and t r ad i t i ons in a number of ttislim countr ies are breaking 
down. Refers to the reforms effected in Islamic Law in Turkey. 
Examines the views of the leaders of Maslim community for and 
against reform of Muslim Personal Law. Analyses the a t t i t u d e 
of 14xsllm women towards reforms* %kes a r e fe r* ice to the 
consensus of opinion tha t emerged at the sfflalnaT on "Islamic 
Personal Law i n India" tha t most of the pressing problems 
about fa;lily Isws c uld be solved in accordance with Quran. 
Appeals to Vfom<n*s Lib to play i t s t rue ro le in ^^demising 
the new generation of Muslim g i r l s . 
7 RAM (Mayavanthl Rallia). New factts of i-Juslim \;omen. Mninstrcam* 
11, 19; 1973; 29-34, 40. 
Reports the findings of a research pro;)ects "Changing cultural 
Pattern of Muslim women in Dellii" conducted under the auspices 
of the Zaklr Husain iistitute of Islamic Studies, Jamia Mllia, 
to find out the attitudes of average I4Uslim wos^n, particularly 
in regard to education, purdah, Masllm Personal Law, fa::iily 
planning etc. 
RELIGION, I'K)RALiry AliD LAW 
8 CRAGG (Kenneth). Iniperative path* Law and religion in relation. 
IMA. 5, 1; 1974; 29-38. 
(Paper presented at the international Seminar on Religion-
Morality-Law). Explaining the terms *Shariah* and 'Amr* exaaines 
whether law and religion are together in Islam. Discucses the 
sources of Islamic law. Citing the example of Kemalist Turkey 
criticises a thorough-going secularity in zealous repudiation 
of the religious institutions of dogma, cult and code, llie 
distinctive feature of the paper is the ©aphasis and deep concern 
for a living and dynamic ftilth in the spiritual and moral essence 
of religion than for its institutional legal authority being 
eroded by the modem secular forces. 
9 GIRI ( V V). iiaugural address. IMA. 5, 1; 1974; 5-8. 
Jhrugural address delivered by President V V Girl at the Inter-
national Seminar on 'Religion-Morality-Law held on December 11, 
1973 under the auspices of Islam and the Modern Age Society aiid 
the Jhstitute of Islamic Studies, New Delhi. Stressed the need 
to study Islamic Law with deligence and circumspection for 
suitably interpreting the law as enjoined by the concept of 
•IJtlhad* to suit the needs of the rapidly changing society, 
ii doing so the wishes of the community should be fally taken 
into account. 
10 HASAN ASKisRI. Religlon-Morality-Lau. IMA. 5, 2; 1974; 41-51. 
(Paper presented at the iiternational Seminar on Raligion-Moralit 
-Law). Looks at the problem from the sociological point of view 
and rejects the prevailing notion that 'primary unity of religio: 
and law has now broken down. According to the author the actual 
position is that of the tension and the confrontrption, gro;ang 
sharper and sharper between the processes of rationalisation 
and irrationalisation, between sacralisation and seculrriKation. 
n niim'AriJLL/ai (^t). Prcslf icntlal address . IIlA. 5,1;1J74 5 10-38. 
PrCEidential address «:lcliv©ro(i by M. Hitlayat-olloh, cx-Qiief 
Jus t i ce of Jhdia. a t the i h t cma t iona l SeoinsiT on 'Holicion-
Iforality-Law* held on DeceiaLer U , 1^73 under the ousplccs of 
Islam cind the »fodcrn Age Society and the i i s t i t u t e of I s laa lc 
Studies, Ilev DelJii. Deals iidth the p r a c t i c a l question of 
poss ib le changes i n r t i s l i a Personal Lr.w» Oonetantly keeping in 
lalnd the Divine Eleiaent i n tha t law suggests p o s s i t l e l i ne s of 
reform, 
12 KHUIJDHUa ( S Alam). Tension bot\;ccsi laorelltj- &nd I r u in Ic laa . 
JtA. 5 , 2 J liJ74; 71-SO. 
(Paper presented a t the Mtoraa t ional Sooinar on Rcli^^ion-
Iforality-Law) • After a preliiainary eacposition of the ^cnorol 
phi losophical problem t h r t once Etern i ty i c l eve l l ed i t cannot 
t o t a l l y transcend time, discusses tlie spec i f ic prol lorn of Islam 
and Iliisllm Personal Law. OoDtrvos tha t in tlie l i f c - r t y l o of the 
coaaunity, r e l i g i o s i t y and ao ra l i t y have become syno ly :oun with 
l e g a l i t y . Examines t l ^ question :,'hethcr t h i s i'colcg^^ can oor^'c 
a^y loncer in the epoch of ordered teclmolonicrl and s^c i r l 
changes and answers in the negativ©. 
HiiLJDICSJ AIID Si.CUL/r.lSM, HJDIA. 
13 BABD Caobert D). Oa^cndragadkar and the rel lr : ion of the Vidian 
secular s t a t e . JGPS> 6, 45 lif?2; 47-&1. 
Gives a c r i t i c a l appreciat ion of the vic^?s of Ga^cndragodkar on 
r e l i g i o n and the l id ian seculer s t a t e . An in ro r t an t feature of 
Gajcndragadlcar's t h e s i s according to the author, i s tha t the 
r e l i g ion which i s gUGrnntced freedom in l id i a i s 0 rolicicai 
re legated to personal eaqporionce and nictaphj'ciiccl ; r ccu l r t i on , 
Gcwied from p o l i t i c a l , soc ia l and econcxalc cxprecsionc. R r s c n d 
La¥ i s a secular matter , soc ia l in chrracter* The cnactLient of 
••.ho Hindu Code B i l l i l l u s t r a t e s the j u s t i f i a b l e reparat ion of 
lair from r e l i g i o n , \ i iat i s t rue for the Hindus and the Hindu Oode 
oust e l se bo t rue for the Mic-.iiziE oad a uniform c i v i l code. 
Gajendragadkar advises tha t the Misllras Tjho f e e l t l .a t invasion 
in to the realm of personal law i s an invaslcm in to rclirrion oust 
be taught the leg i t imate renins of r e l i g ion raid the cccular S t a t e . 
ISLAII 
14 KinJiyiTAR limmrvi. Dm-e-lEl&i. Rar>-e~Scag. rr7-2C5 lJ7r j 17/-.7, 
Observes t h a t \dii le studying other r e l i g i o n s one docs not find 
tha t tho r e l ig ion has been cor^ lc ted . I t i s only Islam if ich iJrhcc 
t h i s claim, ( ^ t e s the views of Gandhi ^1 and 1 ernard Ehcio about 
Islam. Discusses Islam's claim as the l a s t and cc iplcte r-clirion 
for the e n t i r e humanity. 
HISTOBK, MORAL BASIS 
16 SPULER CBERTOLD). Islam as a mora^basis in history. IMA. 
5,2jig74j 5-13. 
(Paper presented at the International Seminar on Religion-
Morality *-Law>. Observes that the emergence of islam as a 
religion, as well as a state was in sharp contrast with the 
origin of other world religions. Another remarkable feature 
of islam according to the author was " its attitudes towards 
the 'Book religions^. About the right of the f-fiislims to 
preserve the essentials of their Personal Law suggests that 
the understanding between I-lislims ajid the followers cf other 
religions should be promoted and efforts be made to show 
islam to the non-Ilislims as it really is and to explain the 
(Causes of the self-conciousness of the Muslims and their 
adherence to their religion. 
ISLAM AND COHTEMPORART SOCIETy 
16 KHUl'JDMIRI (B Alam). Islamic problem. jgD. 3, 8; 1970;21-3. 
Examines the question i^ iether religion has any relevance to 
modem life. Discusses the role of science and the moderni-
sation it has brought in concen^ jorary society. Observes 
thac the problem of the Islamic world is to enter the new age 
of science without losing its identity and that Quran encourag 
scientific study of the unlv rse. Stresses separation of poli-
tics from religion and minimisation of religion in public 
life. The ideal of the Quran is to make the entire humanity 
one single invisible community and the multi-religious society 
of India Is the best stage for this historic mission.Suggests 
that Islamic Fiqh \diich is presently a source of ImitEtion 
should again become the embodiment of creative Muslim think-
ing. 
ISLAM AUD SECULARISM 
17 KHALID (Detlev H). Mmslims and the purport of secularism. 
IMA. 5,2; 1974; 28-40. 
Observes that secularism is closely linked to humanism and 
means a fresh concern for this world. Mentions the various 
connotations of secularism. Examines the attitude of Muslims 
towards secularism. Si the opinion of the author the teachings 
of Islam provide a major secularist incentive. The Misllms, 
therefore, do not have to prop up a new set of ideals because 
the Prophet of Islam adopted the stance of a paradigmatic 
secularist by relying on his coii5)anlons in worldly affairs 
rather than wait for Divine instructions. 
ISLAM AND UNIFORM CIVIL CODE 
18 TAHIR HAHMOOD. Islam and a coiamon civil code. HJ.. 22 Je 72; 
5c-f» 
Explaining the reasons v ^ the idea of a common civil code 
is vehemently opposed by a vast majority of liislims engshasises 
the need to concretise the provisions of the proposed code. 
According to the author it is a fallacious belief that the 
Jhdlsxi civil code will be a replica of the ancient ItLndu 
i^rrlstlc doctrines. In the province of faaily lav the 
author feels that the code would be more in conformity with 
Ts?.araic jurisprudence that with any other legal system. 
Since the time is not yet ripe for a comaon civil code, 
suggests that attention for the present should be focussed 
on progressive codification of the Muslim lav wlich may 
bring it nearer to the projected civil code. 
ISLAM, SOCIAL ORDER 
19 SAJID (^ £L^ ), Islam Ka rau^a-^aratl nizam. Tar.juaaflal-Hndith. 
Ij 1970 MP J 36-41, 
Deals with the social order presented by Islam and discusses 
the rights enjoyed by orphans, wi ows, and neighbours. 
SOCIAL ORDER AITD LAW 
20 ANDERSON (J N D) Law as a social force in Islam. BS0^4 20t 
1957; 13-40. 
Observes that for centuries the lav has held a paramount 
place in the civilisation and structure of the Ifuslim world. 
SiariaJi covers every aspect of life anJ every field of law. 
Reviews the historical development of Shariah since the turn 
of the first centuiy of the Jtislim era. According to the 
author there always existed a gulf between theory and practice 
and so it is difficult to assert that Sharlah exclusively 
shaped society and its institutions. Witli this background glve« 
an account of the reforms effected in Shaiah in the Islamic 
countries, the ball having been set in mcition by Turkey in 185C 
Discusses the basic problems of the reforms to overcome the 
opposition of the traditional leaders of religion. 
or 
SOCIAL ORDER AiID PERSONAL LAW 
21 AN ISA KHATOON. Islam! Mn'ashlrah aur mslim personal law. 
Dftwat. 19 Je 73 J 6 a-c. "" 
Speech delivered by Aneesa Khatoon in the All Maharashtra 
Khvateen Conference on 1 Jfey 1973 in Bombay. 
SOCIAL ORDER m) MITIORITy PERSONAL LAW. 
22 HABIB REHAK KHAN. Aqalliyaton ke personal law ka ^Jc^trm 
Islam! tarlldi men. Slda-e»Jfldid. 22,27-30; 1972; 6-7. 
22, 31; 1972; 4-6. 
Pointing out the significance of marriage for the human 
society examines the essential features of marriage in 
Christianity comparing them with those of the Islamic 
marriage. Ife.kes^ reference/''several casep of Egypt in which 
the Christian husband or wife approtleAer^ .. the court for the 
dissolution of marriage but the courts discharged every such 
case on the plea that in Christianity divorce was permissible 
only on the ground of adultry. According to the author this 
clearly shows that in Islamic countries the personal laws of 
minorities are fully protected by the coiurts. 
23 HAMIDULLAH (Mohammad). "Aitl qanun ka tahaffuz daruri hpi. 
Dftwat 22 D 72; 3c-e. » . . 
Gives a historical account of the non-interference by 
liislims in the personal lavs of the people of conquered 
territories not only in the early period of islam but 
till as late as the ftoghul En^ jire in lidia. Also makes a 
comparative study of the law of divorce in Islam and in 
the West. 
SOCIAL ORDER, V.'OMAiJ. 
24 BASilEJSR AtlHAD. Status of woman in islajn as coc^ared to 
other religions. Jn SEMINAR ON ISLAMIC PERSONAL LAW M 
MODERN INDIA (New Delhi) a972). [Papers and proceedings] 
New Delhi, iidian Law Institute i^ .p.) 
Observes that elthougli polygamy is permissible in Islam 
it vi-rtUjiJLly turns into monogamy in view of the condition-
c>i equity iaposed by Quran. Surveys the practice of poly-
gamy G'uong Various nations of the world and in different 
periods of history. Explains the position and status of 
women the respect they command and the freedom enjoyed 
by them in Islam. Discusses the law of divorce in Islam. 
26 al-FARUQI CtiaJaia L), Woman's rights and the t^usllm wooen. 
IMA. 3,2; 1372} 76-99. 
Studies the history of the responses of Islam and the t^sllms 
to the question of women's rights in four periods* (L) Seventh 
century Arab society; ^) early centuries of Islam; (3) from 
middle of the 13th century till the late 19th century: f5) from 
late 19th century to the present day. Discusses women's ri^ts 
in each period under five categories! (a) Marriage (h) Divorce 
Cc) Civil-political Affairs (d) Social Affairs ie) Religio* 
cultic affairs. 
26 ISLAHI (Mohammad Ayyub).'Aurat aur Islam, ^ Ladgi.. 46, 4; 1271; 
22-30. 
Discusses in deiail the position of won^n in Islam quotating 
extensively from.-Quran and Hadith. Observes thai Islam has 
accorded a very high position to woman in the si^ ciety. 
OoDjpares it with the pitiable and deplorable position vrfiich 
the woman had before the advent of islam. Explains that 
Quran makes no distinction between man and voman in religiotts 
and social affairs and both are ordained equally to carry out 
God's commands. The mother occupies a very exalted and respect-
ful place in Islamic society and both Quran and Hadith lay 
stress ati her rights. Adds that according to Quran man and 
\«>iaan are equally important for the building up of a right-
eous society. 
27. I-IARYAM JAMtlELAH. Islam and the emancipation of the I'luslim 
women. Badiance. 6, 6-6; 1968; 17,20. 
Bitterly criticising the movement for "emancipation" of women 
in I4uslin countries quotes from Quran and Hadith to show \Aiat 
an exalted and prestigious place Islam has accorded to woman 
and compares it with the degraded position to which she has ^ «.tv» 
reduced in modern society as a result of free indulgence in 
illicit sexual relations. Despite her "empncipation" the modern 
woman bears a double burden-the burden of home as well as ^4 
earning a livelihood. 
2B 8HAEIDA LATEfiP* Status of vomen in a community* fi*"Unfir 
165} 1973 FtT) 29*32. 
Observes that women were given equality with men by the 
Quran 1300 years ago« Discusses marriage and divorce 
under Mislim Lav* HBntl(»i8 the grounds on which a Masllm 
woman can obtain divorce under the Dissolution of Masllm 
Msrrlage Act of 1939* states that many substantive laws 
guarding the status of women In a Masllm society are 
eroded by certain practices %dileh are wrongly considered 
as religious* Criticises 'Purdah* idilch Is one of such 
practices* Argues for adoptlontsof children which according 
to the author Is one of the areas ^ere Quran does not 
give any specific ruling* suggests that necessary changes 
should be effected making use of the marriage contract 
to remove the Inadeqfuaoles of the existing law. 
MARRIAGE HTD DIVORCE 
29 MOHAMMAD ZAMAN* Nlkah wa talaq Islaml Mu ^ ashre men. H HHAi^ £ H MiK A :cai  lan 
^^omi^t (V). 6 8 , ^ 6 | isrf3\ 10-1. 
Discusses the role of Nlkah and divorce In Islamic 
socletr* Describes the Instructionsi quoting extSnslvely 
from t M Hadlth* given by tibe I ^ i ^ t to both men and 
women to make their married life nappy* Dlvoree, although 
permissible as the last resort| is nevertheless the most 
displeasing thing for God according to the Prophet. 
ISLAMIC STATE AND WOMEN. 
30 ISLAHI (Anln ihsan)* Islam! riyasat men aurat ke^  maqam. 
AlJ^fft O * 56, 313) 1870{ 16* 
Discusses the factors, including the nature of woman, 
because of wfaieh Islam is against placing the adminis-
tration of an Islamic State in the hands of woman* 
However, asserts that so far as the fundamental huittua 
rights are oonoemed. Islamic State does not make any 
discrimination l^etweefi men' gnft wSiami* ^ lamie State 
Sarantees the protection of self respect of women, sir nersonal property, the rights glv^ ai to them by 
Shariat, freedom o* s?<^eeh i>ind expression, freedom of 
religion and faith, equality hsfore law etc* 
o -v 
INDIAN LAW, PAI'IIIX, UNIFORM CIVIL CODE. 
31 BAL RAJ* Ikilform civil code. XI* 2Ap 72; 6b-e. 
Stesslng the urgent need of a uniform civil code in the 
country observes that the propaganda against Masllms that 
they vlU oppose such a code Is politically motivated as 
no draft of the code has been circulated so far to eleclt 
the Muslim opinion* According to the autlior a iirJ form 
civil code should take into consideration the personal 
lavs of all the coimmmities* Suggests that the leaders 
should educate the Muslim community about the evils of 
the existing system and about the need for reform. After 
the existing lav has been reformed the Muslims themselves 
should demand a i^ rJ.fovm civil code. Meani^ itolle a draft code 
be prepared to elicit the public response. 
32 BEG (M H). Uhiform civil code. J£. 24 t^r 73; 6c-e. 
Observes that there is very little in the Cjuran \rtilch 
constitutes rules of positive lav as distinguished from 
morality* EDq;>hasises that religion should be separated from 
economic cultural and legal matters* Feels that there is 
great scope for reform of Muslim Personal Lav, particularly 
in lavs relating to marriage, divorce and private vakfs. 
Citing Ameer All justifies prohibition of polygai!^. 
Suggests the formulation of model "Hindi Code" applicable 
to all persons vho vant to be governed ty it. This vill. 
according to the author, pave the way for a uniform civil 
code. 
33 DESAI (C O* Need for uniform civil code for iidla. JCPS* 
3,3;1969;90»2* 
Criticises that ytiile jidia claims equality of lav among 
its citizens it voefully discriminates between people of 
one religion and those of another* Uhile the Hindu 
Marriage Act, 1965 banning polyganQr among Hindus vas 
passed in the face of vehement opposition, the Muslims In 
!Didia are still free to practige polygauy. Gives reference 
of several Muslim countries vhere polygamy has been very 
much restricted and second marriage, during the subsistence 
of the first, is possible only vlth the permission of the 
court. Questions \iihen other Muslim countries have virtually 
banned polygaoQr, vhy Jbidia should neglect it and fall to 
protect the interests of h&islim vonsinhood. 
34 KAGZI < M C Jain). Advisability of legislating a unifona 
family lav code. J U . 5; 1965$ 192-200. 
(lives a historical background of the enforcement of Hindu 
and Hisllm lavs during the Moghul and British periods 
explaining the reasons vfay no interference vas made with 
these tvo great systems of lav* Observes that the existence 
of separate and diverse lavs for different sections of the 
people is a historical and continuing anamoly in Ihdla and 
is opposed to the Oireetive Principles of State Policy. 
Considers it lii|peratlve that the confused mass of personal 
family lav In Ihdia should yield place to a uniform civil 
code. 
35 LAKSHMAiiNA (C). Itoiform civil code. Oohesion. 1,2| 1970j69.70. 
Lays stress on the implectentation of Art. 44 of the Consti-
tution from viie point of view of making Jhdla stronger. 
VSiile criminal and other lavs are universal in their 
application and ^ile the Hindu Lav has also been reformed, 
the personal lavs of other communities, especially of the 
Muslimst have not been touched so far. Vievs that uniform 
civil lavs are essential for the grovth and progress of a 
society. Observes that in a pluralistic and secular society 
religion should be purely a personal matter. 
36 SARKAB <R C S )• IJhiform civil code. JCPS. S,3) 1969) 76-89. 
States that unlike the Moghuls the British Government 
realising the importance of uniformity of lavs codified 
the &dlan lav relating to crimci evidence, contract etc 
on the basis of Bigllsh Common Lav but kept the personal 
lavs of Hindus and Maslims outside the sphere of codifica-
tion. After independence the questicm received due recogni-
tion and Att. 44 of the Constitutl(m seeks to remove this 
slK>rtcomlng. Discusses the scope and content of a uniform 
civil code vlthln the framevork of the Constitution. 
£&qphaslses the need of a uniform civil code for achieving 
enK>tional integration. States that ever since independence 
Government has been endeavouring to secure uniform lavs. 
Points out that contrary to the Hindu Lav there has been 
no reform in Muslim Lav so far. Discusses the difficulties 
in reforming Hislim Lav as in Islam lav ^ d religion are 
inseparable. Describes some schemes tried or conceived 
to bring about uniformity in personal lavs and suggests 
his ovn of a family code vlth a wider connotation than a 
uniform civil code. 
37 SHAFI ( S A )• Dhlfona civil code is possible. Badiance 
9, 60 5 1972 J 14, 
Appreciating the assurance by the Government that it has 
no intention to interfere in the I-Iuslim Personal Law, 
the author proposes* in the light of his experience as a 
Judge a uniform civil code v^ch he claims is not against 
lariat. 
38 SURAEA QASIM. What alls the mslims in Jhdia (A) SI* 22F 70; 
7 g-h. 
To say that a uniform civil code for all Indians irrespective 
of the religion they profess will create in the Muslims a 
sense of jhdianness i£i) according to the author, to beg the 
question. It does not e3q)lain \diyi in the first instance 
Muslims lack it ncv if they really do* Discusses other 
maladies of :&idian I^ islims also. 
39 T^ A^BJI Oadruddin)* Co:Qsaon civil codet ^  communal snare? 
ALSR. 2; 1971; 115-9. 
Expresses distress over the attitudes of the synthetic 
secularists and the obstinate no-change«§ among i^islims 
towards a uniform civil code and considers the two groups 
responsible for the vehement opposition of Muslims on 
this issue. The fervent desire of some OLndu leaders to 
have a common civil code and the equally emotional oppo-
sition to the idea in certain Muslim sections is, in the 
opinion of the author, based on the mutual antipathy of 
the two camps* Advises Muslims to S^mp at the idea of a 
uniform civil code and show to their fellow-countrymen the 
remarkable contributic»i that Islam has made to law. 
40 UNIFORM CIVIL eode 0g). Dawat. 27 Mr 73; 3b-o. 
Reports the proceedings of a syn5)0slum held in Tilichrl 
on uniform civil code on the occasion of the Centenary 
Celebrations of the law courts* 
41 USMAN GfiANI* Taksan elTll code per ek abam s7iiQ)osltim. 
fiaml* 1 Ja 73} 3, 
Reports the deliberations of a syii9>osliua held at Bombay 
on 22 Oeceoiber 1972 under the auspices of Jamaat-eolslaml 
In vhlch besides the Janaat. the Muslim League and the 
Muslla Personal Lav Obnvention. the representatives of 
Shrl Guru Singh Sabhat Vidian Rational Ghurchi Youth 
Oongresst Si^ntra Party, Jan Sangh, Socialist Party and 
Hindu Mana Sabha also participated, 
UNIFORM CIVIL CODE AND EQUALIW OF SEXES. 
42 MINATTOR (Joseph). Nightmare of a eonanon civil code. 
Radiance, 9, 31} 1972j 3, 14. 
Observes that In adopting a civil code acceptable to all 
the conBnunlties some coioproolse has to be found. Criticises 
the plea for monogaiay and states that In U s A monogamy Is 
often violated through progressive polygaay and polyandry, 
made possible by the device of divorce. Vlevs that prohi-
biting polyandxy, vhlch Is not unknown In Ihdla, would be 
a discrimination against women. Discusses the law of divorce 
and the rules of succession In Islam. Pleads for equal 
rights for both the sexes. 
UNIFORM CIVIL CODE AND WELFARE STATE 
43 MOHAMMAD ALAM* Iblf orm civil code Is not the alne qua non 
of a welfare state. Sfl^ JtaBfiSL* 3* ^ ^l 1972} 7,9. 
Exuamlnes the grounds on which amendment of the shariat Act 
Is being advocated. Observes that ^ e n the Fundamental Rights 
are not sacrosanct, then Art. 44 mast also be amended because 
the enactment of a uniform civil code is not essential for 
a Welfare state. Rejects the argument that since certain 
Muslim countries have effected reform in Islamic law, the 
Mtislim Personal Law in Sidla should also be amended. 
UNIFORM CIVIL CODE Ai^ D CONSTITUTIOH. 
44 MOHAMMAD GHOUSE. Uniform civil eodet Its constitutional 
validity. J^ MUSLIM PERSONAL LAV vSEMINAR (AUgarh) a968). 
Papers and proceedings. Allgaxii* Islamic Research Circle 
P 123-8. 
Gives an account of the debate in the Oonstitueut Assembly 
on Art. 44 providing a uniform civil code for all the 
citizens of lidla. Discusses if Articles 25, 26 and 29 of 
the Constitution safeguard Muslim Personal Law. 
45 SETH ( K N )• Ifoifona civil code and constituticai. Mpj^ ppi^ yey^ f^  
11, 8; 1972; 16-7. 
Argues for delinking of personal law from religion. 
Discusses freedom of religion in the light of Art.25(1) 
and other provisions of the jQidian Oonstitution. Stressing 
the need for a uniform civil code in iidia, quotes iJehru 
on the subject. Refers to the reforms brought out in 
Islamic Lev in other F&islim countries. Reminds that the 
OonstitatotiAssembly had rejected all amendements 
proposed by Muslim members zo exenpt the Shariat from the 
Directive Principles. 
46 UITIPORM CIVIL code afjain^). Radiance.8^ 34; 1971; 2. 
Referring to the plea vhich Ifr. Justice Hedge made for a 
uniform civil code in a lecture at Delhi, pointBout that 
the Directive Principles of State Policy have been terii»d 
by legal vizards as "Principles of morality" rather than 
of lav. Although included in the Directive Principles are 
also other matters such as equal pay for equal work, pre-
vention of immoral traffic, public assistance in case of 
unemployiaent| organising village panchayats etc, but 
accord-ijig to the editor the uniform civil code alone has 
been talked so much that rest of tlie matters have redncled 
into background. 
OIJIFORM CIVIL CftDE Ai^ D iJATIOiUL IWTEGRATIOII. 
47 HYDER HUSEIN (ChaJHdri). Uhified code for iidia. AlRa.Sec) 
36; 1949; 68. 
Emphasises the need of a unified civil code in the interest 
of oneness of the country. After the independence of the 
country finds no justification not to have a unified civil 
code for the entire nation. Appreciates that the matter 
has been taken up by the Constituent Assembly. 
TJNIFORM CIVIL CODE Ai^ D COIMJNALISM. 
48 COMMOHALISM AI^ D civil code (Ed). Radiance. 7, 52; 1270}2. 
Criticises the argument that the enforcement of a uniform 
civil code would go a long way in curbing communalism in 
the country. Observes that even if it is accepted for argu-
ment's sake that such a code would please the Hindus, the 
question still remains \^ether it would be acceptable to 
I4aslims also. If not, it would only add to the existing 
communal tension. 
UNIFORM CIVIL CODE AND COMMONAL RIOTS 
4^ BADSHAH KHAN on personal lav #&)• Rftd^rtflifff • 7|16{ 
1969; 2. 
Jb the context of the oft-repeated argument after each 
comnunal riot that a uniform civil code vill promote 
oommmal harmony highlights the vlevs of Badph«>h Khan on 
t^e question of reforms in Muslim Personal Lav* 
50 ONE CI7IL code, SSiiaiSH' ^0, 27} 1969$ 8. 
Coaments on tho view expressed by some people that one 
civil code would end ail oomnunal rioting. Vihlle one civil 
code for all would be a valutory and praiswortlqr legal 
reform, it is patently wrong that it will stop or greatly 
reduce communal riots. Adds that national lntegratic» 
does not come bulldozing communities into doing things 
affecting themselves they do not themselves want to do. 
It comes rather from an understanding of diversities and 
a bringing together of minds. 
51 RIOTS AND civil codes <Bd). Badianee. 8, 38; 1971; 2. 
Criticises the "fallacious statement" that a uniform 
civil code for all corainxmities can be conducive to 
communal harmony. 
UNIFORM CIVIL CODE AND GOLWALKAR 
52 GOLWALKAR ( M S ).Uniformity is death knell of nations. 
Organlaer.26. 3j 1972, 1-2. 
Reports interview with Golwalkar in which he said that a 
uniform civil code had nothing to do with national 
integration or nationalism* 
53 GOLWALKAR'S GRIMMICK (Ed). ^ . 5 , 9, 1972*, 8-9. 
Oomments on Oolvalkar*s statement cOrgaxilsery August 26, 
1972) tha t a uniform c i v i l code i s not necessary for 
promoting the fee l ing of nat ional ism. Views t h i s s t a t e -
ment as a p o l i t i c a l game of the worst kind and an 
attempt by Qolwalkar to pave the way for a l l i ance with 
obscurant is t forces l ike Jamaat-e-Islami and t&islim 
Majlis . 
64 JBELAWS: (S). Guruji shows the way. Organiser. 26, 8; 
1972J 9. 
Comments en the coiiiment of Radiance (27 August lt?72) 
about Qolwalkar's reported statement tha t he was opposed 
to a uniform c i v i l code for a l l the coramunities. c l a r i f i e s 
tha t Golwalkar was not opposed to such a codej the most 
t ha t could be said about h i s pronouncement i s tha t he did 
not consider i t necessary and even des i rable to have such 
a code. 
55 SMGE (N K). Golwalkgr'r primmicks. I i » ^S ^^i 19725 8. 
ConKients on the remarks of Guru Golimlkar vrtiich he made 
about the uniform c i v i l code while inaugurating the 
Deendayal Research Ins t i t u t e in Delhi. 
UITIFORM CIVIL CODE AIJD mSLBi OPPOSITION 
56 ABU AAMIR. Jus t i ce Beg on uniform c i v i l code. Radiance. 
10, 48 , 1973} 13 . 
B i t t e r l y c r i t i c i s e s M H Beg's a r t i c l e «A uniform c i v i l code" 
(Indian Express of 24 May 1973). Discusses Beg»s contention 
tha t there i s very l i t t l e in the Quran which cons t i tu t e s 
r u l e s of pos i t ive law; r e j e c t s t h i s as vague and unt rue . 
Points out tha t Quran contains e laborate lav.'s about marriage, 
divorce, inher i tance e t c . Reminds the author t h a t besides 
Quran, other sources of Islamic l av are the Sidl'ah, Lima 
and Q7as. Observes tha t polygamy was not introduced by 
Islam but only r e s t r i c t e d to four wives a t a t ime. 
ISLA14IC LAW AIID THEOLOGY, INDIA, MODERIJ TRMDS 
57 lYZEE (Asaf A A). Islamic law and theology in India: proposals 
for fresh approach, tg£. 8, 2j 1954} 163-83. 
Gives a historical survey of Islamic law in iidia in order 
to pro|k)iind a modem iidian approach to miderstand the 
fundamental problems in Islam, and applying the pOth 
century legal and historical principles proposes a tentative 
method of the critique of Shariah. Discusses the present 
position of religious thinking and theological tradition 
in India. Suggests certain fundamental and applied principles 
for a complete examination of the fabric of Shariah. 
58 NAWAZ (t4 K), Re-examination of some basic concepts of Islamic 
law and Jurisprudence. J^ PIDIAN YEAR-EOOK of international 
affairs, v 13} 1963, Madras, Indian Study Group of Inter-
national Law and Affairs. P 205-30. 
Gives reasons \rtiy a study of Islamic Law is necessary today. 
Discusses the genesis and development of Islamic law elaborating 
the theory of Divinity of Quranic Norms and the theory of 
Infallibility of Sunnah. Explaining the concept of Sunnah 
in Islam, reviews its early compilation. Examines prospects 
for a sociological interpretation of (^ ran and points out 
that this methodology has also been pointed by Fyzee for 
a reinterpretation of Islam. 
ISLAI4IC LAW 
59 SOPtPcIOF.ITY OF Islamic laws (Ed). Radiance . 8, 37} 197142. 
Citing a ruling of the U.S. Supreme Court tijiao the poor people 
had a right to get divorce without paying the divorce fee; 
of 60 dollars and which has been hailed as a "remarkable 
progress" by the Press, remarks that Islam achieved this 
progress in its laws of marriage and divorce 1400 years 
ago. These developments in the Wfest should, according to 
the editor, convince all right thinking people of the 
superiority of Islamic laws. 
PROBLEMS 
60 LOKHANDEWALA (ST). Soiae problems of Risliin lav In India 
and the Jirab vorld. lAC. 14, 4} 1965; S20-5. 
Observes that vhile custom, usages and practices of the 
community formed a strong foundation of the edifice of 
Islamic laVf the theory of Islafflio lav ignored custom as 
a source of lav making. The difficulties resulting frc»a 
closing the gate of I.1tihad. first realised by Ibn 
Tamiyai led to modifications in Islamic lav. Examines in 
some detail the reforms introduced by some of the recent 
Arab legislations* Suggests that in order to overcome the 
difficulties facing the Maslims today either a strict 
divisl(»i between religions and non^religious matters or 
a re*ezamination of the sources of Islamic lav be made. 
ISLAMIC LAW AND 0RTH0D0X2 
61 M(JJ££B (M). Orthodoxy and the orthodox! The shari-ah 
as lav» i£* 39, 2; 1964$ 27-46. 
Divides the religious aspect of Jhdian Maslims into 
three categories, Orthodoxy, Religious Thought^Ihe Shariah 
as an ideal vay of life) and Sufism. Confining the study 
only to the first the author discusses orthodoxy and the 
orthodox during the various periods of the history of 
2hdien Maslims. 
UTIHAD, MODERN PROBLEMS 
62 MASI7MI (Hohanmad SaghiriHasan). IJtihad aur'asr-e-hadir. 
Fikr Mft HASar. 7j 1370 ipj 739-51. 
Asserts that the viev in certain quarters that the Islamic 
jurists confined Islam to certain issues is false. 
63 MUSHIHUL HAQ« Fatva aur 'asrf masa'il. Islim aur 'asr^e-
Jadi^. 2, / ) 1970J 61-63. 
Deals vith the duties and responsibilities of Juris consults 
particularly vith reference to the modem age. 
- « 
REFORMATIONS, MODERN DEVELOPI^ITS 
64 ANDIJISGN 0 N D), Eclipse of the patrlarohrl family in 
conten5)orary Islamic law. In ANh^ASo^(T/^}i),e*i. fa^y^U lo^uj U^ Asia. «*v 
Jitiica. 1968. London, Allen ana lAiwin. P2.L/-5^. ^ 
Describes the typical fanily structure and family law of 
IslaEi characterised by permission for polygamy, the right ^ 
unilateral divorce vested in the husband, the slave concu-
bines forming a common con5)onent of the medieval harlmy 
the gurdianship of children always vested in the fether 
and the spcial position in the lav of inheritance of the 
agnates. Obsewres that as a result of the impact of the 
West the family structure in Mislim countries is under-
going a change. Gives panoramic view of the changes that 
have taken place and the reforms introduced in the Family 
Lav in various Muslim countries* 
66 Af^ lDERSON (J N D)» Recent developments in Eharia law. 
MW, 41, 1-4: 1951; 34-8, 113-26. 186-97, 271-81. 
42, 1-4 J 1952; 33-47, 124-40, 190-206, 257-76. 
Jfekes an extensive survey of the reforms introduced in the 
shsriah lav in the countries of the Middle East. The 
v&rious spheres of the Sharlah in which the author revie\« 
reforms include marriage, divorce, polygany, testmentary 
bequests, intestate succession, x^rakf system etc. 
66 ANDERSON (J N D). Significance of Islamic lav in the world 
today. AJOL.Sy 2; 1960; 187-96. 
Examines the question isdiether there is any real significance 
in Islamic lav today in the Muslim countries. Reviews the 
reforms introduced in the Islamic countries in the ^nriah. 
begining from the steps taken in this regard by the Ottoman 
En?)ire about 1850. Observes that the reforms introduced in 
the sphere of family law represent a phenomenon of outstanding 
significance. Describes the devices used in introducing the 
reforms. Concludes that the aiariah. vtfiether in its original 
or modified form still represents the family law of 400 
million Mislims. 
• ^ ';• 
67 FAZLOR RAHMAN* Oonten|)orary trends in Muslim personal lav. 
J^ MUSLIM PERSONAL LAW SEMINAR Oligarh) ad68). Papers and 
proceedings. AUgarfa, Islaniic Research Circle. P 135-57. 
Defines the scope of Muslim Personal Lav. Gives a detailed 
account of certain reforms and changes effected in Mislim 
Personal Lav in various Islamic countries. Describes the 
methods ei^ployed for bringing about these changes. Stresses 
the need of I,ltlhf>4 vithout vhich the Islamic lav is likely 
to be religated to oblivion. 
68 HAIDER 0t8» N A). OooQ}arative study of recent changes in 
Muslim personal lav in Muslim countries. JOL MUSLIM PERSONAL 
LAW SEMINAR (Aligarh) a968). Papers and proceedings. Aligarh, 
Islamic Research Circle. P 158«^2. 
Studies the development of changes in Mislim Personal Lav 
in variotis Muslim countries. Divides the countries into 
three groupss Q.) countries %diich still regard the q^ «»'rln^  
as the lav of the land: (S) Countries vhich have abondoned 
the ghpjriah and substituted a vholly secular lavj (3) countries 
which have effected some compromise between these two posi-
tions. 
69 JAFAH PIUSSAIN (£^ed). Legal modernism in Islami Polygamy 
and repudiation. JILA. 7$ 1966; 384-96. 
Observes that Islamic lav today is subjected to the forces 
of conservatism and progressive thoo^t pulling it in oppo-
site directions. Examines the nattire of aiariah and makes 
a graphic survey of the reforms vhich have taken place in 
the Arab countries in the lavs relating to polygamy and " 
divorce. Remarks that with the exception of the Dissolution 
of Mislim Marriage Act, l./39| no reform has been made in 
the Muslim Personal Lav in India. Stressing the need of 
reform makes a fev suggestions in this respect. 
70 NAWAZ (M K). Some reflections on modernisation of Islamic 
law. la TAHIR MAHMOOD, Ed. Isl 
Bombay, N M Tripathi. P 59-68. 
amic I^T- in modern India. 1972-
Discusses theories on modernisation of Islamic law in histori-
cal perspective. Describes the nature and scope of Islamic 
Law. Observes that the challenge of modernisation, the 
trend of which was set by Abduh, is chiefly concerned with 
the law of f a;iiily reletions in islam. Gives a brief account 
of modernist legislation in different i-liislim co^intries. 
Stresses the need of s rrtional theory to present in correct 
perspective the changes in Islamic law. 
MAULAIIA AZAD 
71 MOHAl^ MAD SKOAIB. Islawi ahkam wa f iah ki tarciim Ifeulana Azad 
ki nazar len. Zindgj. 51,3; 1973;25-34 . 
Gives extracts from the various writings emd speeches "f 
l%ulana Azad on nationalism, protection of the culture 
and educatiWIcof minorities and on any interference In 
the aiariah by the Government. Observes that if the Goveen-
ment does not exeijpt I'lislims from a common civil code it 
would be againyt the thoughts and ideology of Maulana Azad. 
Also quotes Maulana Azad on the need of reconstructing the 
Islamic Fiqh. 
JUDICIAL EITERPRETATION, MODERH TTiET^ DS. 
72 MXJATTUR (Joseph). Judicial interpretation of Islamic lawi 
Recent trends. ALSR. 25 1S71; 134-46. 
Iteviovs the Judicial decisions of recent years with a view 
to finding out whether there has been any substantial change 
effected by them in Islamic law as applied in India. Observes 
that reform or modification of certain provisions of ^ •tislim 
Personal Law through judicial action will not arouse any 
agitaticai and such provisicais will fall into disuse through 
the process of sivasa shariya^ a process accepted by tradi-
tional law. 
4 ( 
NEAR BAST| REFORMATIONS, WESTERN INFLUENCE 
73 LIEBESNX (Herbert J) • Religious law and westernisation in 
the Moslem Near East. AJOf. 2, A\ 1963} 492-504. 
Presents a brief sketch of the 'background and developioent 
of the law of the states of the Near East with special 
ezophasis on the law of the Arab states to serve as a basis 
for the understanding and evaluation of the present-day 
law of these states. Observes that in India too modem 
influences have worked in the fiild of the religious law 
of Islam. The over all conclusion of the author is that as 
a result of the influence of Western thought Jslamlc law 
has been adapted to modem needs in many a Muslim country. 
MIDDLE EAST, REFCS'.MAT IONS. 
74 AI^ DffiSONa N D) . Law reform in the Middle East. lA. 32,1; 
1966J 43-51. "~ 
Reviews law reforms in the countries of the Middle East 
begining from Egypt where the views of Abduh were taken 
up strongly l^ al-Maraghl. According to the author the 
general pattern of reform has been that originally a 
sharp distinction was made between Shariah courts and 
civil courts. Later, the pressure of refold within 
Shariah itself resulted in the triunqph of modernism over 
theological and juristic conservatism. Lately there has 
been a tendency to evolve a certain synthesis betveai 
VFestern concepts and the Shariah. 
TURKEZ, REFORMATlOKS 
75 FIROZ (Muhamoad Rashid). Jamhtiriyali Turkiyah ke'g'ili 
qawanin. Plkr wa NAZAT. 7; 1970 Fj 616-34. 
Sheds light on the amendments made to the family laws in 
Turkey in which provisions of bequeathing have been curtailed 
or nullified. 
.1 i . 
MUSLIM PERSOIJAL LAW 
76 ABBASKQazi Itohammad AclMfe. Muslim p e r s o n a l law. Wida-e-
Mlllet . 23, 181 1971; 8-10 
23, 22} laTl j 10 -1 . 
Specifies the matters which come within the s|»here of 
personal law. Critically examines the issue of effecting 
changes in Mmslim Personal Law. According to the author 
the question that reforms in personal law have been effected 
in Islazalc countries is no argument. Discusses in detail 
inheritance, bequeath, hiba^ wakf puberty, marrirge, cyehry 
divorce and naintenance of wife in Islamic law. 
77 riURHAIJUDDHJ(Mohammad), Islam ka'a>ltl nlzam. Al»Furaan. 
40, 9j 1972$ 3-31. 
The author, a noted scholar of Islam, discusses in a 
very scholarly manner the objections of critics against 
the family laws of Islam. Giving a very exhaustive 
treatment to the subject and quoting extensively from 
the Quran, Hadith and classical works of Islamic juris-
prudence explains the laws of divorce and polygamy in 
Islam. Coiuments on the modem concept of equality between 
man and woman and describes hat is meant by "eq alHy" in 
Islam and ^at position the woman occupies in Islamic 
society, 
78 FARl^ SZA DO moazzaz jajon ne(A), Dawat.22 Itr 73; 1 a-d. 
CoLTiaents on the views expressed by Mr. Justice M H Leg 
of the Supreme Court and Mr. Justice Khalid of the Kerala 
High Court in a symposium on tiisHm Personal law. 
79 HAMIDULLAH (Mohammad). Markazi slyasat aui- qanun-e-shcldisi. 
$idq-e-Jfldid. 23,3; 1972; 6-7. 
According to the author there are different aspects of 
personal law all of which should be kept in the socio-
political set-up of a country. Explains the philosophy 
of personal law and observes that the I4isllms never 
imposed their laws on the people of co^Uered territories. 
Compares the law of divorce in Islam with that of the \fest. 
Also hints at the reasons whifch deprive en orphaned randson 
from the property of his grandfather. 
4 <•: 
80 MONSTROSire OF Mttfllm law (Ed). IUdl«nce.9. 52j 1972; 2. 
Oonn^nts on the remarks of Justice V Khalld of the Kerala 
High Court on the MasUm Personal Lav* Suggests that 
those really Interested In alleviating the sufferings of 
Haslim woQien should propose changes strictly in accordance 
with Quran and the sonnajh rather than plead for its 
abrogation. 
81 MUSLIM PERSONAL law <Bd). Igjrflft ft\ff Agr-Jl-Jfl<Ua» 3,4; 
1971; 6-11. 
Observes that the repeal of anendment of Muslim Personal 
Lav is one of the most delicate issues of the time. 
Discusses the constitutional^ political and religious 
aspects of the problem. 
82 MUSLIM PERSONAL lav par ek taqrir (Sv). /^Unmlat (W). 
56, 209; 1970; 6. 
Reports tvo speeches on Islamic Personal lav delivered 
under the auspices of the Jbdian Institute of Islamic 
Studies, Delhi —• the first speech by Dr. Ahmad Totonji, 
Secretary General of the fiitemational Federation of 
Maslim Students 0**^ ani8atioas and the second by Dr. 
Yusuf Busain Khan ^ eminent educationist. Dr. Ahmad 
pleaded for polygamsr and advised the Muslims that 
instead of being ashamed aa. any lav of Shariat they 
should feel pride over it. Dr. Yusuf Husaln Khan criticised 
polygaioy and vanted this right of the husband to be abroga-
ted. He advised Jhdian Muslims to take initiative in intro-
ducing reasonable reforms in Muslim Personal Lav. 
83 SHAH (A B). A B Shah accepts Soze*s challenge. Radiance. 
9, 39; 1972; 11-2. 
Replies to Soze*s article (Radiance 5 March 1972). Opposes 
Muslim Personal lav not merely because it does not appear 
to the author in harmony vith the universal and human 
principles propounded by Islam and all other religions, 
but because Islam itself-as eapoiinded by its most authentic 
scholars-is an Inhuman religion. 
4 *:?. 
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84 SHAH (A B). Ifr.Soze and the ehallenge that vas not . 
Badlanett. 9, 52} 1972t 5« 
175, I j l972j 7, 11. 
Replies to A A K Soze*s rejoinder (Radiance-April 16,1972) 
to the author's a r t i c le CBadlance-April k., 1S72) 
85 SHAMS PIRZADAH. Husllm personal lav* Rao-e-Sang ,27-281 
1972; 188-91. 3 
Observes that Islam Instead of giving imfettered freedom 
to both men and women, has adopted the mld-vay. Discusses 
in detail the position of voman in Dslamic society. Reviews 
the reforms effected in }feslim countries and clarifies that 
in most of these countries the changes are of the nature 
of substituting! one school of jurisprudence to another 
on certain issues. Observes that sinee Ilisllm Personal Law 
is an integral part of Shariah any change in it will 
virtually amount to interference in the religion and faith 
of Masllms* 
86 SOZE (A A K)* Challenge is very much still there. Radiance 
9, 40J 1S725 3, 14. 
Answers the points raised by A B Shah in his article that 
appeared in the Radiance dated 9 April 1^72. 
87 SOZE (A A £)• Challenge to Mr* A B ^ah and other ultra-
secularists. Badianoe. 9, 34) 1972| 3,14. 
Challenges ultra-secularists to enter into a free dialogue 
with the so called orthodox Maslias to prove that Muslim 
Personal Law does not form an integral part of Islam. 
88 USMANI (Mohammad AaAlr). lahir Mahmud ka maktub aur us ka 
jawab. laiaiil. 24, 5{ 1972| 51-61. 
A lively debate between Tahlr Mshmood and the editor Tajalll 
on certain issues of Huslim Personal Law. 2i Ills reply the 
editor has dealt with the Islamic law of divorce exhaustively 
in the light of Quran. 
NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE 
89 ABDUL HAICAbu Saleem Mohaoimad)* Maslim personal lav 
kya hal« Mf'^^f^K' 27-28} 1972; 180-7, 
Exiilalns the slgolflcaace of Muslim Personal Lav. 
Disoussea vhy polyganQr has been alloved In Islam. £knphatl-
oally rejects any move to reform Misllm Personal Lav as 
It is an Integral part of religion* Qlves a fev sugges-
tions to Muslim vomen that hov they shoiild defend the per-
sonal lav of Muslims and stoutly face the challenge of 
'^demists **« 
90 ALI NAQI (Syed). Can the Sharlah lavs be modified? Jh 
MUSLIM PERSONAL LAW SEMINAR (AUgarh) a968). Papers and 
proceedings* Allgarh, Islamic Research Circle* P 12-5* 
States the Shla vlevpolnt that the author of Sharlah 
Lav is God Himself and the Prophet is merely the agency 
communicating the Divine lav* As faith in the Prophet is 
not time bound any deviation from the Sharlah is not 
permissible. Lav-giving cannot be conceded to erring 
human beings vhen the Prophet and his unerring successors 
had no such authority. The doors of jLltlhad are, hoveveri 
open* But Ijtehad ^ aans efforts to discover the Sharlah 
lav and not to atteBq;>t to make the Sharlah lav* 
91 ISLAHICSMruddln). Real nature of the Muslim personal lav* 
2^ MUSLIM PERSONAL LAW SEMINAR (Allgarii) a968). Papers and 
proceedings* Aligarh, Islamic Research Circle P 3-11. 
quoting •xktnslviiy from the Quran shovs that Islam's 
Family Lavs are an integral part of religion and their 
transgression amounts to sin and apostasy* Critically 
examines the opposite vlevpolnt denying this status of the 
family lavs of Islam* Observes that the protagonists of 
change confuse tvo entirely different issues td) Whether 
Muslim PersMial lav is a paBt of Islam; and (2) lAiether 
these lavs ought or ought not to form a part of religion* 
Explains that only those lavs form part of rellglcm vhlch 
are stated in the (fxraD. and Sunnah* Detailed rules of 
Islamic lav developed later through the process of Utlhad 
and Inference are, hovever} changeable but even ainendment 
of these rules must conform to the normsy ends and values 
enshrined in the Quran and Sunnah* 
92 KHAH (M A)* Mohaiaaadan lav does not admit of any amendment. 
Mia&S&* 6t 33} 1968$ 5. 
Observes that Islamic Jnrlspmdence is not only conducive 
but Is quite In accordance vlth the soclo-legal needs of 
all human societies of all times to come. Since Islamic 
lav Is a Divine lav it Is of an unchangeable character. 
Discusses the virtues of the Islamic lav pointing out 
that its precepts have been frequently borrowed by 
other legal systems. 
^3 MOHAIIHAD ISilAQ. Masllm personal lav. Ij^ IfJSLBf PERSONAL 
LAW SEMINAR (Aligarh) a968). Papers ana proceedings. AUgarh, 
Islamic Researen Circle* P 16-26. 
Defines Mislim Personal Lav. Observes that unlike the personal 
lavs of other commonities based on social practices and 
customs the J^lamic lav is inalienable from religion and 
hence no human visdom and intellect is entitled to effect 
any change in it. In reply to the argument that since times 
have now vastly changed the Muslim Personal Lev should also 
be amended, asks the 'modernists' to specify the extent and 
nature of changes that necessitate aimendment. Asseite that 
^lamle Siariah is a set of eternal and timeless rules, 
such that can take in its stride all possible changes and 
meet all possible vltuatlons. Since in Islam God Himself 
is the lav-giver* He alone can amend or revoke any lav 
and this authority cannot be vested in any person or in 
the state. Bolds that v^.Cz^i vha &dian Constitution which 
guarantees religious freedom the Government has no right 
to amend Muslim Personal IAV. 
94 MOHAMMAD YUSUF. Islaml qavinlh-e-shaldisr ka martabah va maqam. 
filndgj. 51, 2j 1973 J 41-61. 
The author, the Ameer of Jamaat-e-Islam! Hind,observes that 
the demand for a uniform civil code is the result of blindly 
folloving the Vtestem civilisation ^^ch is based on mater-
ialism. Discussing the merits of Islamic Personal Lav, 
discusses Rikah, polygac^ and divorce in Islam and explains 
the underlying principles, reason and logic behind them. 
At tenets to shov that Islamic lavs are balanced, adequate, 
constructive and based on equity and justice. Qiumerates 
the demands of Muslims in connection with the Muslim Personal 
Lav-falskes a fev suggestions for the action to be taken by 
Muslims• 
ORIERTALISTS,CRITICISM AITD JHTERPRETATION 
95 ABDUL MUGHNI* IslaffI ^ lariat aur musta^lqln va mutajad-
dldin. UV^fl' 50 and 61, 6 and 1\ 1S72-735 57-72. 
Quoting (Ubb and other eminent orientalists explains the 
true nature of Muslia Personal Lav* Criticises the oriental-
ists for presenting a distorted picture of Islam. Criticises 
also Sir Syed and Afflir Ali as mental captives of Western 
civilisation but who have been oft-quoted Xsy the orient-
alists as enlightened reformers of Islaci. Observes that the 
study of Islam by the orientalists is purely subjective 
and conditional by the Western view of religion and life. 
Discusses In detail the Western view of coQ9)lete equality 
between man'and -joman and points out that Islam in its 
social fabric has kept in viev the basic biological and 
psychological differences between the two. 
96 M0HA14MAJ) FAHUQ* Mislim personal law aur mustashriqih. 
iJMgl.'' 51, 2} lb73j 28-30. " 
Observes that the orientalists present their views about 
Islam in such a way that it creates an impression that 
their study is objective, purely academic and unbiased. 
The fact is, hovever, otnerwlse. Quotes the views of 
Laurence £• Bro^ jn and Boswcrth Smith as examples. Gives, 
however, nc co^mnonts. 
CONCEFTS, EQUALUX OF SEXES. 
97 SIVAHAMfiTYA CB). Equality of sexes as a human and consti-
tutional right and the I4islim law. Ji TAHIR MAHMOOD, Id. 
islamic law in modem iidla. 1972. Bombay, N M TripatTi, 
P 69-79. 
Discusses equality of sexes as a human right and vis-airvls 
the Constitution of iidia. Reviews objections to the reform 
of Muslim law*points out two distinct categories of reforms* 
restricted and revolutionary-*- noticed in islamic societies. 
The restricted approach was adopted in countries like 
Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Fa^ustan and Morocco: Turkey has gone 
for revolutionary reforms. Gives an evaluation of the 
iidian scene and endorsing Fyzee*s view stresses the need 
of separating law from religion. 
ADOPTION 
98 TAHIR MAHMOOD. Secular law of adoption. SI. (AJ. 11, 32; 
19721 3 . 
Gives a rationalistic appraisal of Islam's attitude 
towards the Juristic fiction of adoption with a view to 
explaining the fact that the Mosllns of :&idla would not 
be violating any tenets of their religion In accepting a 
law of adoption enacted by Parliament. 
WOMAN, STATUS 
9a RAO (P Kbdanda). Cruelty of Muslim men to Itisllm women. 
Ssmii£^> 22, 27; 1969; 1 1 . 
Quotes the vlevs of the ex-C3ilef Ju s t i ce Mr. Hldayatullah, 
AAA Fyzee. Basheer Husaln and A 6 Nooranl and t r i e s to show 
t h a t Mcislim Personal Lav I s discriminatory against vjomen 
and subjects them to the cruel ty of t h e i r husbands. 
CONVERSION AI^D APOSTASY 
100 SAMPATH <^B N). Conversion and in terpersonal conf l ic t of laws. 
Ih TAHIR MAHMOOD, M . Islamic IBW in modern India. 1972. 
"Bombay, N M Tripaffil. P 128-32., 
Discusses some of the lega l problems a r i s ing out of 
oonversicn to end apoetdsiy froa Islam with a v iev to 
s t r ess ing the iiiq)ortance of enacting a uniform c i v i l code 
for solving such probleiEs. 
MARHIAGE AND DIVORCE,REFORMATIONS, MODERN 
TRENDS 
101 FYZEE Usaf A A). Never t rends in the Islamic l av of 
marriage and d ivorce . ALSR.2t 1971; 146-59, 
Before discussing marriage in Islam malces some observations 
on human marriage in generail. Examines the recent t r« ids 
with regard to the laws of polygaay and divorce in Isl«ua 
i n Ihdla as a r e s u l t of j u d i c i a l pronouncements and in 
Islamic countr ies as a r e s u l t of the reforms effected 
t he r e . Suggests the main l i n e s of reform of Muslim Personal 
Law in Jhdia. 
102 SURENDRA PRASAD. Marriage and divorce under Misllm lav 
In I&dla and other Islamle countries. AIHa Sec). 55} 1968{ 
125^. 
Briefly discusses the lav of zaarrlage in lislam* Examines 
some of the Important changes Introduced In the (&isllJa lav 
of Marriage and Divorce by some Mas 11m countries recently. 
Appreciates the reforms made Toy these countries and ccmsl-
ders them as a trend of change In the Interpretation of 
yoranlc texts to suit the conteflQ)orary thoughts* 
MARRIAGE 
106 TAIIZHi-UR-RAlIHAN. Marriage without witnesses In Islam? 
BadiflflSfi. 7, 75 li>693 7, 10. 
Discusses in detai3 the divergent views of the d i f fe ren t 
schools of Fiqh on the l e g a l i t y of a marriage contracted 
In the absence of wi tnesses . 
poiy-ffiiaBT mum ATID WOI^ AN OF ::-CRIPTDRE 
104 QASMI Ofchammad Yusuf). Masalah-e^kif ayat k l haqfqat aur 
us k l shera l h a l t h l y a t . Burhi>n. 70, 2; 19735 l l S - 2 8 . 
Explains %jhy Islam has made marriage hajafi ^-'1*^ ^PMKfl 
wcflien but has p^rsilbted i t with kltablyanT Gives a very 
scholarly and exhaustive exposi t ion of the problem of 
kifayet* 
MINOR GIRLS 
105 ADIL (Shahld). ^Aurton ke IslUnl huquq aur naballgh 
larkiyon Id ^ a d l . Tulu«e» Islam. 2Sj 1970 J e ; 72-78. 
Repudiates l^e arc^^ments advanced by Ifeulana Maudldl in 
In favour of the r i g h t of fa ther to give away in marriage 
h i s minor daughters . 
MAHR 
106 AMRI^ed Jalaluddln). Azdvajl zlndagl ke chand masail* 
aifldfii. 61, 3J 1973J 19^26. 
The author explains the significance of Nlkah in Islam and 
deals e^ diaustively with "Oahr". The treatment of the 
subject is very scholarly and the entire discussion is 
based on Quran, Hadith and the classical works of Islamic 
Jurists. 
DOWHC 
107 SHAIKH (U A) • Nature of payment of dowry in Islam. 
Hndianoe. 9, fil; 1972j 7. 
Examines the standpoints about the Dowry or Mahr according 
to Islamic law. Enunciates the essential elements of dowry 
and criticises the current practice of a married man to 
postpone its payment and beg his wife for exemption when 
in death-bed. 
BDU 
108 AHMAD (Mirza R). Dowry and Muslims. ALSR. 2; 1971j 46-63. 
Discusses tke practice of dowry among Hindus and points 
out the reasons v ^ it still persists despite legal enact-
ments prohibiting lt« Cbservts that there is no concept of 
dowry in Islam and the factors responsible for the dowry 
system among Hindus do not exist in a Muslim society. 
However, as a result of the liiQ)act of Hindu civilization 
the dowry system also prevails among lidian Muslims, since 
this is an un-Islamic practice the author suggests that 
it should be curbed by a correct and rational interpre-
tation of Islam to the masses and the elites. 
MAINTET^ ANCE OF WIFE 
109 PAZOL HAQ. Muslim women's right to maintenance. Radiance 
11, 37} 1974$ 6. 
Discusses two conflicting views about a Muslim wife's right 
to maintenance on the death of the husband and her right 
to maintenance from her erstiiMle husband ai^ ter the expira-
tion of the period of Iddat. Quotes extensively from the 
Quran and also cites the views of Danlal Latifi, Tyabji 
and Maulana MLihammad All on the subject. 
POLTGAMf AND DIVORCE 
110 al>GEA2ZALI(Hohanmad)« QavViIn*e-a]^val-e-shrldisIah kl Is&ah 
kl babato. S jadg l . 61 , 2$ 1973j 9-20. ^ 
A i l ta&l l i l iCiext rae t from the au thor ' s work in Arable "Kafah-e-
QLn". !Ehe authori an eminent oontemporary scholar of Egypt, 
deals a t length v l t h two i ssues* ban on polyganqr and the 
husbpjid's r i g h t to divorce. C r i t i c a l l y examines the arguments 
of Westernised Jftisllms and r e j e c t s them as super f ic ia l giving 
de ta i led s t a t i s t i c s about poj^gamous marriages and divorce 
in Egypt. Observes tha t the arguments of the c r i t i c s are the 
r e s u l t of bl indly following the West which has banned poly-
gamy but allows i l l e g a l sexual r e l a t i o n s with women, aiows 
the inpact of t h i s thinking on the l ega l system of ^ p t 
c i t i n g Law No.68 of 1^51 vjhlch does not t r e a t sexual i n t e r -
course with a woman as a crime if performed with her consent. 
E>:plains the fundamental p r inc ip les and logic underlying 
the laws of marriage, divorce and inher i tance in Islam. 
111 MOmUDDin AHMAD (Shah). AzdawfijI zindagi ke qawanln. ia.lamlat 
(W). 68, 106} 1^73} 16-6. 
Describes in d e t a i l Islajnic laws r e l a t i n g to marriage, divorce 
and polygamy giving several quotat ions from the Quran. High-
l i g h t s the Quranic in jec t ion about the msrrisge of widows 
and the slave g i r l s . Stresses t ha t Islam has given a very 
honourable place to wontan in society Tjho enjoyed no r igh t s in 
the pre-Islamic Arab iSociety. Attempts to prove tha t the 
^ l a m l c laws are the best to regula te the married l i f e 
properly» 
STATUS OF WOimN, r-ETTLElffiNT OF 
FAMIE DISPUTES. 
112 BASHIR AHMAD. Status of women and settlement of family disputes 
under 
India• 
Islamic law. J^ TAHIR MAHMOOD, Ed. Islamic lew in modem 
.. 1S72< Bombay, N M T r i p a t h i . P 1 8 6 - 9 1 . 
Explains the nature of polygany and divorce in Islam-the 
two lega l i n s t i t u t i o n s affecting the r i g h t s and s ta tus of 
I4isllm women. Observes that many of tlie sufferings of 
Musli::^ v;omen are due to cumbersome procedural law. Proposes 
the draf t of "Muslim Family Disputes Settlement Act" based 
on a verse of Quran and the p r inc ip le s of the Maliki School 
for the sett lement of matrimonial d i spu tes . 
RESTRAINTS, DISSUASIVE FRBCEPTS 
113 TAHIR MAHMOOD, Dissuasive precepts in Muslim family law. 
VLJ, 2 J 1965 J 122-30. 
Emphasises the significance of dissuasive precepts scattered 
in the texts of Xslamic Lav in the context of the existing 
conditions of the Muslim society. Discusses at length such 
precepts U.e»Quranic verses or genuine Tradition dissuading 
people from doing something not otherwise prohibited tjy law; 
with regard to polygacy and divorce. Suggests reforms in 
b&islim family lav following the exajz^ le of the Islamic 
countries. 
poi:«:aAi« 
114 ALLAH RAHAM. Polygany in Islam. ^ ^ . 2; ll?7l5 170-6. 
Discussing polygamy in Islam in the light of Quranic verses, 
observes that Islam never encouraged polyg&nftr and gave it 
as an instrument to be used only in excepticxial cases. 
Opines that polygamy has no justification in the changed 
conditions of today. Reviews the reforms effected in Muslim 
countries in the law of polygai^. aiggesting that polygamy 
as a rule should be prohibited or restricted, the author 
emphasises that some moral sanction is also necessary to 
strengthen the legal reforms. 
115 BUHHAl'fUDDIN ^hammad). IslamI sharlat men chand zaujagi 
kl abahat. Burhan. 6&, 4j li/?25 "555-71. ' " 
Discusses in detail ths arguments of critics against polygamy 
explaining the logic and social necessity behind it. Quoting 
extensively from the Quran and Hadith the author emphasises 
that Islam has allowed polygany only with certain specific 
conditions. Points out the situations in which polygaoQr is 
the inevitable solution both for the individual and the 
society. Puts forward a few suggestions to protect the 
interests of the first wife in case of second marriage 
by the husband. Comients on the most frequently advanced 
argument of equality of both the sexes in all matters. 
o * 
116 MOHAMMAD HAD I, Islam and polygeny. Radiance. 10, 38 j 1S73| 13, 
States that Masllm Personal Lev consists of commandioents 
of God In the Quran and any change In this lav voxild be 
against the diarlat and the dictates of the Quran. Points 
out that polygany is not a necessary condition of iMusllm 
llfe$ It Is allovGd only under certain circumstances. 
Beaarrlage of the vldows and divorced vomen, protection 
of orphandt children, health conslfJeratloiis for the wife 
and when the vlfe Is Issuless are l£q)ortant reasons for 
the permission of polygamy In Islam. Considers volygsjay 
as the only remedy for uncontrolled sexual brutality 
resulting In War babies, (such as In Vietnam), rescue 
houses etc. 
117 I4iJSTAFA A H KHAH. Polygany in Islam. Ja IfJSLlM P£2lSCNAL LAW 
SiiXEIAR (Allgarh) CL968;. Papers aJid proceodings. Allgarh, 
Islamic He search Circle. P44-52. 
surveys the world history relating to polygany showing that 
polygaizcr has been practised in all periods of human civili-
zation. Discusses the nature end extent of polygamy tolera-
ted in Jslam. Gives social, moral and natural Justificati-
fication for polygamy. Observes tiiat the substantive law 
on polygany does not need any change but some procedural 
and" administrative stepc sl'-^ uld be talcen to provide judicial 
safeguards so that tlie" irxJunctions of the Holy Quran are 
Implemented in their true spirit, aives three suggestions 
in this respect, 
118 QADRI <JS|jred Ahmad). Bosworth Smith k€ ek man gharat kahanl. 
Zindgi. 51, 2; 1^73; 66-68. 
The oft-repeated argument of those \itio deiaand a ban on 
polyganor Is that this permission was temporarily given to 
solve the social problem of a large number of widows 
because of heavy casualties in war. The argument, based 
on a statement of Bosworth, is challenged by the author 
iidio attempts to prove it as completely fallacious histori-
cally. 
O^ J. 
U 9 QADRX (Si^ ed ihaad). FolyganQT* A MUSLIM PERSONAL LAW SEMINAR 
^^garh) 0>368)* Papers and proceedings* Allgarh, Islamic 
Research Circle. P 29-43. 
According to the author discussion on polygamy, the zsost 
criticised aspect of Mmslim Personal Law, is brought out 
hy four questions* Critically examines and answers the 
questions after enaneiating some iiiq)ortant principles for 
the comprehension of Quran* Concludes that polygamy is not 
an invention of Mislias but a part of the con^rehensive 
religions code granted to them by Qod* To temper with it 
would definitely amount to interference in religion. 
120 SKADGI (U A ) . Is polygaiiy enjoined in Islam? Badiimce. 
10, ^6', 13735 7. 
Observes that in Islaja monogamy is enjoined and polygaioy 
periaitted only in special circumstances for the moral and 
physical welfare of iihe society. lisiitioiis tlie legal condi-
tion£. of mczriage in Islam. Lists the peculiar circumstances 
under which permission to have more than one wife was given 
during the life time of the Prophet. Views polygaoQr as the 
only solution to eradicate prostitution. Islam did not 
introduce polygamy; it only regulated limitless polygamy 
and restricted it to four at a time. 
121 USI^ ATJI (Mohsinji. Muslim personal law men taddud-e-azdwaj ^ 
gunjaUsh. ^ -Furaan. 40, 11-12; li?7S, 59-64. 
The author, a sociologist, observes tliat polygamy among Muslims 
is no social problem either for the Mislim community or for 
the Jhdian society. Had it been a social problem like 
unemployment, slums, beggary or prostitution the sociologists 
in and outsiae Jhdia must have made a study of it. Adds that 
the rate of polygamy aiaong ffeislims is 9 per thousand whereas 
despite the Hindu Ck>de Bill it is 7 per thousand among the 
Hindus. According to the author all hue and cry about 
polygaay among Maslims is politically motivated. 
O f. 
POLTGAlSr AIJD I'OiiAII PcSXIiOLOCS:. 
122 MAIL KHAIH/^ iBADI. Ta^ci-OrdC.'-e^az'J.s.^TD^ aur niGGi f i t r s t . iJavjat. 
1 OC 72 ; 3 c - g . 
Discusses a t l e n g t h the perraisGion of polygn-iy i n Isltn 
uh ich has been veheaent ly c r i t i c i s e d by the p r o t a g o n i s t s 
cf changes i n I t i s l i n Personal La.\s» The d i s c u s c l o n i s 
s i n n i f i c o n t l y i n the contex t of tho not-Lirc of L'0:.:ian. 
B^ECEPTS 
PCLIGA2fl:, TRADiTI..IAL A :D C ::?L:iPORAffi: 
123 limCHCLIb'riii (Doroen). Polygciniy in t r a d i t i o n a l and ccntei-itorary 
Islamic laiJ. IHA. 1, 3 ; lJ70i 13-38. 
DiGCUsses the la\j cf polygany in Islam in the l i g h t of the 
provisions of rursn . Lxaoincs the vic\./s of the vcrious 
schools of I s la idc jurisprudence on the subjec t . Ifekcs 
a coaprehcnsivo survey of the aodem lau r e l a t i n g to pclygaoy 
in various I-iusllE count r ies . Gives a de ta i led account of the 
caend*^ents '.lado in thcrje countrios in riarriagc aid divorce 
ious . fJugrcsts tha t in order to protec t the i n t e r e s t s of 
'luslin.iuoaon polygeny, foilouing the exaaplc of Tunisia 
r.,hould be abolished a l toge ther . " 
..iESTlUHITS 
124 SIDDIQI (Jtohammad I J i j r t a l l a h ) . Rest ra ints on polyr-pij^r 2ii 
I s l a a . j h TAHIR MAi-ilOCD, M.. Islaiiic Inw in modem I i d i a . 
1J72, Bombay, N M T r i p a t M . P lM-7-?6. -
States t ha t Islam envisages ::iar7*iagc end foi.iily rs ancxjering 
tlirco basic needs s Ejqijlains the eircunstcnccs li-ich i cccss i -
tatG taldLng more t h m one ijlfo although nonor;ar:5* i s the 
noroal pa t te rn of Inlaniic l i f e . Discusses the pcra iss ion 
of polygony end the conditions attached to i t in the l i g h t 
of Quranic in junc t ions . Suggests tha t ,? person before 
tald.ng a second u i fe bo required to cstalDllsh before a laii 
court h i s f inanc ia l posi t ion tc support aoro thoii one ir ifc. 
Tills proposed aeacure uould, hciTCver, be acceptable xritliin 
fraac^-jorli of Shariah. P^ia-^rks tha t tho thes i s of rcfcri:iists 
tha t pGL-'sonal laus belong to the secular sphere of l i f e 
i s the man source of :Sislln res i s tance to rcfoiT.i!? 
o 
riDiA 
125 S02E (A A K). l^y not have a suirvey on polygaoy? Radi&nco. 
i), 45; 1J72; 5 . 
SincG the acct objectionable provision in the marriage lavs 
of Islaai i s polygaiay the author suggests t ha t a survey 
• Igh t be made about the extent of th i s p rac t ice c'.ionc the 
Hindus and the Iluslims. Also suggests the invcs t i^ot ions 
to be ained a t in making the proposed sui'vey. Explains the 
reasons vihy polyg&ny has been alloxrod in I s laa and under 
V7hat condi t ions . 
DIVOKCE 
12S QADRI».Syed Ahmad). Maixl ka haqq-e- tg laa . Zindfri> 50<3:61, 6&1: 
1J72-731 iJ8-103. 
Observes tliat the r igh t of divorce of husband i s proved from 
Quran and Hadith. Discusses the concept of equal i ty of oan 
and ijoman in Islasi uhich i s d i f fe ren t from tha t in a IVfestern 
soc ie ty . QuGsticais that in case of conplete equal i ty bctt;ecn 
man and uouan, lAiy the husband be obliged for the payment 
of mahr and for the maintenance of vjife. Discusses the 
reasons i:hy felara has given the r i g h t of divorce to iTusband. 
Gives uoighty arguments \ihy the dc:sand for abrogcting t h i s 
r i g h t of the husband cannot be accepted. 
127 QADRI (^/ed Ahmad), i fes 'alnh-c-talaq se mutfallie Iliclin 
Sharif I^ ek hadit t i . Zindni. 52,' 1-2; li/?/ '; 50-S. 
A nice coninentary on the oft-quoted hodith of Ilaclia charif 
uhich says tha t during the l i f e time of the Frophoc a^ id t i l l 
the f i r s t fcv yo?.rs of the Caliphate of Hazj'at tor-r pronouncing^ 
three ta laqy a t one and the same time or in one s i t t i n g 
xras t rea t .c ' as one. 
128 SHAIKH (Cr A). Islamic law of divorce. Radiance, i., 50; 1J725 7 . 
Gives a de ta i led exposition of the I s l a r i c Icrsi of Uvorce 
in the l i g h t of C]uranic precepts . Discusses the i r i i c i p l e s 
of divorce and tlie remarriage'of divorced \ronon. 
129 WASIM ALI (SheiKh). Divorce in Islam. Radiance. 10, 33; 1973; 6, 
Asserts that the lax/s of polygaiay and divorce in Islam are 
the most logical a -d scientific but arc ccing misused. Discusces 
at length the misuse of talaq by the husband and the vd.fe»s 
right to Khula (separation) quoting extensively iron the 
Quran. 
SOCID-LEGAL ASPECTS 
ISO I4USTAFA ALI KHATI. Socio-legal aspects of divorce in Islam. 
ALSR. 2; 1971; 160-9. 
Tracing the history of the practice of divorce points out 
the reforms introduced in it by Islam. Discussing the 
socio-legal aspects of the method of Triple Divorce in 
the light of Qupanic Verses, points out that both the command 
of God and the tradition of the Prophet clearly disapprove 
of this met od. In the opinion of the author ttie inequality 
of sexes in regard to divorce is more apparent than real. 
Gives sugcestions to reform the practice of capricious divorce. 
UNILATEI^ AL 
131 ZAFAR Q'l R). Unilateral divorce in Muslim personal law. ja 
TAHIR MAMCQB, M.. Islamic law in modem India. 1372* 
Bombay, N M Tripathi, P 167-7^ +. 
Pointing out that unilateral- divorce has always been 
detested as harsh and unjust to xromen, examines the 
basis of this type of divorce. Discusses the restraints 
\;hich have always been at work to restrict unilateral divorce. 
Reviews modem trends in divorce and makes a strong plea 
for the abolition of arbitrary and unilateral divorce in 
JUdia. 
TRIPLE 
132 HAMID ALI. Ek majlis men tin talaq. Zindgi.52. 1-2; 
1S74; 82-147. 
The author treats the subject very exhnustively, E:ceaines 
the issue of one-time triple divorce in the lifht of 
Quran. Iladi'^  and Ijmaa. Concludes that such a divorce 
is not proved to be an irrevocable divorce from a study 
of these sources of Islamic law. Discusses two more hsdith 
to establish this conclusion further. 
f » 
133 lIAIIFJZ-AL-REii.IAiI. Tat l lqr . t -e- thalpthah lea oasalah, ^ n d g j . 
52, 1-2; 1974 5 31-49.* 
ExGiiines the i s sue of t r i p l e divorce on tho basic ol four 
considerat ions I 0-) vjhethep the idea of troatinf- three 
t a l aas in one and the same s i t t i n g as one has been eontinuinc 
from the time of the Prophet? <J2) Vlhether pronouncing three 
ta laqs sicraltcnecu::ly is* en appreciable action in Sinriah? 
(S) I'JJiether in ilanafi Fiqh there i s rooa to accept the 
vici-j of any other liiao on t h i s iocue? ^ ) iliat i s l e s t for 
us in the context of our present day society? The au thor ' s 
arguments are based on Quran, Iladith and the vicirs of 
leading au tho r i t i e s on Islar.iic Fiqh. 
134 QADRKSj'Cd iUinad). Tin t a l aqa in . Zindrri. €8, ^5 1JF2', SJ-40. 
Describing the custom of divorce in p re - Ic lan ic Arabia 
cxplcins the law and procedure of divorce in Islam. 
Discusses a t length the issue of one- t iae three t s lans 
in tho l i g h t of Quran, Ilpdith and c l a s s i c a l r.ouraes of 
Islamic Jurisprudence. Giving aaple references froo a l l 
these sources the author explains uhy the nc jo r i t y of 
JiiEJ^s and experts of Fiqh t r e a t tho sirTultaneous prcno-incing 
of three tfilsq^ as an i rrevocable divorcOji- Does not , 
hoijever, :'eaJ- with the argunents of those inol'! the other 
viOHpoint on t h i s i s sue . 
1.35 QADRIvSyed Ahmad). Tin taloqon 1:? niasolah. Zindgl. f:;, 
l'J7'?; -J-SO. • - 5 
States that divorce, cccording to the Prophet, is a very 
displeasing sjid unpisasant action in the eyes of QoC cnC 
has been periuitted only as a last resort, l^g^aines, in bl^ic 
light of Quron and Iladith, -Aether pronouncing thrc;e talaon 
at one and the sane ticic or in one sitting \;ill amount to 
one divorce vlilch can be GUbcequcntly revoked by the husbr-nd 
during the period of id J. at or to on irrevocable Jivorce. 
136 SAYEJJ) AKIAD AKBARABADI. Tatllqat-e-ttialathah. Zlndgi. 
52, 1-2; 1S74 5 21-30. 
Jfentions three kinds of divorce in Islam. Quoting extensively 
froa Hadith and Quran tries to prove that pronouncing three 
talaqs in one and the sane fitting v/as treated as one during 
the life time of the Prophet and during the peiod of c ii^ jani-
ons. Sugrests that keeping in view the chan'^ od conditions 
of the i-iislim society the world over, tlieir dismal icnorancc 
about the laws of Islam and also keeping in mind the fact 
that there v/as no consensus anong the companions of the 
Prophet on this issue, the directive of P42a'at Omar Cijhlch 
according t the author was given in special circumstances) 
to treat three talaqs in one and the same sitting as an 
irrevocable tslaq could be reccwisidered by the Muslim 
jurists today. 
137 SIUMS PIRZADAH. Tatllqat-e-thalrtha ka raasalah. Zindg^ L. 
52, 1-2; 1974; 59-8'l. 
Discusses in detail whether Quran or ifedith treats pronouncing 
of three tfilaa^  simultaneously as an irrecocable divorce. 
FurfE^?X^ery exhaustively if there is consensus of Iaa,ms 
on this issue. States that Hazrat Ibn Abbas, Tpus, Alcramah 
Ibn Ishaq, Uaam Razl, Mem Ibn lamiyya. Imam Ibn cTyyan etc 
treat triple divorce of one sitting as one. Refers to the 
reform made In Egypt tbrougli the Act of lv-29 in the law of 
divorce. Suggests tliat in view of the conditions of the 
present-day society and the general ignorance of Jtislims 
about the laws of Islam, the opinion of those Islamic 
jurists vdio treat the one-time triple divorce as one be 
adopted. 
rJDIA 
138 iJTiOOS (Sycd A). Divorce aniong M s l i n woroen. Radiance. 
11 , 6; lJs73; 7 . 
Comments on Hamid Dalwai*s a r t i c l e (Times of i i d i a , 24 June 
1973)^ Asserts t ha t i t i s not the shar ia t or the I^slim 
Personal Law ^Aiich i s in need of reform or change. What i s 
e s s e n t i a l i s fo r I*islims to be educated to understand the 
Shariat Le-w* Quotes Annie Eesant in iiefonce of polygany in 
Islam. Cr i t i ca l l y eraminesthe main arguments of • reformis ts ' 
against ^!uslim Personal Law. Adds tha t famous j u r i s t s have 
paid highest t r i b u t e s to Islamic lax^ of inher i tance mC' 
quotes famous au tho r i t i e s on t h i s po in t . 
139 HAMID DALWAI. Divorce among Muslim women. XJ[j 24 Je 73.^ci-e 
States that although certain provisions of Muslim Personal 
La¥ have for some time past been the subject of animated 
di?.5CUftsion none of the Indian university has so far under-
taken a study of the incidence of polygaBQ^  and unilateral 
divorce among bfcislims. Gives the results of a survey of 
i*islim divorces conducted by the Muslim Satyashodhak Mandal 
in different parts of the country. Reports the feelings of 
the common .*-tii;ii:a women about the provisions of divorce 
in Muslim Personal Lav. 
KHULA 
140 USMANI (Mohammad Taqi) . Islam men Idiula' IcI haqiqa t . 
Al-Balagh. 4 ; 1970 Jy ; 15-29. ' 
Defines *Khula' (demand of divorce by wife) and coiaments 
on the arguments advanced by the Supreme Court of Pakistan 
in a judgement about Khula. 
WAQF 
141 PARVE2(Ghulam Ahmad). Waqf k l d in i halt_hlyat. Tulu-e-Islam. 
23; 1970 Jyj 27-32. 
Discusses the harms of vaaf alal-alilad* 
INKER IT AN GE 
142 ANDERSON (J N D). Islamic law of testate and intestate succe-
ssion and the administratioa of deceased person's assets. 
TAHIR MAHMOOD, Ed. Islamic law in modern Bidia. 1972. 
iombay, N M Tripathi. p 202-6, Boi 
While commending the Islamic law of inheritance, the author 
remarks that there are several points which give rise to 
hardship in terms of contemporary society. Discusses a number 
of problems-the problem of orphaned grandchildren, of the 
paternal grandfather when in competition with germane or 
cosanguine brothers or sisters, of a widow's share, of res-
triction on bequests, of embryo in inheritance, etc. 
f ' 
«> 
ORPHANED GRANDSON 
143 QADKI^^ed Ahmad). Wlrathat se yatim pote kl mahruial ka 
masleh. Zlndgl. 50&51, 6&I5 1972-73; 78-97. 
Discusses in detail the issue of deprivation of a grand-
child irom the property of his grandfather which has been 
severely criticised by Western scholars. Explains the 
fundamental principles of the Islamic iaw JW inheritance 
in the light of Quran. Examines the arguments oi critics 
and poses a few questions* Discusses the arrangements 
made by Islam for the support and bringing up of orphans 
in a Mislim society and quotes several Trsditions of the 
Prophet on this point. Dravs attention of the critics to 
the provision of will in Islamic law by which an orphaned 
grand child can be given a share in the property of his 
grandfather. 
144 REHMAia^^Obaidullah). Pote ka haqq-e-wirathat. Zindgi, 51, 
2j 1973; 21-7. 
Discusses in detail the issue of the right of an orphaned 
grandchild to inherit the property of his grandfather. 
Quoting extensively from C^ iran, Hadith and standard classical 
works of Islamic Jurisprudence brings home the point that 
there is con5>lete"consensus" of opinion (IJoaa) among Muslim 
Jurists that an orphaned grand child is not entitled to any 
share in the property of his grandfather. 
ZAUJA-B-KITABiyAH 
146 al-All (AmJad). Zauja-e«kitablyah kl mlrath. Fikr wa Nazar 
7J 1970 Je; 944-50. ~ 
Reviews the law in Islam about the inheritance of a 
Kitablya (Christian or Jew) woman married to a Muslim. 
REFORMATIONS 
146 ANDERSON CJ N D). Recent reforms in the Islamic law of 
inheritance. ICLQ. 14, 2; 1965; 349-66. 
Criticises the Islamic law of inheritance and points out 
certain provisions of the Sunni law ^ ich are in contrast 
with the Shia law. Reviews the different enactments in 
Islamic countries in so far as they attempt to remedy 
those points in the Islamic law of testate and intestate 
succession which have caused increasing disquit in recent 
years. 
REFORMAT IONS, PRECEDENTS 
147 TAHIR MAHMOOD. Precedents for law reform in Islamic history: 
Relevance for India. 2BL MHSLIM PERSONAL LAW SEMINAR (Aligarh) 
0.968)• Papers and proceedings. Aligarh, Islamic Research 
Circle. P 163-80. 
Discusses the controversy %rhether the aiariah law is 
immutable or subject to change according to the growing 
needs of the society. Traces the evolution of Islamic law. 
Jhterpretation of the fundamental laws O-aid down in the 
Quran and Hadith) eu^loying the tool of reason led to the 
establishment of various schools of law. Gives a brief 
account of the changes effected in I^fcislim Personal Law in 
several Islamic coxmtries. Observes that the Mislim countries 
have not abondoned Islamic law in favour of any Western legal 
principles but only substituted the principles of one school 
of Islamic law by those of another school. Suggests that 
a uniform civil law being foreign to religious beliefs 6f 
Muslimsi it should not be thrust on them. 
INDIA 
148 ABBASI^Qazi Mohammad AdPel), Muslim personal law. Nida-e-Millet. 
23 , 25-26; 1971: 1 0 - 1 . 
24, 1&25 19725 iO, U . 
Commenting on the editorial of Islam gur AsP-e-Jadid 
(October 1971) reviews the history of the enforcement of 
Muslim Personal Law since the Moghul period. Discusses 
the sources of the Muslim law quoting authorities on the 
subject. Clarifies a grave misunderstanding that the Disso-
lution of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939 was any amendment in 
the Shariah law. Examines the legal and political aspects 
of the issue. Observes that the Directive Principle about 
uniform civil code does not necessarily imply that sach a 
code should also interfere in religious affairs. 
149 ABBASKQazi Mohammad Ad^)* Muslim personal law wa kbthari 
({ommissicxi kjl report. Dawat. 1 Je 72; 5 a-d. 
Criticises the editorial of the Daily Qaumi Awaz dated 17 
May 1972. Explains in detail that Muslim Personal law is 
not a chapter of the iidian Statute book as alleged by 
the Editor, Qauml Awaz. It is Infact based on the Quran, 
Sunnah, consensus and analogy. Gives an extract from 
page 2 of R K Wilson •s"Anglo-Mohammadan Law" in support 
of his contention. 
*» t 
160 ABDUL MOGHNI, Islamic principles in perspective. Rftdlance. 
9, 41-42; 1972; 4, 39. 
Observes that the controversy about Muslim Personal Law 
has now extended to the whole of the Islamic way of^lfe. 
Explains the reasons of this controversy. Considersi44 as 
an ill-advised Dii-cative Principle and deplores that the 
vhole stress is being laid on the concept of uniformity 
rather than the merits of a civil code, iijcplainb the true 
perspective of the Islamic principles and euphasises that 
the principles should be applied to a particular time and 
place in their proper perspective. 
151 ASAD MADANI. Muslim personal law ke silsile men. Al.lnmiflt 
(W), 57, 236; 1972; 14-5. 
Stresses that the problem of Muslim Personal Law is basically 
different from other social and economic problems. Personal 
law is as much a part of religion as Niuoaz, Roza. HaJ and 
Zakat and therefore no interference in personal law can be 
tolerated by fftislims. Despite the declared policy of the 
Government that it had no intention to introduce changes 
in Muslim Personal Law, efforts are however being made, 
both directly and indirectly, in this direction. 
162 EDROOS (Syed A). Muslim personal law. Radiance. 9, 14; ig71;6. 
Comments on the article of Dr. P.B.Ganjendragadkar on "Common 
civil code" (Bhavan*s Journal-8 August 1971). Points out 
that from the point of view of a religious minority the 
Government of India is not qualified to enact a law ^ diich 
amends or repeals the Shariah. Quoting some celeberated 
authors and the President^UNESCO observes that the humanity 
at large and the Muslims in particular are in need of 
Islamic laws. 
153 MasLIM PiiKSONAL law (B^). n^Vfjf, AWflg- 1 7 ^ 72; 3a. 
Examining th» two opposite viewpoints about chanres in 
Muslim Personal Law defines it as a chapter of the iidian 
Statute Book which was codified during the British period. 
It is not a book of Fiqh nor is it related to Quran and 
Sunnah. Observes that the arguments for and against changes 
in Muslim Personal Law are irrelevant. The real issue t^ o 
be discussed is \rfiether there is any room for reforms in 
the existing personal law of Muslims in the context of the 
changed conditions of the society today. 
154 MUSLIM PERSONAL laW (Ed), SlYaaat-e-Jadld. 9 Mr 72,' 2. 
Observes that history and human experience have proved the 
superiority of Islamic laws over all man-made legal systems 
beyond any shadow of doubt. After independence, contrary 
to the e:]qpectations of Masllms that they will get full 
liberty to implement Islamic laws* the mischief of the 
common civil code has been created by a handful of 
"progressive" Muslims with the conijiiiance of the 
Government, Comments on the remark of the Prime Minister, 
made during one of her election speeches in Bombay that 
the demand for reform of Muslim Personal Law is being 
intensified by the Mislim youth. 
165 RAZVKAbu Shoeb). Pros and cons of the personal laws. 
Radiance. 9, 36; 1972} 5, 11. 
Comments on Joseph Minattur*s article "Nightmare of a 
common civil code" (Radiance-13 Feb. 1972). Questions if 
Art. 44 is of a divine nature. Observes that in the 
interest of democracy it is necessary that the popular will 
of the Maslim community on the issue of personal law should 
be respected, la. the opinion of the author resistance to 
the popular will of Maslims is due to the partition of 
the country. Engjhasises that the issue should now be 
closed as the Muslims have already paid dearly for it. 
CONCEPT OF JUSTICE 
166 FXZEEUsaf A A). Concept of justice and personal law in 
India. Quest. 86; 1974; 41-6. 
Defines 'justice' and 'law'. Examines Aristotle's concept 
of justice. Pointing out the changes effected in Islamic 
law diiring the British regime, Observes that to name the 
present system of Muslim Personal Las as Shariat is 
political euphemism. Mjhammadan Law as received in Jhdia, 
is the shariat modified by the principles of Ehglish law 
and equity, in the varying social and cultural conditions 
of lidiai and during the centuries it has tended to become 
a discrete system, somewhat at variance with its original 
sources. Explaining the meaning of Art.44 states that the 
uniform civil code will be based on the concept of justice 
as understood in this century. 
BRITISH PERIOD 
157 TAHIR MAHMOOD. British Indian legislation on Muslim 
personal law. ALSR. 2j 1971; 120-33. 
Surveys at length the legislation concerning Islamic 
Personal law during the British regime. Observes that in 
view of the recent socio-economic and legal developments 
at home and abroad, at least some parts of this legislation 
need reconsideration. 
158 TAHIR MAHMOOD. Preamble to Ihd*->faslim legislation, 
fiadj^an^e. 5, 29; 1968} 3, 13. 
Reviewing the laws on the iidian statute book dealing 
exclusively with Muslims, observes that so far no changes 
have been made in the Muslim Personal Law. Asserts that the 
few statutes enacted for Muslims by the iidian Legislature 
cannot serve as a precedent to be relied upon by the prota-
gonists of changes in Itislim Personal Law. Discusses in 
detail the background of all such statutes which according 
to the author were enacted on the demand of the Muslim 
community and with the consent of ulema. 
SHARIAT ACT 
15i;; BASHEER AHMAD. Muslim personal law (Shariat) Ai plication 
Act. J^ SEMINAR ON ISLAMIC PERSONAL LAW IN MODERN INDIA 
(JMew Delhi) (1972). [Papers and proceedings}. New Delhi, 
itidian Law Institute, (v.p.) 
Observes that after the enactment of the Shariat Act, several 
legislative measures have been passed vdiich have surely 
encroached upon the rights of Wiislims in various fields. 
Suggests twenty measures to remedy the ill-effects of 
other laws and effect reforms in respect of such matters 
as inheritance, wife's entitlement to dissolution of 
marriage, management of wakf property etc. Suggests the 
establisniaent of an Arbitration Coimcil under law to 
reconcile differences between the couple. 
160 TAHIR MAHMOOD, Shariat Act 1937. Radiance. 10. 29; 1^3; 4. 
Emphasises the need of revising thoro^hly the shariat Act 
and suggests that the l^ isllm Personal "^ Kaard should give 
priority to this matter. Also jroposes that the Act be 
extended to the State of Jamnru and Kashmir. Discusses 
the scope and application of Islamic law in iidia. 
CODIFICATION 
161 SAKSENACKaahi Prasad). Need for a code of Muslim law. ii 
TAJilR MAHMOOD, Bd. Islamic IPW in modem iidia. 1972. 
BomDay, N M TripatM. P 133-7, 
Pointing out that Muslim Personal Law as applied in India 
is to a very large extent uncodified, discusses the problems 
which result from this uncodified nature. Citing the case 
law. the author attributes all the wrong or confusing Judi-
cial decisions to an Incorrect appraisal of the relevant 
principles of >&islim law because of the fact that these 
principles are lying in an uncodified form in a foreign 
language. Stresses the need to have a code of I'tislim law 
to avoid this situation. 
162 TAHIR MAHMOOD. Progressive codification of Muslim personal 
law. In TAHIR MAHMOOD, Ed. Islamic law in modem India. 
1972?^m'Day, N M Tripathl. P 80-98. 
Discusses nebulous ideas and naive beliefs of the opponents 
of reform in Muslim Personal Law and clarified the wrong 
notion that the existing law in India is a Divine law. 
Surveys the existing legislation on I*isllm Personal Law and 
points out the discrepancies in and the inadequacies of 
different statutes. Reviews the uncodified family law of 
Indian Muslims commenting on the conflicting doctrines of 
the different schools of Islamic Jurisprudence. Gives a brief 
account of the codification and reform of Muslim Personal 
Law in Muslim countries. Criticises progressive and reaction-
ary forces for their lack of objectivity on the issue of 
reform. The author finally examines the nature and features 
of a common civil code vis-a-vis Islamic Jurisprudence. 
o r 
INTERPRETATION, HISTORY 
163 NAWAZ(M K). Some aspects of interpretation of Islamic law 
in the past. Jh INDIAN YEAR-BOOK of international affairs. 
v.9-10; 1960-61. Madras, iidian Study Group of Interna-
tional Law and Affairs. P 127-35. 
Observes that the history of Islam in the sub-continent of 
lidia abounds with problems relating to the interpretation 
of legal noXStts embodied in the Quran and Sunnah. How these 
problems were eventually solved, and, what canons of inter-
pretation were applied in the practice of the Mislim rulers 
of India, the author takes as instances the periods of 
Alauddin Khllji and Akbar and lately the Munir Oommittee 
Report (1J54) of Pakistan. 
JUDICIAL 
164 DANIAL LATIFI. Outstanding decision on Jfeislim personal law. 
mi. S, 2j 1972; 16-25. 
Reports the judgement of Justice Krishna Iyer of the Kerala 
High Court in the case reported as Yousuf V.Sworaxnina. A.I.R. 
(1971) giving extracts from the j^udgement on various important 
points, viz., unbridled right of husband to end marriage, 
wife»s right to claim divorce, principle of dissolution of 
marriage in Muslim Law, roughly equal rights of husband and 
wife in the matter of divorce, etc. Besides its juristic 
merit,highlights the practical importance of Justice Krishna 
:^re's decision. Concludes that this bold and luminous 
pronouncement brings the Muslim Law into line with contemporary 
institutions in advanced societies. 
165 JAFAR HUSSAIN ^ S). Judicial interpretation of Islamic matri-
monial law in Jhdia. J^ . TAHJR MAHMOOD, M. Islamic law in 
modem Jhdia. 1972. Bombay, N M TripathlT P 175-85. 
Citing the case law on polygamy, option of puberty, divorce 
and wife's right to maintenance the author shows that the 
courts in Jhdia have sometimes interpreted the principles 
of Muslim law in a progressive spirit. Observes that the 
need for doing so is greater today than ever Lefore in view 
of the changed socio - economic conditions. 
JUSTICE HAHMOOD AIJD 
AMEER ALI 
166 HAHAVIR SHIGH. Mahmood and Ameer All on Muslim lavt A 
comparlsan. AU. 6} 1973j 181-96, 
%kes a comparative study of the views of Syed Mahmood and 
Ameer All on certain aspects of Muslim lav, viz*, rule of 
preference restitution of conjugal rights and calim of 
wife to pronQ)t dower, rule about missing persons and 
testamentary waqf under the Shla law. Observes that the 
Indian lav is all the more richer for the variety and 
freshness of the opinions of these two Indian legal gentises. 
POLITICS 
167 POLITICS OF personal law (Ea)» fi^, 6, 1; 1973; 9. 
Comments on the All India l^sUm Personal Law convention 
held In Bombay in December, 1972. Considers i t as a p o l i t i c a l 
device of whipping up re l ig ious hys te r i a by s epa ra t i s t e l e -
ments for p o l i t i c a l ends having fa i led to s t i r r e l i g ious 
sentiments on other i ssues such as the Bangla Desh and the 
Allgarh Muslim Ifiaiversity. C r i t i c i s e s s e p a r a t i s t po l i c ies 
of the Jan Sangh and the Jamaat-e-Islaml since the p a r t i -
tlcMi of the country. 
168 WASIM ALI ^Sheildi). Mislims are not over cau t ious . Radiance. 
10, 36j 1973; 7-10. 
Oonanents on the e d i t o r i a l of Seciilar Democracy vJanuary 197?) 
under the t i t t l e ' •Poli t ics of Personal Lav". Ebcplains the 
reasons A I ^ the All £idia Muslim Personal Lav Convention 
held in Bombay in December 1972 vas ca l l ed . 
GOVERIJMENT 
169 LATE BUT welcome cEd), g^. 7 Ify 70;7 a-b . 
Appreciates the Lav Minis te r ' s p o s i t i ^ i response to a Jan 
Sangh member's suggestion in the Lok Sabha tha t a commission 
headed by the Chief Jus t ice be appointed to examine the case 
for reforming Muslim Personal Lav. Counsels t ha t the Prime 
Minister must r e s i s t the pressure vhich i s bound to be 
brought on the ru l ing party p a r t i c u l a r l y by the organisat ions 
of 'mullahs '* 
r» r -
170 MOHAMMAD YUSUF, Hukumat ko Maslim personal law men m a d a l ^ l a t 
ka kol haq h a s l l nahin h a l . Zlndgl. 50&51, 6&1: 1372-73: 
Stresses t ha t Muslim Personal Lav i s an In t eg ra l par t of 
Islam and no one has any r i g h t to effect changes in i t . 
Even i f a l l the Muslims unanimously amend the Divine laW| 
i t w i l l nevertheless remain a wrong ac t ion . The argument 
tha t since in ce r t a in Muslim countr ies the Muslim Personal 
Lav has been amended and so i t should be changed in l id ia 
a l s o , i s misleading. If any Muslim s t a r t s dr inking, i t 
docs not mean tha t others should also do the same. Adds 
t h a t the claim tha t the Indian Parliament i s empowered to 
amend the ttislim Personal Lav i s again f a l l ac ious as the 
Parliament cannot amend or c u r t a i l the fundamental Rights . 
Again, the Directive Principles of State Policy which 
contain a provision for uniform c i v i l code are not superior 
to Fundamental Rights* Warns tha t I<&Lsllm Personal Law i s 
being influenced by ce r t a in other Acts such as the Special 
Marriage Act, the proposed Adoption of Child B i l l e t c . 
171 MUSLIM PERSONAL I4v Board k l naghist ke bad (A). Dawat. 
19 AP 73; l a - d . 
Points out the la5)act of the Muslim Personal Law Conven-
t i o n on the Government de ta i l ing the matters vrtiich should 
be immediately taken up by the Government to remove the 
doubts and fears of Mislims. 
172 POLICY BiffANCEd). Sivasat -e-Jadid . 2GFP2; 2 a. 
Appreciating the declara t ion by the Prime {Minister in 
Bombay tha t the Government had no in ten t ion to impose 
reforms in the Mislim Personal Lav on the Mislim commu-
n i t y , suggests t h a t a de ta i led policy statement about the 
personal laws of the minori t ies and the i r educational 
r i g h t s be issued. 
173 QAWDK-e-sJLAHlAT ntxi m a d a ^ a t kl sai-e-nakim. Nida-e-Mlllet . 
23, 23} 1971; 5 . ' 
Commenting on the B i l l of Sri Ramma Reddy(Cong. 0) to ban 
second marriage in the presence of the f i r s t wife ,appreciates 
the ro le of the Dhion Law Minister in opposing the Bi l l 
which according to him would only affect the Muslim 
comounlty and amount to in ter ference in the r e l i g ious 
a f fa i r s of Muslims. 
«i ' 
174 QANUN-B-gHARIAT par pura'amal (Bd). Nida-e»Mlllat. 
27, 16; 1972J 3-4. 
Appreciating the work being done by the Muslim Personal Law 
Board ei^ jhasises that the Government should not only frame 
such laws which may influence, directly or indirectly, the 
Haslim Personal Law but should also withdraw or amend all 
such statutes which are in direct conflict with the Muslim 
Personal Lav* 
175 WILL LAW IlLnister think? (Bd). Radiance 7, 44; 1970; 2. 
Criticises the Iftiion Law Minister for his promise to examine 
the suggestion of the Jan Sangh member to appoint a commlf<» 
slon to consider reforms in Muslim Personal IAW* 
CONSTITUTION 
176 MOHAMMAD GHOUSE. Personal laws and the Constitution in Jhdla. 
J^ TAHIR MAHMOOD, M. Islamic law in modem India, lt/72. 
Bombay, N.M. Tripathl. P 50-8. 
Gives a brief account of the debate in the Constituent 
Assembly on the incorporation of Art. 44. The debate, 
according to the author, clarified that rellgius freedom 
does not imnunise the personal laws from State regulation* 
States that abolition of polygajay by the Hindu Jiarrlage 
Act, 1965 ytiich was challenged on the ground of religious 
freedom guaranteed in the Constitution was upheld by 
several High Courts. Discusses in detail if the issue of the 
replacement or refoim of Muslim personal law violates reli-
gious and cultural rights of the Muslims. Examines the vali-
dity of some features of the Muslim Family Law vls-a-vls 
the Constitution. 
177 RAH14ANI(Minatiillah). Miisllm personal law in i i d i a . JB. 
MUSLIM PERSONAL LAW SEMINAR (Allgarh) a 9 6 8 ) . Papeffl and 
proceedings. Aligarh, Islamic Research CdLrcle P66-79. 
Defines Muslim Personal Lav as the complete Shariah based 
on the Holy Qurani Sunnahi rim& and the I J t ihad . Gives a 
b r i e f h i s t o r i c a l account of Muslim Personal Lav i n i i d i a . 
Feels tha t any aoti(»i under Art . 44. providing for a 
uniform c i v i l code cannot be taken Deeause of Art* 29 
\ i ^ c h guarantees freedom of r e l i g ion and f a i t h . Discusses 
the question i f there i s any room for s I t e r a t i o n in the 
Sharlat lavsy and If so, through vhat mechanism. The 
author i s of the opinion tha t to i ^ o r e the contemporary 
t r ends , soc ia l changes, needs and d i f f i c u l t i e s vould be 
a great mistake. Nev situaticxis or probleins accompanied 
\rizh en t i r e ly unique c i rcumstant ia l context on vtiich the 
books of Fiqah are s i l e n t should requi re reappra isa l in 
the l i g h t of Quran and Sunnah through Lit ihad. 
178 SIDDIQKZafar ibmedl, msl im personal l a v . j a MUSLIM PERSOMAL 
LAVJ SEMINAR (Aligarh) 0-968). Papers and proceedings. Aligarh, 
Islamic Research Circ le . P 129-32. 
Discusses vhether the s t a t e i s competent to make changes 
in Muslim Personal Lav* Examines Ar t ic les 13 (^), 25 and 26 
of the Const i tu t ion. Quoting from the judgements of various 
l a v courts endeavours to e s t a b l i s h tha t Fundamental Rights 
cannot be abridged by the l e g i s l a t u r e . Etaphasises tha t a 
sharp d i s t i n c t i o n must be made betveen r e l i g ious f a i t h and 
be l i e f and r e l i g ious p r a c t i c e s . States t h a t Muslim Personal 
Lav i s a pa r t of the r e l ig ious f a i t h of Il isl ims. 
179 SUBZWARKSyed Asim Al l ) . Can ve abolish Muslim personal lav t 
J i MUSLIM PERSONAL UW Si^ M^INAR (Aligarh) vl968). Papers and 
proceedings. Aligarh, Islamic Research Ci rc le . P 93-115. 
Defines •Personal Lav* and gives an account of the enforce-
ment of Muslim Personal Lav i n i i d i a during the Br i t i sh 
regime. Defines 'religion*quoting from Judgements of the 
various l av cour t s , both i idian and foreign. Explains the 
t rue nature of Islam in the l i g h t of Quranic Verses. States 
tha t whatever >ftislim Personal Lav i s avai lable today i s 
primari ly the l av given by Ctod through the Prophet. Discusses 
the free p rac t ice of Islamic r e l i g i o n . Making a reference to 
Art.26 vhich guarantees freedom of r e l ig ion subject to r e s t r i -
c t ions of public order , moral i ty , hea l th find other provisions 
of Part I I I , a s s e r t s tna t none of these r e s t r i c t i o n s come 
in the vay of the provisions of Muslim Personal Lav. Concludes 
tha t not only the ex is t ing Muslim Personal Law but also the 
provisions of Islamic lav abrogated by the Br i t i she r s are 
protected under Art . 26(1) . 
* 1 
i 1. 
UNIFORM CIVIL CODE 
180 ABDUL MODHNI, MasHm personal law aur raushtarak civil code. 
Zlndgl> 51, 2J 1973} 31-44. 
Bitterly criticises the provision for a uniform civil code 
in the Constitution and feels that this will create tension 
and lack of confidence among different sections of the 
nation. The Government to the extent of its employees has 
already implemented the code. Discusses the otjectiins of 
critics against the permission of polygamy in Islam. Points 
out that the woman inherits simultaneously from her father 
and husband and therefore has the most secured position in 
Islamic society. Observes that the iliadu Code Bill has been 
very much Influenced by Islamic lav and even the European 
civil code on which the Jhdlan Constitution is based bears 
impact of the Islamic civil code. Emphasises that the 
I'lusllm Personal Law, unlike the personal lavs of other 
communities is an integral part of religion. Observes that 
the expmile of reform of Muslim Personal Law la Islamic countri< 
pannot be accepted as no one can amend or repeal Ehariah. 
181 ABDUL MOGMI. Uniform civil code and Muslim law. Radiance. 
9, 30? 1972J 6, 11, 15. 
Comments on the remarks made by Mr. H R Gokhale and Prof. 
Mujeeb on W&isllm Personal Law in the seminar on ' Islamic 
Personal Law in Modem Sidia* organised by the Indian Law 
Institute. New Delhi. Believes that all the attempts at 
the modification of the Islamic law .are politically moti-
vated. Asserts that the Islamic Law,Jviewed without pre-
judice on the part of the powerful and influential people 
in this country, iTOuld prove its validity not only for the Musi 
ims but for the entire nation. Sugj?ests that the ulema and 
Various Muslim organisations in the country should hold 
elaborate dellbrations on the need, nature, tenor and 
scope of reform in Muslim Personal Law. Totally rejects 
the idea of a uniform civH code. 
182 AGAIN TOWARDS a uniform civil code? (Sw). Radiance. 
9, 26; 1972} 4. 
Comments on law Commission's reported urgency for a uniform 
civil code and on its advice to the Government to educate 
the masses before legislaticai. Suggests that instead of 
mass education which could be suspected to be politically 
motivated, the authentic scholars of Islam be consulted 
as their consensus alone, within the framework of Qurah 
and Sunnah, could effect alterations. Believes that on a 
dispassionate discussion the Muslim Personal Law m^y be 
found fit to be the law of the land. 
4 r. 
183 FAZLUL HAQ. tolamlc lav and a uniform civil code, Badiance. 
11, 36} 1974$ 13. 
Critically examines three mutually inconsistent views on 
the question of reform of Muslim Personal Law. Stresses 
that Islamic law forms part of^system of religious and 
ethical values. Thus any atten^ jt to reform or amend the 
Islamic law and enforce a uniform civil code would be 
opposed by the Muslims. 
184 LOKHAIJDWALA ($ T). Muslim personal law and the problem of 
uniform civil code. Quest. 73j 1971; 67-74. 
Gives a brief account of the debate about •Uniform Civil 
Code' in the Constituent Assembly. Traces the history of 
Islamic law as it has evolved and as it has been implemented 
in India. The historical study shows that the Shariah law, 
consisting of civil, criminal and religious parts was not 
always applied in its entirety. 3h recent times a major part 
of the shariah law has been superseded in almost all the 
liaslim countries and personal laws have also undergone 
drastic changes. Stresses that today's society is vastly 
different from that of Arabia a thousand years ago. Marriage, 
divorce and succession are matters for secular legislation 
and must be dealt with in suitable manner to respond to 
social needs. Pay reform in these matters will not make 
Muslims less Muslims according to the author. 
185 MasHTARAKAH CIVIL code ki sectllaJ himayat. (Ed). Mida-e-Millet, 
24, 20&21i 1372; 5. 
Comments on the article of BalraJ published in Secular Demo-
cracy vUrdu) of May 1972. Explains that the personal laws of 
Misllms are an Integral part of their religion and have been 
laid down in the Quran and Sunnah. No I-iislim can dare to 
oppose these laws or seek amendments in them. Cnly those 
vjho do not regard Quran as the Word of God can clamour for 
changes in Islamic law. Asserts that the islamic Personal 
Law is the best to regulate a civilised haaan society and 
to prevent sexual crimes which are ruining our present-day 
society* As «ich opposition to Islamic lav can come only 
from people who care little for the present degeneration 
of the society. Also criticises the author for not giving 
the personal law reforms in certain Muslim countries in their 
true perspective. Adds that the Muslim countries have not 
touched the personal laws of their non-Muslim citizens v^le 
in India all possible efforts are being nade to repeal the 
Muslim Personal Law. 
4 *^  
186 NADEEM-AL-WAJ ID 1. HamSra qannn-e-madar-e-zindgf. Rng-e-Sang. 
27-28; 19725 161-68, 
Pointing out the significance of Muslim Personal Law s t a t e s 
t ha t i t i s an i n t eg ra l segment of Shariah. C r i t i c a l l y examines 
the arguments for the demand of a common c i v i l code. Quotes 
extensively from the Quran to show tha t t^slims have been 
ordained t o follow s t r i c t l y the personal laws l a i d down by 
God, C r i t i c i s e s Fyzee and other progressive fiislims for 
t h e i r i l l -conceived slogan of I j t ihad in matters in Tirtiich 
Quran and Sunnah have given speci f ic commands* Discusses 
the posi t ion of woman in Xslamlc soc ie ty . 
187 SliAHCA B). Sharia and Muslim personal law. 2 i . 7 Ja 73; 6f -g . 
Quoting Fyzee attempts to show tha t liisiiia Personal Law as 
applied in India since the Br i t i sh days i s not a par t of 
the Siariah* Giving instances observes t h a t in actual 
prac t ice Shariah laws were never completely folloitfed even 
•vdien the law was administered by a cal iph or iaam in 
Ilisliia coun t r i e s . According to the author the Sharia i t s e l f 
i s not an i n t e g r a l pa r t of Islam preached by the Prophet 
and i s the outcome of complete h i s t o r i c a l evolution extend-
ing over a period of three cen tu r i e s . In view of t h i s h i s t o -
r i c a l background f ee l s that a uniform c i v i l code would not 
cons t i tu te an "innovation" (bida) in Shariah, 
188 SHAMS PIRZADH. MusllP" personal law aur y a k s ^ c i v i l code. 
Dflwat. 13, 6; 1972; 3 . 
C r i t i c i s e s the viewpoint of "modernist" ttislims about changes 
in liislim personal law. Argues t h a t the basic laws have been 
l a i d down by the Creator in the Quran who alone Imows •viiat 
i s bes t for His c rea t ions . The laws contained in the Quran 
are e te rna l and cannot be modified or repealed . Also examines 
the changes made in Muslim personal law in some of the 
Iftislim countries* 
189 SIDDIQUI (M Z). liisllm pers nal law and a uniform civil code 
for iidia. JCPS. S, 3; 196^$ 93-9. 
Discusses the problem whether Islamic jurisprudence permits 
the legislation of a common civil code for all the people 
of iidia including Mttslims. Asserts that Islamic Jurispru-
dence offers a unique phenoraenan of a systematic and complete 
legal science, capable of being adopted to the varying social 
conditions and guaranteeing its stability and continuity 
through the principles of analogy and consensus. It has been 
working satisfactorily for over 13 centuries but whenever 
new problems arose one form of Shariat lav was changed by 
another form of it. Gives instances of several such changes. 
Counsels that in Jiidia any .move for a change in Mislim 
Personal Law must originate j^ within the Muslims. Suggests 
that the Government and Parliamentj not competent and 
qualified, to change the personal law of ftislims at thelp 
own discretion, should follow the procedure of Muslim 
countries and refer the matter to a Council of I-Iusllm 
jurists and ulema. 
190 TAHIR MAHMOOD. Case for a uniform civil code, li SKMHIAR ON 
ISLAMIC PERSONAL LAW IN MODERN HiDlA vNew Delhi7vl972). 
Papers and proceedings . New Delhi, Jhdlan Law institute, 
(V.p.) 
Observes that the Islamic law as applied by the law courts 
in Jhdia suffers from tremendous heterogeneity and as such 
stands little changes for an undisturbed continuance in 
the face of Art. 44 of the Constitution. Emphasises 
unification and gradual codification of Islamic law. 
Examines the provisions of the Shariat Act which mainly 
determines the scope of Islamic law in India. Reviews codi-
fied substantive law of Islam in this country and also the 
uncodified substantive law of the various schools of Islamic 
law prevalent here. Stresses that the Jhdlan Muslims should 
have a uniform Shariah based on the principles derived from 
comprehensive Islamic Jurisprudence. 
CHILD ADOPTION BILL 
191 FARQALIT (Mohammad Usman). Le palak bill. Al.iamiat (W). 
67, 268; 1972J 8-9. 
Criticises the attempts of the Government to extend the 
application of the Hindu Adoption Act of all the citizens 
of iidia. The proposed new Adoption Bill on the pattern of 
the Hindu Adoption Act is against the spirit of Islam and '^ 
basic tenets, islam has rooted out the custom of adopting 
the children of others which was widely prevalent in pre-
Islamic Arabia. 
* r: 
J. O 
192 QANtfl^-e-TALNlYAT-e-atfal ^Ed). Nlda '»e-Mll le t . 25 , 14;1972;S. 
Cr i t i c i s e s the Child Adoption B i l l introduced by the Govern-
ment in the Lok Sabha despite i t s repeated assurances to 
the Itislims tha t i t wi l l not i n t e r f e r e in t h e i r personal 
lavs* 
ELECTIONS 
19G ELECTION KI Miatir ya vaaftan (.Ed). Siyasat-e-Jadid. 
12 Mr 72. 
Comments on the assurance of the Uhion Law Minister that 
the Government had no intention to effect changes in 
Muslim Personal Law. Since the assurance was given during 
an election speech, asks the Minister if his statement 
was election oriented or really based on a well-considered 
policy of the Government. 
1^ 4 lYJSLBi PERSONAL law aUT intildiabat (A). Dawat. 16 ffy 73;1 d-g. 
Reminds the readers that before the last General Elections 
Mrs. Gandhi had announced from every platform that the 
Government would not interfere in Muslim Personal Law and 
that the people who were making such a propaganda were 
infact defaming the Government. A similar pronouncement again 
by the Prime Minister has raised the question whether an 
election was going to be held in any of the states. If not, 
how long the sword of Article 44 will continue to be hanging 
over the heads of f^ islims* 
INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS 
195 CONGRESS AUR musalman (A) Dawat. 24 Mr 73; 1 b-f. 
Critically examines the role of the Congress in ending the 
minority character of the Aligarh Itislim Chiversity, its 
efforts to change the Jiislim Personal Law and to make 
songs like Vande Matram compulsory. 
196 MasLIM PiJlSOHAL lant wa ttongrets CEGd)« JtoMal* 6 itp 73} 3 a* 
Appreoiates tha atiiiranoaf glv«a Iv the Oonnrese Parllanentaxy 
Board that the ptrty and tha^Oorezmaeat vllX be bacB^d by the 
raaolutlaii of the 198B All liEidia Oongraaa Oomnlttee. 
IS? SAD&-a»C(aiGRESs kS ^ U a nibairak hai lekln* CSd). J j^aJL* 
Appreoiataa the deoXaration hy the Oongresfi President th^ t^ 
toe Oongreae has ao proposals before I t for oonslderlng 
ehanges in Moalia Personal Lav* 
POZXGAlff AND DIVORCE 
19B 
ripathi. P 139-16. 
K4NILA T^ ABJX* Polyga^Tf uni lateral cUvoree and oahr in 
Mialia lav aa adalnistered in Jbdia* JOL TAHIR HABM0OD| 
f ,» Islando lav in oodem fiidia* 19727Boabayt H.H. ipat l
Asserts that the Quran and suanah in no way stand against 
reforas i a Mtislia Personal lav* Observes that polygany and 
uni lateral divorce are onl j peralssive rights in Dslan and 
giving them up by Muslins vould not be an un-Islamic aet on 
their part . Discusses the ioportance of JUiXL ^ Mtislia 
oarriage* 
199 RAO CP Ebdanda)* Moslia polygaBQr aad divorce in Iiidia* 
JCP^. 3|3$ 1969| 87«9. 
Also in i2E:giBJifi££« 941 26| 1871$ 6« 
Quoting President Ajrub Khan on polyganv' s ta tes that the 
MLUdia Family 24tV8 CQrdinanoe vas proBRUgated in Pakistan 
in 1961 despite f ierce ^ p o s i t i o n of the jUjaa,* ^ other 
msXia countries toO| such as Algeria* Tunisiay llorooco and 
£ ^ i a ref ona has been made in the aerriage lav* Tunisia end 
Iran have by lav prohibited polygaav"* Points out thct even 
oore oruel to Mtusiia voaien than polygaBQr i s the Moslia lav 
of Divorce* Expresses syanpathy vi th the miserable and 
pi t iable condition of Mtslim vomcn and strongly pleads for 
the reform of Mislim Personal lav* 
I 
s « 
DIVORCE, MADITENAI^ CE OF DIVORCED WIFE 
200 ABDUL GHAFFAR. Maintenance for divorced w men. Radiance. 
11, 19; 19735 5. 
Oomments CMI the article of Daniel Latifi on 'maintenance 
for divorced women* (Eidia Fitr Special of Radiance 1973), 
Quotes extensively from Quran in support of his argaiients. 
201 DATIlAL LATIFI. Maintenance for divorced women. Radiance. 
11, 15-16; 1973; 26. 
Discusses the controversy over amendment of Secticxi 488 of 
the Code of Criminal Procedure provinding for iTiaintenance 
of divorced women until they marry again. Feels that this 
would confer an important procedural right on Miislim 
women. Mentions three rights of a f^ islim woman fjfter talao 
Elucidates the meaning of Ayat 241 of Surah II of the 
Quran and holds that the right to aaintenance of the 
divorced woman is not limited to the period of Jfldat. 
Regrets opposition of this progressive measure by some 
learned men without having studied the implications of 
Quran. 
202 RIZVI^S. Ameenul Hasan). Maintenance for divorced women. 
Radiance. 11, 20&21; 1973; 3&5. 
Comments on the article of Danial Latifi ' I'feintenance for 
divorced women * (Radiance 28 Oct. 1973) advocating support 
for section 125 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (Amendment) 
Mil which entitles a divorced womn to receive maintenance 
from her former husband till her death or till she remarries. 
Vehemently criticises Latifi's opinion that the provision 
is in conformity with Quranic law. CSiargcterises tliis as 
misinterpretation of Quran. Holds that Islamic law is 
balanced, rational and coraplete and any atte/apt at improving 
upon it will be overdoing things and result in disturbing 
the balance* 
PAHENTAGS AND LEGITIMACY AND THE INDIAN 
EVIDENCE ACT 
203 HASAN (5 M) • Muslim lav of legltlmaey and section 112 of the 
lidlan Evidence Act. Jh TAHB KAHMOOD. M . Islamic lav in 
modern Ijidla* 1972* Bombayf N M TrlpathlV P 192-201. 
Describes the changing attitude of the society towards 
illegitimacy. Since section 112 of the lidian Evidence Act 
Imports certain principles cf the English lav discusses 
briefly the rules of Ehgllsh lav. Distinguishing between 
"legitimation" and "legitimacy" tto author discusses the 
Mislim lav of legitimacy. £i the light of case lav examines 
the question whether Section 112 supersedes the Mislim lav 
of legitimacy. 
JUSTICE MAHM0OD»S R'JLINGS 
204 MISBABUL HASAN(S). Mahmood and the HisUm law of legitimacy. 
AU. 6j 1973; 80-97. 
Examining briefly the rules concerning legitiiaacy, parentage 
and acknovledgement of paternity in Islamic law, gives a 
detailed e3q;)08itlon of the famous case of Mohammad Allahdad 
Khan V. Muhammad Ismail Yhen in which Justice I'lahmud gave a 
historic Judgement enunciating the Masllm lav of legitimacy 
and acknovledgement of parentage. Elaborates the principles 
underlying this Important Judgement. 
PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES 
206 LAW COIWISSION Chief on Oiariat. (Sv). Radiance. 10, 32; 
1973J 16. 
Reports the vlev of Dr. Ga^endragadkrr that Muslim Personal 
Lav is not in keeping vith democraticv traditions of the 
country; that right to propagation of religion must be 
rescinded by amending Article 26 and that Muslim marriage and 
divorce lav must be enacted as the first step tovards uniform 
civil code. 
206 QADRKSyed Ahmad). Muslim personal lew ke masail. ZindfcL. 
49, 4; lb»725 21-32. 
Observes that the real conflict betveen the protagonists 
of changes in I4Lisliin Personal Law and those who are opposed 
to any amendment in the Divine law is the conflict of princi-
ples and objectives. Describes the principles vhich are to 
be kept in view in any debate on Muslim Personal Lew. 
Discusses polygamy and the issue of the deprivation of an 
orphaned grandson which have been subjected to severe 
criticism by the 'reformists*. Critically examines their 
objections and gives logical and veil-reasoned answers on 
both the issues. Cancedes that the door of Ijtihad is a ways 
open to find out solution of new problem of a changing 
society within the framework of Quran ai Sunnah, but 
points out that Ijtihad can be done only by Ulema and not 
by everyone. 
207 SIDDIQKZafar Ahmed). Beware of new designs on Muslim 
personal law. Radiance. 10, 34j 1973; 4. 
Criticises Dr. Gajendragadkar for his reported statement 
that Muslim Pepsaaal I«w is not in keeping \/ith the 
democratic tipaditions of the country. Quotes from one of 
his judgements, reported in A I R lw62 Bombay, to show the 
distinction made by him between religious beliefs and prac-
tices and his ruling that the state will protect religious 
t&ith* States that Muslim personal law is a part of Mislim 
faith and hence it naist be protected. Also warns the Muslims 
against any idshful thinking on the basis of Congress Presi-
dent's reported statement that his party has no intention 
to interfere in Muslim Personal Law. 
208 S0ZE(A A K). Challenge to Muslim women, fiadiance. 
27} 1972; 3, 14. 
Etzq}hasises that the real challenge to Muslim Personal Law 
is not from ultra-modern Muslims or those secularists 
among the majoritgr community who are bent upon destroying 
every trace of Muslim culture in this sub-continent but 
from those )&islim women, educated or uneducated, who are 
not prepared even to pay lip service to the personal laws 
of I^lam. Asserts that polyganqr is better than illegitimate 
sexual relations that a t&islim husband may have with women. 
SEM2HARE iiHD SYIIPOSU 
209 GOKHALE Qi R). Presldcn lo l address, jfe Tmm lOHIIOOD, ^ . 
IsXanio lav in modem 3hdia.I9?2* Boa^rt N i Trlpatnl. 
P 6-7. 
Presidential address delivered by H R Goldiale I^on 
Minister for Law and Justice• at the Seminar on Islamie 
Lav in Modem Ihdia organised by the Ihdian Lav Institute 
at Nov Delhi on 14»16 Januaryi li/?2« 
210 HEDQE (K S) • Vtoleome address* M A^HIE HAIi'I4Q0D. M. IslaMc 
lav in modem India* 1972* Bombayi II M Tripnt^i. P 3*4. 
Vteleooe address delivered by Justice K S H d^ge at the 
seminar on ijBlamic Lav in modem Jhdia organised by the 
mdian Lav Ihstitute at Nev Delhi on M*16 Januazyi 1972. 
2U MUJEEB (H) • inaugural address* Jkl TiUilR l4M:iM00D| M. Islaiaic 
lav in modern Ihdia* 1U72* Bombayi N H Tripathi. p 8-12. 
inaugural address delivered by M Hijeebf Vioe«CSianeeiior, 
Jamia Hilliai at the seminar on Islamic lav in modem Inciia 
organised ^ the Jhdian Lav Institute at Nev Delhi on 14»16 
Januaryy 1972* 
212 SBMHIAR OS Islamic Personal lav (^)* iX* 84, 3{ 1971; 1-6. 
Oives an evaluative account of the delibrations of the 
Seminar en Islamie Personal Lav in modem JDndiay organised 
by the Ihdian Lav institute| Hev Delhi. 
213 SyMPOSHJM ON CHANGES IN MUSLIM PffiSONAL UM (Nev Delhi) a^G^). 
In PHOC££DINGSt Tventy-sixth £itemational Congress of 
Orientalists. V Ij 1966, Nev Delhi. P 79-101. 
Reports in detail the delibrations of the symposium on 
changes in Muslim Personal Xav held on 9th January ^  1064. 
The speakersf besides the IMion Education itLnisteri included 
Prof. M Mujeebi Maulana Saeed Ahmad Akbrabadi, Mir Iqbal 
Russaini Prof* l^ed Hossein Nasri Prof J N D Anderson, the 
Turkish and U A R Ambassadors in Jhdia and a fev others* 
REFORHATIONS 
2 1 ^ . ANDERSONCJ ND) . Jftislira personal law in India . ^ TAHIR 
MA-fiMOOD, Kd« l a l aa ic law in modem India . 1972. Bombay, 
N M Tr ipa tS l . p .3^-^9 . 
Obnervea tha t the Muslim coiscrunity as a whole i s opposed 
to a uniform c i v i l code on irellgious and sociologica l 
grounds. In the opinion of the aut lor the grea tes t need 
of the moaoat i s zo convince Muslims of reforms in t h e i r 
ex i s t ing personsZ lav and there I s no urgency to implement 
Art.U^ as emphasised by Juati<^e JC Hedge and many o t h e r s . 
L is t s the matters which stand in need of graat reform -
polygamy I divozxse, inher i tance and custody of ch i ld ren . 
Discusses each in depth taking up the arguments of the 
defenders of Islamic law and r e f e r r i ng to the reforms 
effected In Muslm coun t r i e s . 
215 AZIZ-AI>SHAFI. Muslim personal lav aur i s l a h a t . Aljamiat^ 
(W). 5J9 181$ 1970} 10-2. 
C r i t i c i s e s the orthodox view tha t no change In the e x i s t i n g 
Muslim personal Lew i s perKlss ib le . Agrees tha t Divine 
laws cannot be ac^nded but points out tha t in the existizig 
personal law of Muslims several wrong p rac t i ces and 
t r a d i t i o n s have crapt in which mugt be removed in order to 
make the Muslim personal Law conform to Quran and Sunnah* 
Vehemently c r i t i c i s e s the p rac t ice of pronouncing three 
' t a l a q s ' a t a time which I s against the s p i r i t of Quran 
and Sunnah, Pleads for r e s t r i c t i o n s on t h i s unlimited 
power of the husband. Gives the h i s t o r i c a l "background 
of the permission r^or polygamy in ea r ly Islaai and suggests 
t h a t the permission for second marriage be given by the 
court only In genuine cases . Also discusses the problems 
of the marriage of widows,dowry and 'Mahr'; anifona 
c i v i l code ,e tc . 
216 AZIZ-AL-SHAFI. Muslim personal law ka maaalah.AlJamiat.CW) 
57, 235; 1972. 10-13. 
While agreeing tha t no changes can be made in the Ifws 
l a i d down in the Quran, s t r e s se s tha t the Masiini Personal 
Law.prevalent i n India today , i s not tne same as Is 
contained in the Quran and Sunnah, Cites several ins tances 
of deviations from Quranic injunctions in personal law 
matters In da l ly p r a c t i c a l l i f e . S t resses that sometimes 
people talcc undue advantage of the permission of polygeny 
and of pronouncing three »talaqs* a t a t ime. Asks the 
Muslim ulema to consider reforms in the ex i s t ing Muslim 
Personal Law in t h i s perspective in the l i g h t of Quran 
and Sunnah. 
217 DANIAL UTIFI. Change and the Muslla law. In lAHIR MAHMOOD, 
j|d. Is laoic law in modarn India. 1972» BoniUay,N M Tripathi. 
p.99-113. 
Discusses retionalism v s . traditionalism in the history of 
Islan* Rsviewa the enforcement of Muslin law during the 
Moghul period in Brit ish India. Describes the efforts of 
S ir Syed to eradicate superstition and to bring >fuslim 
thinking into l ine witii contemporsiry requirements and 
rationalism. Sir Syed called upon Musliias to formulate 
r. new legal code which nay be suited to their present 
needs* Makes an assessaient of the repercussions on Islamic 
law after Second World War. Sxaaining the impact of 
Independence on Muslim law.the author stresses the need 
of an objective approach v i s -a -v i s refo:rm of Muslim personal 
law. Suggests several reforms which according to the 
author are urgently cal led for. 
218 i;u'GrilSSR(Asghar A l i ) . Musjim personal lawj The case for 
chaiige. i i . 2 Jy 72 | 6 b-e . 
Cursorily ezaa&nes the origins and growth of law in the 
early stages of Islanic history'. Observes that the laws 
formulated by the Prophet in the Quran were revolutionary 
by the standards of the then society but have no relevance 
to the present Hay conditions. According to the author 
this i s the reason why penal laws of Islara have been 
abolished In almost all the Muslim countries. Discussing 
Fauily laws . c r i t i c i s e s polygarcy and unllaterg.1 divorce 
as ins t i tut ions of a feudal society and nakes out a case 
for changes in the exist ing Muslim personal Law. 
219* GHAZKH A) e tc . Iluslin) personal law: Interview by Shireen 
Jamal. U * 26 My 68; 12 c-h. 
Reports interview with eight leaders of opinion(vl«. Jlkbar 
A.Peerbhoy, Mrs.Kamila Tyabji,Maulana fi A (3ia2l,Mrs.B S 
Dossal, Mrs. Laeeq Futehally, Mrs.Qamar Ahmad, Mr.M Harris 
and Mr. A A A Fysee) on reform of Kusllia personal Lav. 
220 HAMID ALL Mmsllm personal law aur us men t a i d i l i . Zindgj. 
60&51, 6«Saj 1972-73; 38-66. 
Explains the t rue nature of Islamic law quoting from the 
Quran and from such au tho r i t i e s as Anderson and Habachy. 
Gives a h i s t o r i c a l account of the enforcement of Islamic 
law in d i f fe ren t per iods, upto 1790 the Civil and Criminal 
laws enforced in India were Islamic. After that the Br i t i sh 
Government gradually began to repeal Islcimic law and by 
the middle of the 19th century only the personal law of 
Muslims was allowed to remain in operat ion. The same story 
was repeated in other Maslim countr ies too as a r e s u l t of 
i n t e l l e c t u a l and p o l i t i c a l domination of the West. After 
Independence, to the great disappointment of Muslims, the 
Consti tution of India provided for a uniform c i v i l code which 
w i l l deprive them even of the l imi ted oppor tuni t ies of 
following Islam, avai lable during the Br i t i sh regime. 
Points out two reasons for the demand of repeal ing I'^slim 
Personal Lawi Hlnduaisation of Muslims and crea t ing one 
Indian cul ture by el iminating the re l ig ious aid cu l tu ra l 
d i s t i nc t i ons of a l l the communities. What i s more r eg re t t ab le 
I s t ha t even a sect ion of Muslims now deraands changes in 
Jftislim Personal Law. aiggests tha t con^ilicati ns and problems 
created by the implementation of ce r t a in Islamic laws be 
solved by an expert committee of ulema in the l i g h t of 
Quran and Sunnah. 
221 HOW TO reform MasUm soc ie ty . vBd). Radlimce. 9, 28-29; 
1972; 1 . 
Appreciates the proposal to se t up a comiaittee of experts 
to explore vanues of reform in iMuslim Personal Law nade at 
the Vidian Law i i s t i t u t e Seminar on Islamic Personal Law 
in modem India. Commends the remark of Prof, ilijeeb tha t 
i t was not the a ia r iah -jrfiich was in need of ref rra but 
the Muslims \dio need to be educated to ^ajiderstand the 
Shariah. Coasiders as s igni f icant Prof. Anderson's remark 
tha t the t a lk of uniform c i v i l code for a l l the coLiminities 
of i id ia and the suggestions to put a coaplete ban on 
polygasy would serve no purpose. 
222 KAMILA T/KAI.JI. Islam and i t s law. Radiance 7, r;7-r'8; 
1970; 13 . 
ti the opinion of the author there are fou* aspects of the 
Muslim Personal Law which need raodificati n and reform in 
conformity with the s p i r i t of a Hadith which she luotes. 
The spheres of reform are polygamy, u n i l a t e r a l divorce, 
maintenance of the wife and her Mahr and the law of i n h e r i -
tance v i s -av i s orphaned grandchildren. Points out tha t in 
these spheres reforms hpve been car r ied out by a nuinber of 
Islamic countries* 
223 KAMILA IXABJI. Muslims, reform and Integration. TIiMag) 
7 D 69j n d-h. 
Observes that from the tragic occiarences in Ahmedabad and 
Baroda it has become very clear that steps for the early 
social) educational and economic advancement of the Muslims 
dixt an urgent national necessity. Muslim Personal LeV} 
according to the author, is a matter of prime importance 
that stands in need of reform on such issues as polygany, 
unilateral divorce, maintenance of wife after divorce and 
inheritance. Feels that a uniform civil code desirable 
through it may sound in theory is not easy to achieve and 
therefor efforts should concentrate on reforming the 
Personal Lav of Muslims. 
224 MAHMffD-AL-HASAN. Muslim personal lav men tabdili ka maslah. 
Nida-e-Mlllet. 24, 7-13; 1972| 10-14. * 
Discusses Aether polyganqr among Muslims is really a 
problem. Mentions that the ratio of polygamy among Hindus 
is more than among Muslims. Describes the sources of Islamic 
law. Traces the history of Muslim Personal Lav in India and 
refers to the Acts %toich have adversely affected the Muslim 
Personal Lav. Examines the implications of the Fundamental 
Rights and the Directive Principles of State Policy vis-a-vis 
Muslim Personal Lav. Critically discusses the arguments 
advanced by the protagonists of reform in Muslim Personal 
Lav and gives instances of the inqpact the proposed changes 
will have on the religious life of Muslims. Suggests that 
if at all changes are needed, these should be efiected by 
a consensus of ulema* 
225 MUSLIM PERSONAL lav ka tadhkarah (Ed). Davat. 12 F 73; 6C 
Comments on the suggestion of P B Gajendragadkar, Ex-Chief 
Justice of iidia that reforms should be introduced in the 
I4uslim Personal Lav^  specially in the divorce lav. 
226 NAZARAT(Bd). Biirhan, 69, 6j 1972; 362-4. 
While appreciating the vrrltings of ulema in defence of Mislim 
Personal Law the author apprehends that the very detailed 
treatiaent of the subject which the scholars have done may 
provide some material for the critics. Suggests that the 
issue of Muslim Personal le.v should not be discussed in 
the context of the rules of Shariah in this respect, the 
divergent views of Muslim Jurists on it a;tid the conditions 
prescribed by Islam in this sphere. The issue should be 
discussed from the angle that how could the vices and 
malpractices which have crept in could be eradicated and 
the situation improved. 
227 NOORAWICA G). Reform of Mislim personal law (A). IE. 
14 Vfy 72; 6 C. 
Strongly pleads for reform of Muslim Personal Law. Mentions 
the efforts being made by Asaf A A Fyzee and the Muslim 
Progressive Group to educate Misllms about reforms. 
228 REMOVE FEAR of reform CEd). HT. 30 D 72; 16 a-b. 
Points out that the opposition of the Itislim community to 
reform in Muslim Personal Law ^ terns partly from real and 
partly imagined sense of a grievance regarding their politi-
cal, social, economic and cultural status. Emphasises that 
reform must coiae from the community itself. Suggests that 
the Central and State Governnients and the rest of the 
nation should endeavour to dispel the feai' of Muslims 
but at the same time the Muslims should also realise 
the need of changing with the times. 
r' 
229 SHAFKS A). Personal law problems. M, MQ^ SLIM PfflsOWAL LAW 
SEMINAR(Allgarh) (1968). Papers and proceedings. Allgarh, 
Islamic Research Circle. P 53-61. 
Rules out amendnwnts or changes in the Fundamental Lai^of 
Islam. All that is required is to enforce them in the 
spirit in vhich they vere ordained^ JDi order to stop mal-
practices, \riiich now have crept in. suggests that ss in 
Pakistan a second marriage during the llfes time of the 
first wife should be allowed only with the permission 
of the court or a tribunal^ Similarly the husband should 
not be allowed to divorce his wife atoiee without payment 
of full dower amount| jewellery and isJ^SJkf Proposes the 
enactment of a Qazi Act \rtiich should make it necessary 
to have a Nikah congjulsorely entered in the register 
tofjether with the amount of dower a^ id con?)lete list of 
Jahez. Also suggests that the question of the share of 
orphaned grandsons in the property of their grandfather 
should receive serious consideration 
230 SKAHa B). Reform of Muslim law. TliMag). 13 Jy 69; 2 c - 6» 
States that while quite a few Muslims are keen on the 
modernisation of their personal lawsj they are not, for one 
reason or another, in favour of a uniform code. Discusses 
three reasons for this opposition! (DPresent Hindu Oode 
under a new name would oe imposed on Muslims and would be 
the first step in the Hindusation of the Muslim community. 
,^2) (Opposition by a section of educated Ifcislims on grotmds 
cf strategy in view of the attitude of fear and suspicion 
of 14usllms towards Hindus. (3) Separatist outlook of a 
third section of educated 14isllms emanating from a fee ing 
of insecurity over their rights as members of a multi-
religious liberal society, views Mmslim separatism on the 
political and cultural plane a great threat to national 
integration. Liquidation of separatist outlook is>according 
to the author, essential for national integration end also 
for enabling ffuslixns to participate fully in the lerger 
life of the nation. A uniform civil code would partly clear 
the ground for such participation. Tet another reason for 
reform of }feislini Personal law is that it treats woman as 
an inferior being in matters of marriage, divorce, and 
inheritance. Muslim opposition to a uniform civil code is 
a denial of the principlenof equality before law. 
231 SIDDIQKZafar Ahmad). Muslim personal law. Radlanoe. 9,28-29^ 
1972; 5. 
Stresses that the Muslim jiirists in view of all sorts of 
villificatioiis by the so called progressive M;islims 
should pay due attention to the problem* Traces the origin, 
growth and history of the development of Muslim Personal 
Law. Observes that Art. 25v2) does not permit the State 
to hit at the basis of religious tenets of any community. 
Any atteoQjt at making changes in Muslim Personal Lav 
would clearly mean interference in Islamic religious faith. 
Suggests that ulema and Muslim Jurists stiould decide through 
Llm^a the controversial issues and sugg-est necessary reforms 
to meet the needs of time. 
232 lYABJIiBadruddin). Realities of Muslim social reform. 
£a£llajj2fi. 11, 3} 1973 J 4. 
Observes that the tldie of social reforms aaong Muslims is 
often played up for political reasons. Agrees that while 
reforms in the Muslim community, as in any other Jhdian 
community, are urgently needed, the reforms must carry the 
bulk of Muslim opinion along with them. Eut how this is 
to be accomplished, little work has so far been undertaken 
on the subject. Appreciates Mushirul Haq's work "Islam in 
secular Jhdla" in this context. Mentions two of the main 
assumptions on which secularists base their argument 
for effecting changes in Muslim Personal Law. Quotes Haq 
in countering the arguments. 
MATIDNAL Il^ QRTAi.'CE 
233 NATIONAL PROBLEM (Ed). |£C. 18 Ja 72; 5 a-b. 
Explaining the in5)ediments in the way oi" reform of ^ ^^ slim 
Personal Law, emphasises that the reform o^'old come from 
the Muslim community itself. Observes that Muslim Personal 
Law reform is in5)ortant because it is a part of the process 
of modernisation of a huge c mmunity with its inevitable 
Impact on the progress of the country. It is, therefore, 
not Just a sectarian problem but a national problem. 
r* 
,. u 
JUDICIARY 
234 IXER (V R Krishna). Reform of the i-Jislim personal lew. iJa 
TAHIR MAHMOOT), g^ . Islamic law in modem India. 1972^ 
fiombay, N M Tr ipa th i . P 17-33 
En^hasises the ro le of 'reason* in Islamic law. States 
tha t s i l e n t but subs tan t ia l reforms through j u d i c i a l 
activism i s an unexplolted f i e l d in Jhdia. Pleads for 
uninhibited Jud ic ia l adventures in open -^reas of l^slim 
law. Discusses polygaay and divorce a.n .felam quoting 
extensively from h i s own judgements. Suss up tha t 
Islamic matrimcaiial jurisprucence i s more sinned against 
than sinning and the s i s t e r systems of i id i a have much 
to learn and copy from i t in ce r ta in r e spec t s . 
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPiiiCTS 
238 BHATT\.S R). Change in J&isllm personal law i s a sociological 
problem. jQjgflaiget, 26, 62; 1972; 6, 13. 
Observes tha t although the problem i s purely sociological 
i t has been given a predominantly sec tar ian t inge and 
p o l i t i c a l colour too . For na t ional unity considers a 
uniform c i v i l code absolutely e s s e n t i a l . Emphasises tha t 
from a l l humanitarian considerations a change in the 
s t a tus of Muslim women i s d e s i r a b l e . T3ie argument tha t 
Maslim Personal Law i s based on Shgriat i s not only 
i r r e l evan t but a lso untenable . Remarks thgt the present 
Muslim Personal Law i s based on the circumstances prevalent 
in Arabia centur ies back, and now tha t the circimstances 
have changed the personal law of Muslims must a lso be 
modified. 
236 DGBEY(Bhagwaiit Rao). Need for a dialogue between soc io logis t s 
and j u r i s t s . JCPS. 3 , 3 ; 196b} 100-3. 
Examines some aspects of the Hindu tfarriage Act, 1954 and 
also some provisions of the Mislim Personal Law. States 
t ha t although the condition of Hindu woman i s s t i l l not 
very happy, t h a t of the Muslim woman i s far too unhappy 
because of the prac t ice of polygamy and the u n i l a t e r a l 
declara t ion of divorce by the husband any time without 
assigning any reason. But quoting from the Quran observes 
tha t polygany i s not freely permitted in Islam, l i au thor ' s 
view a revis ion of the personal law of Misllms i s imperative 
in the context of changing s t a tus of the women in other 
count r ies . C r i t i c a l l y examines the various arguments advanced 
in defence of polygany. Also discusses the problem from a 
demorrapher's angle . 
237 MUSHJRUL HASAI^ . Problems of Muslim social reform in India. 
Mainstream. 12, 38-39; 1974; 66-7. 
Gives a historical account of the capacity of adjustment 
and adaptation demonstrated by Masliras when faced with 
ancient and advanced civilizations. Discusses polygamy in 
the light of Quran and quoting Ameer Ali .argues for its 
prohibition. Examines the pl:.je cf ghariah in the social 
and religious life of the Muslim community. Observes that 
the Aligarh movement led t?y Sir Syed made a positive effort-to^v 
a rational interpretation of islam. Pleads for reforms in 
l-hslim Personal Law and appreciates the eiforts of Denial 
Latifi, pyzee and others in this respect. 
SCOPE AI'ID METHODOLOGY 
238 ABDUL KAHIM. Mechanism of changes in Muslim law. 3h 
MUSLIM PERSONAL LAW SEMINAR. (Aligerh (1968). Papers and 
proceedings. Aligarh, lislamic Research Circle. P 116-22. 
Deals with law in its conprehensive general aspects. 
Stresses that law should be receptive to changes taking 
place in society and hence the need to review Miislim 
Law from time to time through Baa exercising Litihad 
and interpreting Quran and Hadlth in the light of Irtest 
discoveries and scientifically established thoughts and 
principles. 
239 ATHAR HUSAJN. Scope of amendment in Islamic law. Ja 
SEMINAR ON ISLAMIC PERSONAL LAW IN MODERN IIDIA. 
N^ew Delhi) (1972). [Papers and proceedings] . New Delhi, 
Indian Law Institute, vv.p.) 
Discusses the sources of Islamic law. Examines how far 
Islamic law admits of any amendment and wt-iat lines the 
latter can take. Observes that where Quranic induction 
or authentic Sunnah on the matter in issue is not available, 
consensus should be resorted to. Legislation based on 
consensus or individual IJtihad is subject to review by 
the ulema in the light of the general principles of the 
Quran and the Sunnah. 
ii -J 
240 FARJDICF R). Islamic personal law in India: Scope and 
methodology of reform, ii TAI^ IIR MABMOOD, E^. Islamic 
law in modern India. 187&.BoiDbay, N M Trlpathi. p 123-7 
Points out that unlike the personal lav? of other commu-
nities the distinguishing feature of Muslim Personal Law 
is that it is derived from the general principles and 
specific inductions enshrined in the Quran and the sunnah. 
The irreducible minimum of Muslim Personal Law, provided 
"by the textual inductions Cem never be changed. Alterations 
in the existing law of Indian Muslinis, on account of genuine 
needs, are however possible within the framework of the 
general principles of Islam, its values aad ideals. States 
that such changes can be brought about only by a consensus 
of ^ ema. 
241 GHULAM MJSTAFA. Islam and its laws. RadiaJice. 7, 40; 1970? 9. 
Appreciating the suggestions of Kamila IVabji to reform 
liislim Personal Law (Radiance- 29 March and 5 April, VJ70) 
points out that the Quran and Haditii lay down certain 
basic tenets and broad principles and within their fraoiework 
alone the reforms can be Introduced through Btihad. 
Stresses the need of fair and Just interpretation of the 
Quranic tenets and of a cleor and unbiased thinking while 
considering the question of reform. Observes that Islamic 
law. is never unfair to women. 
242 HAMID ALL GhaXiges in Muslim Personal lawt ^cope and proce-
dure. Ja MUSLIM PERSONAL LAW SEMINAR. (Aligarh) a968). Papers 
and proceedings. Aligarh, Islamic Research Circle. P 80-92. 
States that unlike the Western concept of religion Islam 
is a complete system and a way of life. Gives a historical 
account of the enforcement of Islamic law through different 
ages. Describes the consequences of formal scrapping of the 
provislcais of the Islamic law In different countries includ-
ing £idia as a result of political and intellectual subjuga-
tion to the West. Examines the argument whether any effort 
to scrap the Mis im Personal Law in India will contravene 
the Fundamental Rights enshrined in the Constitution. Points 
out two significant motives behind the proposed changes in 
Muslim Personal Law. Gives the vlewuof different sections 
among Jiislims demanding a review of Muslim Personal Law. 
Concedes that necessary changes should be made and describes 
the scope and the method to effect such changes. 
243 KUCHH PERSONAL law ke bare inen(ed). Hlda-e-Mlllet.24. 8: 
1972} 6-6. • 
States that after digging the ©rave of thie 'two nation 
theory» in the creation of Bangla Desh, the f'fuslim Personal 
Law is now subjected to severe criticism. Referring to the 
Seminar on Jtislim Personal Law held -anc'er the auspices of 
the Indian Law Institute asserts that the NSisliras do not 
consider the existing Shariat Act as a revelation and that 
there is room for reforms in it. But such reforms should 
be made only in the light of the Quran and the sunnah by 
competent Muslim jurists aiid ulema and not by the Indian 
Parliament. 
244 NIGAH-e-AVJWALiH \,Ed). Al-Furqan. 40, 2; 1972; 2-10. 
Editor criticises the role of the small group of "modernist" 
and "progressive" Muslims who delibrately or through their 
ignorance are misrepresenting Islam and creating all sorts 
of doubts about the I'Rislim Personal Law in order to payethe 
way for changes in it. Observes that Mislim personal law is 
a distinctive feature of the cultural Identity of Maslims. 
According to the author what is in^ jortant is not the question 
of the need to review the existing personal lew but v;ho should 
review it and under what principles the work should proceed. 
Appreciates in this connection the convening of the Deoband 
conference. Reports the resolutions passed at the conference. 
245 SAi-i^ ED AHMAD AKBARABADI. How to effect ch,anges in Islamic 
law. ja. TAHB MAHMOOD, Ed. Islamic law in modem India. 
1972, Bombay, N M Tripathi. P 11^ - - 22 
Observes that Islamic law has always been flexible to meet 
the legitimate requirements of the people at a given time 
but within the framework of the b-sic teachings and objectives 
of Islam. Discusses the method of JLItihad and the principles 
on which it should be based. Picks up a few modern problems 
such as polygan^, divorce, family planning and birth control 
for discussion and illustration as the topics for 11 tehad. 
246 SOZE (A A K). Marriage, divorce and mehr. Radiance. 7, 4i; 
1970; 5, 12. 
Comments on the reforms suggested by Kainila Tyabji in Muslim 
Personal Law(Radiance - 29 March and 16 Ai)ril, 1970). Concedes 
that the Muslim Personal Law as developed in British iidia 
is not sacrosanct and does need reform in order to fully 
harmonise it with the spirit of Islam. But to change it on 
those points which are based on the specific inductions of 
Quran is unimaginable in the author's opinion. 
SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT 
247 CHAI^ JGES HI Maslim personal law *.Sw). Radiance, 9, 32; 1972;5. 
Beports the view point of Jamaat-e-Islami Hind presented 
by F R Farldl while participating in the Seminar on islamic 
Law in iidia organised by the jhdian Law Institute, New 
Delhi. 
248 FLEXBILiry OF shariah .^Ed). Radiance. 10, 38; 1973; 2. 
States that in view of the reluctance of the Govern^ nent 
to force the so called 'reforms* in Ilislim Personal Law, 
a section of •modernists* has become more consif3er8te and 
moderate in its pronouncements. Justice V Khalld of the 
Kerala High Court who read a paper on hfaslim Personal Law 
at e syn5)osiuia held at Tellicherry belongs to this group. 
Comments on the view of Justice iSialid that a system of 
law adequate for modern life could be derived from the 
principles of Shariah itself, if only these were considered 
with sufficient flexibility. 
249 msHIR-UL-HAQ. iidian Muslims and person<a law. IMA. 2,1; 
1971} 76-93. 
States that the majority of iidian Jtislims believe that the 
Shariah is 'law*, complete and immutables it governs the 
entire life and includes personal law also. During the 
British period, the only part of the Shai'iah allowed to 
remain in force was what still exists in the form of i'lislim 
Personal Law. Adds that on the question of personal law the 
leadership of the I4islim conmunity falls into two proupst 
the 'fundamentalists' and the 'secularists'. The 'fundac^nt-
alists' resenting any interference in Muslim Personal Law 
stand for status quo while the 'secularists' demand a 
common civil code. Secularists are divided into 'raoderrtcc' 
and 'radicals'. Radicals include both Muslims and non-Muslims. 
They divide modernists into 'modernists* and 'pseudo-modern-
ists*. Mentions the arguments and counter arguments of m c-
alists sn^  secularists for change or no change in personal law. 
.' tJ 
260 PERSONAL LAW ke mutalllq Ijrai-e-Deobr.nd k i bay an. ^Ed). 
Wlda»e>Millet. 24, 13j la72j 5-6. 
Appreciates the statement issued a f te r the Deoband Conference 
held in March 1972 and considers i t as t ru ly representa-
t i ve of the viewpoint of Jhdian Muslims fibout the I'fcislim 
Personal Law. Spells out the egcant ia l pointr of the 
statement, v i z . . VDJCBIABLIS a complete code of conduct for 
l i f e I ^ ) The Islamic Fiqah i s a l i v ing law and i s djTiamic 
enough to keep pace with t imes. <3) The ^ d i a n Constitution 
having accepted the Fundamental Rights nas Ir*piicicly accepted 
the enforcement of Muslim Peioon<il Lav. i4) Any interference 
in Muslim Personal Law wi l l v i r t u a l l y amount to interference 
in the r e l ig ion of l^s l ims. Points out tha t the statement 
does not make a reference to Art. 44 which should have been 
done. 
251 SIiAH(A B). s ecu l a r i s t s determined to modernise Muslims. 
Badlajsaje. 9, 33; 1972;sr. 
Rei te ra tes the determination of the l idian Secular Society 
and the Muslim Satyashodhak Mandal to modernise the Jiislim 
society in i i d l a even i f the p r i ce to be paid for i t i s 
h igh . Answers the c r i t i c s about the conference of Muslim 
women organised by the two orpanisat ionsfor demanding reforms 
in Mislim Personal Law. 
262 SJDDIQUKMohammad Sami). Muslim personal law. Rag-e-Sang. 
27-28; 1972; 135-43. 
According to the author there are three schools of thought 
on the issue of Mislim Personal law- one \irhich wants r a d i c a l 
changes to be re l ieved of a l l r e l i g ious r e s t r i c t i o n s , the 
other ^rfiich looks a t every change with suspicion and the 
th i rd representing ulema which i s strongly opposed to any 
t a l k of reform. Discusses the object ions of c r i t i c s about 
the laws of polygamy, divorce and inher i tance in Islam. 
Suggests tha t the liislim J u r i s t s and nlenui keeping in 
view the impulses of the present day society should give 
a t h o u ^ t f u l considerat ion t o the problems; facing the 
Muslim community today and evolve a consensus employing 
the pr inc ip le of U t i h a d . 
PROPOSALS 
263 AZI2-AL-SHAFI. hiifllim personal law men niiishkllat ka hal. 
Zlndgl. 60&51, 6&1; 1972-73; 17t>-95. * 
While agreeing that no change can be oade in Shariah observes 
that the Muslim Personal Law as enforcod in JIhdia has been 
very much distorted. Discusses the problems of polyganny, 
marriage of widows and exhorbitant demands for ma)by and 
•Iflhez facing the Muslim community. Suggests certain reforms 
in the laws of inheritance, wakf and divorce. Proposes a 
uniform civil code consisting of five articles for the 
protection of woman's rights. "Hie article is followed by 
editorial comments on the proposals. 
254 DAIJIAL LATIFI. Muslim personal law reform. J GPS. 4, 1; 
1970; 111-8. 
Lists certain progressive principles pioneered by Mus-im 
Personal Law vdiich have nowbeen universally accepted. Des-
cribes the nature of tSislim marriage and ecqihasises the 
need of a standard statujsory form of contract which should 
include inter alia a few terms and conditions suggested by 
him to protect the interests of wife, Rcoposes a Draft Bill 
for the amendment of the I'iislim Personal Law(Shariat) 
Application Act, 
255 DAIIIAL LATJFI. Perspective on Muslim personal law reform. (A). 
HT. 19 V^ 70; 7 d-g. 
States that I4islim Personal Law is criticised by people 
d^io have no understanding of it and their crrogant ignorance 
has created resentment among I4islims. Points out ten merits 
of Masllm marriage. Despite these merits suggests that some 
changes are urgently needed in Muslim Personal Law. Proposals 
include vD the provision of a standard statutory form of 
marriage contract roaking certain stipulations to protect the 
interests of wife including the condition that the husband 
shall not take a second wife; (2) reform to end the anomaly 
of the I-fiis-lm law iribicb disinherits orphaned grandchildren. 
Adds that many such reforms have already been carried out 
in Turkey, IJorth Africat Iran, Paitistaii and other t^slim 
countries. Tbe Muslim progressive group has been endeavour-
ing for these reforms and has fortnulated a Bill on Muslim 
Personal Law Reform which has been placed before the public. 
n 
<j 
256 DEEIU AHMADULLAH. iWforin of family law. li' 17 N 72; 6 c-e. 
States that vhile many Misllms appreciate the necessity 
for a reform of the Maslim Personal Law, they feel that the 
time is not yet ripe to initiate reforms. The Government 
is also reluctant to impose unwelcome laws on the comnBi-
nity. ii this situation the best solution according to the 
author is that suggested by Prof. Derret-not tc t uch the 
Muslim law at all but to reform it indirectly by providing 
a fundamental legal system applicable to all the citizens. 
The provision of such common laws. e.g. the Special 'Carriage 
Act 1954 will automatically lead to decay and gradual extinc-
tion of the iMaslim Personal Law. 
267 FUTEKALIYvLaeeq). Muslim lawsf A possible solution. HJ. 
11 D 72j 7 c-f. 
Observes that while the !iisJ-ims in general are opposed to 
any reform in their personal law, even those who agree about 
the need and urgency of reform feel that the time is not 
yet ripe to initiate action in the matter. This, c upled 
with the declared policy of the Government that it will not 
meddle in the problem officially unless asked to do so by 
the Muslims themselves, has created a staJ-einate, According 
to the aujlhor the stalemate could be broken by accepting 
the suggestion of Deena Ahmadullah to let two parallel 
legal systems operate simultaneously-one for all the 
citizens of iidia irrespective of any distinction and the 
other for those who opt for their religious personal laws. 
POLXGAJff 
268 CHHABRA(Raml), Of much marrying men (Sw). Statesman. 
4 Ap 70? 3 c-f. 
Reports the reactions of a cross-section of the Mislira 
community on reform of Mis im Personal Law. especially 
the law of polygajuy. Besides interviewing ilislim leaders 
such as Col. B H Zaldi, Mifti Atiqur Rehman and M R Baig. 
the author also intervl^ I*r. Waroha, the Hindu member of 
the Delhi Metropolitan Council, on this issue. 
n f 
259 JAJN(P C). Polygamy among Muslims. A I R(J.Sec). 56; 1969; 
187-9. 
Pleads strongly for the prohibition of polygamy among Muslims 
as It has been done in \.h.Q case of other comounit^es. Quotas 
Ajneep Ali. ^ zee and Hidayatullah in support of his arguments 
against tne practice of polygamy. Remarks that in aost of 
the Muslim cou • tries polygamy has either been abolished or 
very much restricted. 
260 KAMILA TXABJI. Polygany in India: A travesty of the Quranic 
law. Radiance. 9, 28-29; 1S72; 7, 25. 
States that polygany in Islam is only a permissive right 
and evenjihat permission is limited by the demand for 
equitylcan never be achieved. Points out that this right 
is being misused and describes the types of polygan^ being 
currently practised among I^ islims. Appeals to I'tislims to 
give up this permissive right in order to give a fairer 
deal to their women. 
261 MUSLIM LAW(Eki). XJ. 12 Jy 72; 6 b. 
Appreciates the decision of the Maharashtra Government to 
urge the Central Government to abolish polygamy among 
Muslims. Observes that the responsibility for the failure 
to modernise Muslims rests with the Muslim leaders. Points 
out that changes in Muslim Personal Law have already been 
introduced in many Muslim countries but the Muslims of iidia 
continue to lag far behind. 
262 RAO(P Kodanda). Bigamy bill. Opinion. 12,18; 1971; 31-2. 
States that the Bill to ban polygamy introduced in Parlia-
ment in July lt'71 was opposed by all l*islim members. Points 
out that polygamy was stopped by Gen. Ayub Khan through the 
promulgation of the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance of 1961. 
if polygamy was a 'social malpractice' in Islamic Pakistan, 
it is infinitely more so in secular Jhdia. The claim that 
polygany is of divine origin has been falsified ty the fact 
that in many Jftislim countries it has been outlawed. Consi-
ders divorce by 'talao' even more cruel to Muslim woiiten than 
polygamy. Stresses that there is no need in India to appoint 
a commission of inquiry as there is overwhelming evidence 
of the miserable status of I-iislim women. The situation war-
rants inmediate action to emancipate Muslim women from the 
cruel practices of 'talaq' and polygamy. 
263 RAO(P Kbdanda). GOI must ban Muslim polygnray, OrEranlser. 
22, 20; 1968; 12. 
Quoting President Ayub Khan against polygamy and re fe r r ing 
to the steps taken by him to r e s t r i c t polygamy in Pakistan, 
Pleads for t o t a l ban on polygamy among Mislims in Jhdia. 
CRITICISM 
264 ABBASKMohd Adeel). No cowaon code in personal mat te rs . 
Radiance 9, 32; 1972; 7, 14. 
Comments on the a r t i c l e of Tahir Mahmood Ctediance-2l Nove-
mber 1971). Discusses and r e j ec t s the foundati ;n of the 
au thor ' s theory of schism between the Sunni and Shia s e c t s . 
Also c r i t i c i s e s A A A Fyzee for h i s oft-repeated slogan 
" Jus t i ce , Equity and good convience" and considers i t as 
a pretence to by-'pass the d i c t a t e s of Shariah. Remarks 
t ha t both Tahir Mohmood and pyzee have misunderstood the 
changes in flislim Personal Law in Islamic coun t r i e s . Asserts 
tha t the Directive p r inc ip l e s are subject to the Fundamental 
Rights of minor i t ies as held by the Supreme Court in the 
Kerala Education B i l l . I-fiislim Personal Law being a par t of 
r e l i g i o n , the Muslims Should be l e f t f ree to p rac t i se i t 
as guaranteed by the Const i tut ion. 
265 SIDDIQ'JI(M M). Changes in Hislim lawi progressive proposals 
woman-oriented. Radiance. 7 , 43 ; 1970; 5-6. 
Cr i t i ca l l y exaiaines the provisions of the Draft B i l l of 
Denial La t i f i , General Secretary of the Muslim Progressive 
Group, for introducing reforms in Itislim Personal Law. 
Discusses in p a r t i c u l a r the provisions r e l a t i n g to marriage 
with unbel ievers , dower, minors under mother's custody 
and divorce. 
JUDICIAL, GIFTS, FAMIL!f WAQFS AITD 
PRE-EMPTION 
266 BEG(M H). Gif t s , family waqfs and pre-en5)tion under the 
Islamic lawt Some observat ions, i a TAHJR JlAHMOOD, M.. 
Islamic Law in modem I i d i a . 1972. Eomb \ , ' '; -P--•;- ; 
p 209-1'^. 
Observing that there is hardly any branch of Islamic personal 
law applicable in this country which has not been modified by 
means of legislation or hy judicial pronouncements, examines 
how Islamic laws relating to gift, waqf and pre-emption have 
been effected otherwise in Jhdla. 
n r 
JUDICIAL, PRE-EMPTIDN 
267 KOHLICBaldev). Right of pre-emption In modern soc ia l 
condi t ions . M TAHIR MAHMOOD, M . islamic law in modem 
i i d i a . 1972. Bombay, N M Tr ipa th l . P 219-27. 
Gives a br ie f h i s t o r i c a l account of the appl ica t ion of the 
law of pre-emption in Jfcidia. Discusses pre-emption in Muslim 
law with p a r t i c u l a r reference to the Hanafi law. Pointing 
out tha t the r i g h t of pre-emption on the bas is of vicinage has 
been disfavoured in Sidia emphasises the need of reconsidering 
the doctr ine in the context of changed conditions of the Indian 
soc ie ty . 
268 TAH2R KAHMOOD. Judic ia l reform of the law of pre-emption in 
India: fiqjact on Muslim personal law. ^ TAHIR MAHMOOD. E^. 
Islamic law in modem India* 1972. Bombed, N M Tr ipa th l . 
P 213-8. 
Discusses modem trends in the law of pre-enQ>tion. Analyses 
few decisions of the Sapren« Court having a bearing on the 
subject. Examines the position of pre-emption on the basis 
of vicinage in Islamic legal system vis-a-vis the decisions 
of the Supreme Court. Suggests that the Henafi principle 
recognising a neighbour's right to pre-en^stion be replaced 
by the Siafi'i doctrine* 
269 TAHJR KAHMOOD* Supreme Court's decisions on pre-emptiont A 
plea for reconciliation in Islamic law. SCJ. 1$ 1965; 96-6. 
Examining the judgements of the Supreme Court in the cases of 
Bhan Ram V* Baijnath Singh and Sant Ram V. Labh Singh, dis-
allowing the right of pre-emption on the basis of vicinage, 
remarks that these judgements are bound to hsve serious repercu-
ssions on the Muslim Law of pre-en?>tlon* Nevertheless observes 
that the judgenKJnts do not violate the sanctity of Islaraic Law. 
suggests that the rule of the Hanafi School which allows pre-
emption on the ground of irt,clnage be given up in favour of the 
aiafii School "vrtiich speclfii&izlly rejects this ground and this 
would reconcile the decision of the Supreme Court with the 
provisions of the Islamic Lav* 
,. '<J 
WAQF 
270 DANIAL LATIFI. Law Of family waqfst Need fop reconsideration, 
ji TAH2R HAHMOOD, Bi. Islamic law in modem :&idia. 1972. 
Bombay, N M TripatET. P 228-30. 
According to the author f ariily waqf is against the rule of 
public policy and also creates a class of "pensioners". 
Suggests that keeping in view the recent amendments in a 
number of Islamic countries the Muslims should review their 
attitude towards the law of waqf and adopt a realistic approach. 
271 KHALID RASHID. Administration of wakfs in fiidia. ii^» Ij 
1964I 137-46. 
Briefly surveys the law relating to Wakfs in iidia and 
examines the administrative set up of Waif Board in various 
states. Discusses problems and difficulties in the administra-
tion of wakf89 specially the problems created by the partition 
of the country. Suggests steps to improve the wakf administra-
tion* 
272 KHALID RASHID. Administration of waqfs in £idiat Some 
suggestions* M TAHIR HAHMOOD. Ed. Islamic law in mod 
M i a . 1972. Bombay, N M TrlpathT. P 231-8. 
Examines briefly the existing set-up of waqf administration 
in the country with a view to pointing out the drawbacks. 
Suggests certain reforms in the existing law. 
FYZEE 
273 FYZEE(Asaf A A)* Muslim personal law. Islam aur Aar-i-Jadid. 
3, 4t 1971| 12-40. 
Reviews the historical development of Islamic jurisprudence 
mentioning its sources and the evolution of various schools 
of Piqh* Examines the implementation of Muslim Personal Law 
in Jidla in the 19th and 20th centuries. Defining Muslim 
Personal Law specifies its sources in the context of Vidian 
Muslims. Describes the laws, pointing out their salient 
features* which affect the Indian Muslims* Proposes certain 
reforms in the personal law of Misllms as enforced by the law 
courts in lidia* 
n r. 
274 FYZEE(Asaf A A). Muslim personal law. Zindei. 50&51, 6&1, 
1972-73; 124-54. 
Tracing the historical development of Isljinic law emphasises 
that in order to appreciate the real spirit of the law a 
study of the last 10 yejrs of the Prophet's life is essen-
tial. Defines I-iuslim Personal Lav; and discusses its position 
in the legal set-up of seculrr India, pointing out that 
with the passage of time the IMiammadan Lfiw has changed 
considerably. Gives detailed suggestions for suitable 
changes in the existing Personal Law of Iiidian iftisliias to 
solve some of the pressing problems facing then. The 
suggestions relate to the law of polygamy, the practice of 
triple divorce, the share of the orphaned rrandchild etc. 
The author points out that the Muslim Personal Law as 
enforced in iidia is not in accordance with Shariah and 
hence any argument against its amendment does not hold 
good. The article also contains editorial coaraent*. 
276 FYZEE(Asaf A A). ReJidom jottings on thirtj' years of reform 
of I>!us3im personal law in India. Quest. 7€>; 1972; 64-5. 
Satires the dogmatic, rigid and orthodox attitude of 
I'liislims towards the changing facts of life. 0 serves that 
the ancient Islamic lav. viewed as a whole, has lost its 
utility in the twentieth century. Emphasises the need of 
a common civil code for India, written with the aid of 
latest instruments of researcn into the laws of the modern 
states, into human society and its movement, Vidian culture 
and the Asiatic character. 
276 JYZBiE(Asaf A A). Random jottings lit A permissive Act to 
reforta ^ '^as im personal law in India. Quest. 82; 1973; 59-63. 
Referring to his previous article published in the Humanist 
Review ©i^  October-December 1970 reasserts that Jftislim 
Personal Law in lidia is not Shariah but a part of the 
civil law of the land, capable of amendment and repeal just 
as any other law. Offers a revised draft, (the first published 
in the Humanist Review) of his proposed msLim Personal Lew 
M^inri llaneous Provisions) Act, 1972 for public discussica 
and criticism. 
CRITICISM 
277 ASff FKZEE ka kltabchah. ^Ed). S lvasa t -e-Jadid . 14, 15, 17 
Mr 72; 2 . 
Comments in d e t a i l s on pyzee's pamphlet "NlisHra personail I 
charac ter i s ing the au thor ' s arguments as super f i c i a l and 
misleading. B i t t e r ly c r i t i c i s e s Fyzee's views about the 
nature of the ex i s t ing flislim personal law in India and 
h i s suggestions for reform in the I-fus im law r e l a t i n g to 
inher i tance and t r i p l e divorce. 
278 BUEHAiWDDm. Muslim personal law par Fyzee ka maqalah. 
Zindgl. 50&51, 6&1; 1972-73t 155-78. 
Al-Furcan. 40, 1; 1972; ^-24. 
A nice c r i t i que of Fyzee»s paciphlet "Muslim personal law". 
Points out t h a t while basing h i s arguments on Quran and the 
views of Muslim j u r i s t s Ffzee has conmltted serious mistakes 
and has quoted Quran out of context . Discusses a t length 
Fyzee's proposals for a permanent maintenance allowance to 
a divorced wife by the husband and for el i ia inst ing the 
prac t ice of t r i p l e divorce a t one and the same t ime. 
Quoting extensively from Quran. Hadith and standard .;orks 
of Fiqh the author t r i e s to e s t ab l i sh the "Fallacy" of 
Fyzeeti arguments and also t o prove the f a i t r ings of the 
l a t t e r at the academic p lane . 
279 EDROOS (Syed A). Pseudo-seciaaris t p lo t to wreck iiislim 
society from wi th in . Radiance. 9, 27; 1972; 13. 
C r i t i c i s e s AAA Fyzee for h i s advice to break the shackles 
of th« 1400-year> old Shariat Act Tirtille inaugurating the two-
day t-iuslim Women's Conference a t Poona on 26 December 1971. 
Regrets tha t while non-I-fiislim thinkers and j u r i s t s l ike 
V K Krishna ^ e r , Annie Besant, Maurice, lidward Gibbon, 
Bernard Sha«o e t c . are a l l pra ise for the l>iuslim personal 
law, some of the educat««t H^^otJ^cou^ IrxK^p.i^^^^^^llgnlnr. I t . 
r j f 
280 GHULAM MUSTAFA. Is change des i rable? Radiance. 9, 8-9; 
1971; 5, 7 . 
The authori an advocatte of Bombay, coiTments on the • ooklet 
of Prof. Fyzee e n t i t l e d "The reforn of Muslim pers-na l law." 
Discusses in d e t a i l the proposed .aeasures of reform contain-
ed in the booklet and c r i t i c a l l y isxamines the arguments of 
Fyzee. Observes t h a t the urgent need of the hour i s not the 
reform in the personal laws of Mislims but t h e i r econoialc, 
soc ia l and r e l ig ious u p l i f t . 
281 aOHIUDDIII. Muslim personal law» FVzee kf tadawlz per ek 
nazar . Ifida-e-Millet . 24, 13-16; 1972; 10-12. 
CSoraments on the a r t i c l e of A A A Fyzee published in Islam 
aur 'Asr-e-Jadid. Exaiaines c r i t i c a l l y the viovjs of Fyzee 
about the evolution of MisHm Flqah and about the h is tory 
of Muslim Personal Law and i t s enforcement during the 
B r i t i s h regime, l&illke jyzee, holds tha t the Muslin 
Personal Law in Br i t i sh Jhdla, and which s t i l l continues, 
was s t r i c t l y based on Shar la t . Discusses the proposals of 
Fyzee for (a) the establishment of a Concilation Board of 
ulema in each s t a t e , (b) regula t ing polygany; <c) pronoun-
cing three ' t a laqs* in one s i t t i n g , vd) the share of the 
orphaned grandson in the property of h is grand fa ther and 
a few o the r s . 
282 SHAIKH ;M 0 ) . Muslim personal law reformj Crit ique of Fyzee's 
proposals . Radiance. 10, 24; 1972; 9-10. 
B i t t e r ly c r i t i c i s e s PVzee for h i s proposals contained in 
the booklet "The reform of Muslim personal law in l i d i a " . 
Quoting from the booklet and c i t i n g verses from the Quran 
and the Hadith poin ts out tha t the author quotes Quran 
cut of context . Analyses some of the arguments of Fyzee. 
283 SIDDIQUI^Zafar Ahmad). Professor Aslf P^zee ke madmun 
Miisliin personal law ka mukhtasar tajziyah. Nlda-e-m.llet. 
24, 12J 1972; 11* 
Comments on the booklet of Aslf pyzee entitled "Muslim 
Personal Law". Vftille agreeing with Fyzee that the Pariah 
law has been irfluenced by various statutes during the 
British period, , the author remaipks that if Fyzee wants 
such statutes to be amended there is no point of c :;ntro-
versy. However, if because of the in?)act of certain laws 
or because of the wrong interpretation given by the 
courts some problems have cropped up, the Shariah law 
cannot be pronounced as defective on this account. 
284 JSIUNIiMohammad Amir). Muslim personal law: Professor Asif 
PVzee ke ek madmun par kuchh guzarishen. Ta.ialli. S4, 2-35 
1972; 43-77. 
A very exhaustive and standard commentary on the pamphlet 
of Fyzee entitled "i':-.slim personal law". The author makes 
it emphatically clear that the ulema have not adopted a 
rigid attitude with regard to the issue of Muslim Personal 
Law. Suggestions to improve the existing lew in India and 
to make it conform more to Quran and Sunnah can always be 
considered and a consensus of Muslim jurists and ulema 
evolved on them. But no proposals to effect changes 
will be paid any heed if they are in clear violation of 
the commands of Quran and the specific directiyas of the 
Sunnah. 
ORTHODOXY 
286 ABBASIv^ Mohararaad Adi i ) . To t a lk of change in Islamic law 
i s un-Islamic. Radiance. 9, 44; 1972; 7-8 . 
CJonments on the a r t i c l e tof A L Azml (.Radiance-26 March 
1972) and c r i t i c a l l y exaniines ce r t a in points ra i sed by 
the l a t t e r about changes effected in islamic law in 
^tislim count r ies . 
n ,4 
286 AGHAZ-e-SUIfflAN(Ed). J a M i i * 24, 2-8; 1372; 6-10. 
CSriticising the ro l s of CJoveinment on the issue of liislim 
Personal Law, the edi tor observes tha t while the CJovern-
ment has paid no heed so far to the demands beiug clamoured 
by the Muslims i t appears to be qui te ready to i n i t i a t e 
reforms in t h e i r personal law although th i s demand fes 
never been voiced by the Ilisllms a t l a r g e . Asserts that the 
Jfcisllm comnnxnlty shal l never accept any changes in Huslim 
Personal Law. Points out the fundamental difference between 
Islaiulc law and other worldly l e g a l systems. Reviev/s the 
Muslim Personal Law vdiich has been in force in t h i s 
country since the Br i t i sh per iod. Discusses the arguments 
of the "Progressive" Muslims for reform in liislim Personal 
Law. 
287 AfHlAD ALI KHAiN. lyfeislin personal law nur t a r nam. Rsg-e-Sang. 
27-28; 1.72; 16b^7S. 
Observes tha t Islam i s a complete s -^stoffl of l i f e arid 
Quran a complete code of conduct for the guidance of 
humanity. Even the Prophet had no authori ty to effect 
any change in the Divine laws and therefore , the ta lk of 
any reform in these laws i s simply oat of quest ion. 
Discusses the c r i t i c i sm against ^ l am tha t i t has not done 
f u l l j u s t i ce to woman. His tor ica l ly t racing the posi t ion 
of woman in d i f ferent soc ie t i e s aiid cu l tu res shows i*iat 
a high posi t ion islam has accorded to vroiaan. 
288 AIIJUH USMAII. I-tisHm personal law men tarmim naqabi l -e -
bardasht . I^g-e-Sang. 27-28; ia72; 166-60. 
B i t t e i l y c r i t i c i s e s the protagonis ts of I'eform in Itzslim 
Personal Lew and considers them as enemies of Islam whose 
only aim i s to deprive the Muslim community of the r e l i g i -
ous frsiidom guranteed in the Consti tut ion and to rob i t 
of i t s cu l t u r a l d i s t i n c t i o n s . Asserts that :tislim Personal 
Law i s not a man-made lav which may be changed any time 
but the QLviae Law \diich cannot be amended by the huiians. 
Stresses the need of educating the Muslim connaunity about 
the personal laws of Islam. 
289 BASHIR AHMED SAXEED. Why this anxiety to slter Islamic law? 
Radiance.9. 28-29j 1972} 9-10, 
Does not agree with the very idea of introducing any changes 
in the Islamic Personal Law. Holds the view that Art. 44 
of the Constitution was not called for* Considers that more 
harm than good is being done to Hindu-Muslim unity in the 
guise of giving effect to this Article. Points out that 
there are far more important directives in the Constitution 
which need immediate attention. States that in none of the 
Mislim countries the personal laws of any religious minority 
have "been altered. Counters the argument of the refcrnists 
that Muisllm Personal Law is not conducive to progress. 
Advises the critics to study it dispassionately. 
290 EDROOS(Syed A). I*islim personal law cannot be discarded. 
Radiance. 10, 36; 1973; 5. 
Comments on the views of Et. P Ifohammad All on "I-lislim Law". 
(Times of India dated 22.1.73) Asserts that not every one 
can interpret Islam and the Shariat according to his own 
whimsical judgement. Views Mislim Personal I^ w as funda-
mental to Islamic faith and belief. Critically examines and 
rejects the plea of ultra-secularists that the age-old 
Muslim Law does not hold water in modern society. Defending 
Muslims against the charge of keeping themselves away from 
the national mainstream, explains the meaiing of national 
'mainstream' by quoting from a speech of Maulana Azad. In. 
defence of polygamy in Islam quotes Dr. Ainie Besant and 
George Bernard Shaw. 
291 EDROOS(Sayed A). No change in Islamic laws. Radiance. 11, 
11; 1973; 14. 
Refers to non-official "Bill to end polygamy moved by L L 
Sen Gupta in Rajya Sabha. Holds that Muslim woman has been 
treated better 1^ the laws of Islam than any woman in any 
religion. lislam has permitted polygamy as a solution to 
social ills and has allowed a certain degree of latitude avid 
rationality to human nature within the strictly defined 
frasiework of law. Adds that Christian coimtries make a 
big show of monogamy but actually they practise polygaaiy. 
Asserts that a secular state should not enact a law which 
replaces or amends the Shariat Law. 
"I 
292 FARYAD(Islam Mohammad). Muslim personal law. Rag-e-San^r. 
27-28; 1972; 192-4. 
Points out that the Shariat guides Misiims not only in the 
domain of prayers and worship but also in other spheres of 
life-social, political and economic. Makes it emphatically 
clear that no change In f^ilsllm Personal Law will be tolera-
ted as it is based on Quran and Sunnah a3id is en integral 
part of the Muslim faith. 
293 FAXYAZI(Abdul Waheed Wahid). Muslim personal law aur tarnTm. 
R»g-e-Sang. 27-28; 1972; 144-54. 
The author feels that the slogans for the reforn of Mislim 
personal law are a manifestation of intellectual subjugation 
to the West. Ctomments on the modem concept of equa ity of 
man and woman. Asserts that no change in personal lew will 
be tolerated in any case. The {-lasllia Pers nal Law, accord-
ing to the author, is not a collection of custoras aiid 
social practices out is based on Qisriah and hence an 
integral part of religion. Observes that iidia is a nialti-
racial and multi-religious country and the personal law 
of any community or sectl n of people can not be imposed 
on the other. 
294 KULAX (F M). Have the opponents a case. Radiance. 11, 2; 
1973; 8-10. 
States that the British Government realising the importance 
the communities attached to their personal laws passed the 
Muslim Personal lew (Shariat) Application Act, 1937. Reiterates 
the claim of Muslims that their personal law, far from being 
obsolete is most appropriate for today's troubled social 
order. Stresses that sociological superiority and practical 
suitability to modem society of the Muslim Law should be 
vindicated to well meaning fellow citizens. Suggests some 
Important guidelines inthis respect. 
n »••; 
295 EfA KUCHH na hogS? (Ed). Al.lamlat. 30 D 7 1 ; 3 . 
C r i t i c i s e s the ac t i i r i t i e s of the Hindustani Secular Society 
and the Muslim Satya Shodhak I-fexidal urging the Government 
to introduce reforms in ^filslim Personal Law. Alleges that 
the Go\ernment i s encouraging the a c t i v i t i e s of such 
organisat ions with a view to c rea t ing an atmosphere for 
reforms in Itislim Personal Law. Observes tha t those clamoui"-
ing for reforms forget tha t i t i s only Is am which elevated 
the s t a tus of woaan in society and gave her meny r igh t s 
which have been adopted in the Hindu Code B i l l . 
296 MAKZAR BHAGALPURI. Musa--manon kg shaMisi qanun. Rag-e-Sang. 
27-28; 1972; 178-81. 
According to the author the demand for reform in I^tislim 
Personal Law i s only by a few "progressive" and Westernised 
>iislim£ and the over^elming majority of the i^iislim comnu-
n i ty i s averse to any change. Briefly reviews the h is tory 
of i4is-iim Personal Law in India. C r i t i c i s e s the provision 
of a uniform c i v i l code in the Const i tu t ion. Asserts tha t 
any change by the Government in the personal law of Itislims 
wi l l be tentamount to interference in re l ig ion and wi l l not 
be t o l e r r t e d . 
297 MUSLIM PEI:S0NAL Law men t a b d i l l ( E d ) . S ivasa t -e-Jadid . 
6 Mr 72; 2 a . 
B i t t e r l y c r i t i c i s e s the "handful of progressive" liislims 
who are clamouring for reforms in the Jlislim Personal Law. 
Points out tha t Muslims l i ke Hamid Dalwai, Chhagla, Fyzee 
and Mijeeb are not representa t ives of the ;baslim comraunity 
and t h e i r opinion does not in any way r e f l e c t the m^d said 
sentiments of the community. Also comments on the remark 
of the Prime i4inister, made in one of her speeches in 
Bombayt thpt the movement for the reform of Mas im Personal 
Law i s gr.thcring momentum among the Muslim youth. 
296 NASJRUDDili (M). Muslim personal law as seen in t rue perspec-
t i v e . Radiance. 10, 22; 1972; 9-10. 
C r i t i c i s e s the protagonis ts of reform in M-islim Personal 
Law. Examines t h t i r arguments and discusses the r igh t s of 
wonen and the laws of polygrmy and divorce in the l i gh t of 
Quranic Verses and the t r a d i t i o n s of the Prophet. Analyses 
the case for polyandry on croun;' of woman's r i c h t to equal i ty 
as advocated by Joseph I-Iinattur. 
'^i-
29;, RIZVIvAbu Shoeb). Thoughts on "reforming" personal lawj 
Rejoinder to pseudo-secu la r i s t s . Radiance« 7, 20j 196.,; 13-4. 
Cr i t i ca l l y examines the arguments of the protagonis ts of 
changes in Iftislini Personal Law. The author i s of the view 
tha t the Government should only take cognizance of the 
general wi l l of the comaiunlty made known through r e l i ab l e 
media for a change through governmental ac t ion . 
300 SADRUDDI^  ISLAHI. Muslim personal law au3' Islam. Zindgl. 
50d51; 6&1; 1972-73 j li>.37. 
Sta tes tha t Muslim Personal Law i s a r e f l ec t ion of the i d e a l s , 
thoughts, values and pr inc ip les of Islam. Describing the 
nature oi Muslim Personal Law elabora tes tha t I t i s ©n 
important chapter of the Quran and the Sunnah and i t s imple-
mentation i s a condition of Imaa and sa lva t ion . It should 
b e t t e r be ca l led Islamic Law instead of ftaslim Law. Quotes 
extensively from the Quran to show tha t ffiislims have been 
commanded to inclement the Quranic injunctions r e l a t i ng to 
personal a f f a i r s in l e t t e r and s p i r i t . Stresses that the 
personal lews of MusliniE are as much i n e v i t r b i y e s sen t i a l 
for t h e i r M i l l (national) personal i ty as are the nerves 
for a l iv ing body. Deprivation of Muslims of t h e i r personal 
laws wi l l v i r t u a l l y amount to t h e i r M i l l death. Changing 
Mislim Personal Lpw i s a dangerous step which wi l l be 
r e s i s t ed by a l l the Mas-ims v;ith a l l t h e i r might and for 
the protect ion of which they are ready to make any s a c r i f i c e . 
301 SHA2RAT(K). Ma'aflf. I l l , I j 1973; 2-4. 
States that the Bombay Muslim Personal Law Conventin has 
conclusively proved that no section of the Muslim community 
will tolerate any alteration in the i^ aslim Personal Lew. 
Examining the arguments of the critics observes that changes 
in Quranic laws in some Muslim countries cannot become an 
excuse for similar changes in Jhdla. Points out the nature 
of changes effected in Islamic countries. Observes that 
Ilisllm Personal Law is based on re iglon and is so conqplete 
and comprehensive that other nations frequently adopt some 
of Its provisions. Appreciates the declared policy of the 
Gtovernraent not to interfere in Muslim Personal Law. 
302 VASFIv.Syed Ausaf Saled). No tempering with Shariah please. 
fiadiaase. 7, 44; 1970; 4, 
Observes that Art. 44 is a threat to iidia's malti-reli-
gious, multi-cultural and multi-lingual character and is 
also violative of a Fundamental Right. Criticising the Uhion 
Law Minister's statement in the Lok Sabha that the pro-
posal of a Jan Sangh Member to appoint a commission to 
examine reforms in Muslim Personal Law will be examined, 
asserts that an overwhelmingly non-I4islim Parliament 
cannot be allowed to tamper with the Divine Law. Makes a 
strong plea for the repeal of Art. 44. 
303 WAHIDUDDDUSalim). Maslim personal law. Dawat. 1 Jy 73; Sa-d. 
Stresses that Muslim personal law is a part of Islam! Sharirt 
and Maslims have iiin5)ly shown that they would not tolerate 
any interference in their personal law which will virtually 
amoimt to interference in Isleaa. 
304 YEH ISLiM ke numainde? (JBd) Al.iamiat. 3 D 71; 3 o • 
Observes tha t while an engineer cannot be inv i ted to a 
seminar on Law and a professor of h is tory cannot be 
allowed to give suggestions a t a conference of medical 
exper t s , every one i s a t l i be r t y to in te r fe re in r e l i g i o n . 
C r i t i c i s e s the ••progressive" westernised Muslims who want 
to "modernise" the Miaslim conmunity by reforming the 
Muslim Personal Law. 
CONFERENCES, DEOBAilD CCIJFERENCE 
306 DEOBAND ON proposed changes in personal law(Sw). Radiance. 
9, 37; 1972; 13. 
Reports the proceedings of and the reso lu t ions passed at 
the Conference of ulema, experts of i s laoic law and Muslim 
i n t e l l e c t u a l s , held a t Darul Uloom, Deobt'ind on 14th and 15th 
March 1972. 
Of, 
306 JAMIL MEfE>I. Darul Ulujn Deoband men personal Irw par 
ijtlma^. Azaea« 6, S, ld72j 5 , 
Conmends the I n i t i a t i v e of the Darul Dlum Deoban4 in conven-
ing a conference on ^4lsliIa Personal Law. Urges upon a l l 
p a r t i e s and organisat ions of h^slims to sink t h e i r d i f f e -
rences and face t h i s grea tes t challenge of the t ime. 
Deplores comments from cer ta in sect ions over the lepd 
given by the Darul Ulum. 
S07 JAMIL MEHDI. Personal law ke bare men iqdara. Azaem. 5, 
20-21; 1972? 7 . 
Appreciates the lead given by Darul Ulum, Deoband in 
convening a representa t ive conference of ulema and lUslim 
J u r i s t s to think over and face uni tedly the grea tes t challenge 
of the time-changes in Mislim Personal Law. 
308 QASMl(Mohammad Salim), Darul Ulum Deoband ke pahle i j t ima ' 
ka f a i s l a h . Azaem. 6, 6; 1972; 14-5. 
Reports the proceedings of and the reso u t ions passed at 
the ^4lslim Personal Law Conference held in Deoband on 14 
and 15 March, 1972. 
CONFERENCES, BOMBAY COKFEREiJCE 
309 ALL-IIIDIA MUSLIM PP.RRnr.T./JL LAW COm E^NTION. (Bombay) (1^2) 
Bad ad. 1973. Bombay''. 
Proceedings of the All-India Muslim Personal Law Convention 
held in Bombay on 27th and 28th December, 1972 for the 
pro tec t ion of the Shariah Law. 
310 ALL-U^DIA MUSLIM PERSOIIAL LAV/ CONVENTICIUBombay) a i ^ 2 ) . 
Tadwlzain. Zlndgj. 61, 2; 1973; 69-72. 
Also in Dawat. 7 Ja 72; 1 d-g. 
Resolutions passed at the Al l - iad ia I-Sislim Personal Law 
Convention held in Bombay on 27th and '^8th December, 1972. 
n 4, 
1^ ^ J L 
311 I^filAT (Ed). Zindgl. 51 , 2; 19735 2-8. 
Gives a br ief account of the proceedings of A i l - i i d i a 
I-fiislim Convention held in Bombay in December 1972. 
312 MOHAMMAD TAXIE. Tahaffuz-e»qawahln-e-§harfah. Sida-e-Jadid. 
23, 7-13; 19731 4-6.* 
Also in DfiV^t. 7 & 10 Ja 73j 3 b-f. 
P res iden t ia l address of MauJana I-fohd Tyyib del ivered at 
the All-India Muslim Personal Law Ckjnvention held in 
Bombay on 27th and 28th December, 1972. 
313 MUSLIM CONVEITTICN or goondagardl? (Sw). Organiser. 26, 23: 
1973J 1. 
B i t t e r l y c r i t i c i s e s the All-India Muslim Personal Law 
Convention held a t Bombay in December, 1 ^ 2 . Gives reasons 
for ca l l ing t h i s convention by the I^islim obscuran t i s t s . 
Appreciates the ro l e of liuslim Satyashodhak Mandal, foimded 
by Hamid Itelwai, as the nucleaus of socia l reform among 
b&islinis. 
314 MQSLIM LAW convention! Defending the f a i t h (&;). EPW. 7, 53 : 
1972; 2508. 
Gives an evaluative account of the de l ib ra t ions of A l l -
Jndia Muslim Perscaial I^w conference held in Bombay in 
December 1972. 
315 N014ANIkMohammad Manzur). TaJljaffuz-e-Muslim personal law con-
vention, Bombay. Al-Foraan. 40, I1-I25 1£«735 51-S. 
Giving i c s h i s t o r i c a l background the author r epor t s the 
proceedings of and the reso lu t ions passed at the All 
i i d l a Mas im Personal Law Convention held in Bombay on 
27th and 28th December, 1972. 
316 PAri:L vHohcOiaad Yusuf )• ffliUtbeh-e-ictaqboliah. MHiiaEk* 
5 1 , 2j IJTnj 52 - 68, 6^. ' 
P res iden t ia l addresB delivered by riohd. ^usuf Petel a t the 
All ^ d l a 'iisllm Personal Convention held In Boabsy on 27th 
and 28th Decemberj 1872. 
317 SA^IH i^UTUT por chalye (A). Dawat. 10 Ja 73$ 1 d-g. 
Gives a brief account of the not ice taken by Ctovemiaent 
and scml-Oovernaient c i r c l e s of the I t i s l la Personal Law 
CbnventiGfi and c l c r l f i c a t i o n s niGde by them about the 
stand of the Qovernment for non-interference in Muslim 
Personal l«v except with popular Muslim denand* Also 
reviews the In^or tant problems discussed Q..d decis ions 
tftken a t the ODnventit:!n. 
318 SAY LED AKIAD AKLAIABADI. Personal Icw cf>nveation. fiaaai* 
I J Ja 73J 1 a -e . 
An rpprecir-tlon of the Eoabny convention as s h i s t o r i c a l 
event i n the l i f e of i idian Itislim a vd as an evidence of 
the coianmnlty's so l idc r i t y and unity an the v i t a l issue 
of personal lnw> 
319 SOZE( A A K), Bofabay raeeti A c r i t i a u c , findlnnee. 10, 27} 
li/72| 5-28. 
C r i t i c i s e s the conduct of proceedings a t the All i&idia itasllm 
Personal Law Convention held in Boaboy in December li372. 
Considers the statemoit of Mrs* Oandhl thc t Itasllm Personal 
Lew would be changed only when Maslims denmnded i t r s an 
Ettenpt to l u l l the t^aslims in to coaplacency. Rerrcts the 
absence of even those non-ltislims at the Conference vho 
are synipathetic to the cause of flicllm Personal Lew. 
320 YUSiJF llAJirJDDIil. I f t l t i h l t e a r l r . Zindgj 5 1 , 2; \J?2\ 
59-64. 
Also in Dpwfilf. 4 Ja 73j 6 c-g . 
Siaugural address of Dr. Yusiif IIcjcEiddin delivered et t l ^ 
All - Indie I'ftislim Personal Lew Convention held in Bombay on 
27th and 28th December, lv/72. 
321 YUSUF iJAJMUD'")IN. Maslim personal law dearer to Muslims than 
t h e i r souls . Radiance. 10, 26} 1973; 5. 
Excerpts from the Inaugural address delivered l^ y Dr. Y 
Najmuddin a t the A l l - i i d i a Maslim Personal Law Conference 
held in Bombay in December. 
MQSLIM PERSO.IAL LAW lOARD 
322 i-OSLIM PERSONAL Law Board k l ma^lise-amilah ka i j l a s (Ed). 
Dawat. 28 Je 73j 3 a. 
Points out the significance of the Executive Committee 
meeting of the l-fiislim Personal law Board in ear ly July 1973 
in the face of determined e f fo r t s being made at a l l l eve ls 
tp prepare minds for a uniform c i v i l code in conforiaity 
with Art. 44 of the Const i tu t ion. 
323 MUSLIM PiiJJSOWAL Law Board k i majlis-e-amilah ka i j l a s i 
Muldita^ar rudad. (Sw). Dswat. 25 Jy 7Sj 5 a - d. 
Reports the proceedings of the Executive Comciittee, Muslim 
Personal Law Board which met a t Allahabad on 4 and 5 July, 
l i 7 3 . 
LADIES CONFEREIJCES 
324 TAHIR MAHMOOD. Both sides sadly mistaken. Radiance. 9, 44; 
1972; 3 , 14. 
Oommenting on the conferences of Muslim women organised by 
the protagonis ts of refolds in Muslim Personal Law and by 
the opposite camp, observes t ha t both sides are sitdly mis-
taken in t h e i r concept of what i s ca l led Muslim Personal 
Law. Cr i t i c i s e s the methods of both the groups and the 
i r r e l evan t questions ra ised by them. Explains the mistakes 
being committed by the r i va l canqps and advises tha t the 
issue aust not be given the colour of a majority-minority 
i s s u e . 
o 4 
POONA CONFERENCE a971) 
326 AIDING COIMJIULIBM(Ed). ^ ^ , 7, 4; 1972; 132. 
Comments on the limited alms of the Maharashtra State 
Masllm Women's Conference organised by the Jhdian Secular 
Society and Mjsllm Satyshodhak Mandal to reform 'tislim 
Personal Law. States that by concretising community conciou-
ness the leaders of minority groups help theaselves to re-
tain political constituencies. Quite apart from strengthen-
ing communal Identity, the secularist law reforraeijfall to 
appreciate that unless radical changes are effected,tinker-
ing with the law will hardly do any good to any exp cited 
group. Adds that even the Communists, with their eye on votesi 
are becoming part of the same old Hindu-Muslim rut of concl-
ousness. Suggests that this should be replaced by the much 
more relevant rich-poor equation. 
326 SHAH (A B). tftisHm women on the move. Opinion. 12, Tt); VJ?2\ 
17-20. 
Gives a detailed account of the deliberations of the Confer-
ence of Muslim women called by the Jhdian Secular Society 
and the Muslim Satyashodhak Ifendal at Poona on 27-28 DecemLer 
1971. Appreciating the courage of fiislim woiaen in deinanding 
reform of MisHm Personal Law reminds the Govern lent of its 
responsibility in this regard. Considers as fallacious the 
argument that uniform civil code enacted without the prior 
consent of a majority of Muslims would violate the guarantee 
of religious freedom glvitn by Art. 25 of the Constitution. 
BOMEAX C0NFEREI^CEa972) 
327 BOMBAY MUSLIM women protest. (Sw). Radiance. 9, 32; 1972; 13. 
Reports the proceedings of and the resolutions passed at 
the conference of Muslim women of Bombay on Muslina Personal 
Law held on 23 January, 1972, 
LUCKNOV; CONFERENCE 
328 LUCKNOV* i^IEN Muslim Hbwatin ka Ijtima'. (Sw). Nida-e-I^llet. 
2^, 14 J 1^2j 16. 
Reports the deliberations of the Conference of Itislim 
women held at Lucknow to protest against the efforts being 
made to introduce changes in Muslim Personal Law. 
— r 329 LUCKNOW MEN Misllm ^vreitrn ka narah-e-haq (Ed). S lyasa t -e-
^adld> 27"Mr 72; 2 a. 
Oommending the resolut ions passed at the Personal Law Confere-
nce of Muslim women In lacknow observes t ha t the Shariah i s 
a complete code of conduct for l i f e and has given to humanity 
the best l ega l system of the world which i s invested with 
a mechanism to keep pace with the changing needs of the 
soc ie ty . The fundamental p r inc ip le s of the fliariah are immu-
tab le and i n f a l l i b l e and no one can be allowed to amend or 
repeal them, 
POONA CCNFEIiENCS a972) 
330 POONA KI Muslim ^ w a t l n (Sw). Hida-e-Millet» 24, 19; 1972; 1. 
Reports the proceedings of the Personal Law Conference of 
Maslim women held a t Poon on 15 April 1972. 
CALCUTTA CONFERENCE 
331 MUSLIM mfATll ka 'azlm*al-shin ja lsah (Sw). N i d a - e - m i l e t . 
24, 24; 1S72; 1 . 
Reports the proceedings of and the reso lu t ions passed at 
the Muslim Women Conference held in Calcutta on IS May, 
1972 to urge the Government not to in t e r fe re in l i i s l ia 
Personal Law* 
BOMBAY CONFERENCE a973) 
332 MAHARASHTRA MUSLIM women give be f i t t i ng reply to pseudo-
s e c u l a r i s t s .^Sw). Radiance. 10, 46; 1973; 4 . 
Reports the proceedings of and the reso lu t ions passed at 
the All Ifeharashtra Itislim Personal Law Women's Conference 
held in Bombay on April 30 and May 1, 197S. 
333 MUSLIM PERSONAL Law Wiwatlh Conference Bombay kl manzur kardah 
qarardadain vSw). Dawat. 7 It'^  73; 1 d-f. 
Reports the reso lu t ions adopted a t the conference. 
if 
334 QAISAR NIAZI. ^utbah-e-^idarat. Muslim Personal Law khawatin 
conference, Bombay. Dflvat. 16 Ify 73; 3 c-g. 
Asserts that a befitting reply to the demand for changes 
in Muslim Personal Law in the name of tyranny over Itislim 
women should be given by the I4islim women themselves. 
Describes what Muslim Personal Law is. Discusses the provi-
sions of Nikah, polygamy, divorce, inheritance etc. in 
Islamic law. 
336 RASHIDAH MADU. Siutbah-e-istaqbaliah. I-iis im Personal Law 
^awgtln conference, Bombay. Pawat. IS Ify 73; 8 c-g. 
Reviews the work done by the Muslim women for the protection 
of Jtislira Personal law since the first conference of Muslim 
women, held in Bombay on 23 January 1972. Bitterly criticises 
the argument of national integration by those xjho are voicing 
the demand for a uniform civil code. Argues that on this 
analogy a uniform language code should be enforced first 
before the question of a uniform civil code is raised. 
BHUSAWAL CONFEREiJCE 
336 RKHMANI (Akbar). Personal Law ^ awatlh conference kl hiniayat. 
Dawat. 28 Ify 73; 3 c-g. 
Reports the speech of Begum Qaiser Niazi at the Bhusawal 
Conference of Mislim women in which she stated that the 
protagonists of changes in Muslim Personal Law had high-
lighted the problem of polygamy in order to provoke the 
Mislim women. But the permission of polyj^ any in Islamic 
law is a conditioned one and this provision has been made 
keeping in view the best interests of the family and the 
society. 
PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
337 ABDUL MOGHNI. Future course of personal law struggle. 
Radiance.11. 20; 1973; 6. 
Pleads that after having secured an assurance from the 
Government about non-interference in Muslim Personal Law 
the future course of action should be to have Art. 44 amended 
in such a manner as to ensure Constitutional security for 
I4isllm Personal Law. Apprehends that all this political assu-
rance and constitutional security is not going to scfe-guard 
Muslim Personal Law. Suggests that public opinion and popular 
thinking about Islamic law should be moulded. For this purpose 
the votaries of Islamic law should present it in modem terms 
and language. Makes several suggestions in this respect inclu^ '-
ing a comparative study of Islamic code and other codes. 
n 
338 ABDUL SATTAR YUSUF vSheildi). Siarlat-e-IslamT ek zindah qanun 
hai. Davat» 26 D 72; 6 d-e. 
Gives reasons for calling the I-tisllm Personal Lav Conference 
in Bombay on 27 and 28 December. Mentions certain facts 
which must be placed before the country in order to enable 
the people to understand the problem of Muslim Personal Law 
in its right perspective. 
339 GHYASUL ISLAM. Miisalman aur un ka personal law. Sida-e-Jadid. 
23, 2; 1972; 6. 
Observes ti at Muslim Personal Law is a vitally iiig)ortant 
issue for the religious life of Maalims. Gives an evaluativa 
account of the efforts made so far for the protection of 
Maslim Personal Law. 
340 I^AKAT(EdX, Zindgi. 50&51; 6&1; 1972-73; 3-8. 
Observes that the movement for effecting changes in flislim 
personal law which started in the British period reached a 
crucial stage with the incorporation of Art. 44 in the 
Constitution. Points out the anomaly betwesen Art. 44 and 
the Fundamental Right to practise and propagate religion 
freely. Advises Maslims to defend their personal law with 
all courage and determination and makes a few suggestions 
in this regard. 
341 QADRKSyed Ahmad). Qa^a-e-^aral ka qayam darurl hai. Zindgi. 
50&51, 6&1; 1972-73; 196-205, 
Emphasises that the establishment of the institution of 
Sharai Qada is necessary for the solution of the family 
problems of Muslims and is also obligatory on thier part 
in the light of Quran, suggests that the I-luslims should make 
all possible endeavours for the repeal of Art. 44 of the 
Constitution and for the establishment of special law courts 
with Muslim judges to deal with the cases relating to personal 
affairs of Muslims. 
342 SHARA'I PAI^ CHAXAT. j^ .laaaiat. (W). 58, 331; 1S73; 14-9. 
Suggests the establishment of "Shara'i panchayats" or 
Islamic Law courts by the i^slims themselves in order to 
resolve the conflicts between husband aiid wife in the 
light of Quranic injunctions and Hadith. Gives a detailed 
constitution of, procedure for the conduct of business and 
powers and duties of such "panchayats". 
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Jurisprudence 
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the period of probation following the 
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ing a remarriage* 
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consensus of the community 
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the bar of fosterage 
Indepwident Interpretation of rel igious 
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four months) I f the marital relation Is not 
resumed during the said period, the marriage 
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nahr al-mu^ajjal 
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mahr al-muvajjal 
equality of spouses In respect of certain 
aspects of l i f e t required by Islamic lav as 
a rule of vordly wisdom 
same as qadi; see below 
•option of pubertft', under th is rulei i f a 
g ir l was married, before attaining puberty, 
by her father or grandfather, she can re-
pudiate the marriage after becoming major, 
provided the marriage has not been consummated, 
wife's option to negotiate legal ly val id 
conditions in the marriage-contract at the 
time of marriage 
a divorce given by the husband at the 
desire of wife and in consideration, of^ 
generally the dower 
a woman professing any of the scriptural 
re l ig ions , e .g . a Christian or a Jew 
'mutual inqpreeatlon'; a transaction in which 
a marriage i s dissolved on accotmt of a 
charge of adultery leve l led by the husband 
against the wife who takes an oath of 
innocence 
a missing person 
dower 
proper dower; in /Z relation to a woman, /Sn6]A 
dower of her female relations on the paternal 
s ide, equal to her in socled s tatus . 
prompt dowerJ part of the dower which i s 
paid soon after the conclusion of the 
contract of marriage. 
dower specified in the marriage-con tract 
deferred dowerj that part of the dower 
which i s to be paid, i f agreed, generally aH; 
the time of the dissolution of the marriage 
by divorce or the husband's death. 
Mahr am one with whom marriage is forbidden by l^ aw 
• » .4' (••, 
mrrath 
Bubah 
Bubara^a 
nut^a 
Buf^at al-talaq 
nafaqa 
estata of tha deceasad to be inherited "by hit 
heirs 
legally peraisslble things 
dlYorca with consideration by mutual 
agreement between the spouses 
a present 
consolatory g i f t to be given to a 
divorced wife by the husband 
naintenanee 
i^ikah 
obligatory bequest 
option of puberty 
qadi 
qanun 
qanun al-madanf 
qanun al-ta'^sfrat 
qiyas 
Qur'anic heirs 
rada'a 
Sharl * a 
Sharl 'at 
sunna 
takhayyur 
narriage-eeremony 
vasiyat al-vajibiya) see below 
khiyar al-bulughj see above 
a judge 
a lav or an enactment 
a c i v i l code 
a penal code 
analogy; the fourth c la s s i ca l source of 
Islamic l eg i s la t ion 
Class I of heirs under Is laa ic lav whose 
fractional shares are fixed by the Q^ jr an. 
These include those near relat ions , generally 
feaale, who had no or l i t t l e share under the 
pre-Islaraic custoB of inheritance. 
fosterage 
the sacred law of Islam; the Muslim 
Personal Law 
same as Sharl^a 
traditions of the Prophet (the cornnon 
term for his sayings, doings,.and tac i t 
approvals)} second fundanental source 
of Is lanic law. 
a method of Islamic l eg i s la t ion) a 
se lect ive choice between corresponding legal 
principles of the various schools of law. 
» 4 *i 
talaq al-ahsan 
taliq al-tafwid 
'ulama 
divorce by husband 
tha moat approved form of divorce, 
under vfaich a single pronouncement is made 
by the husband while the wife is not in 
her menstruation. 
delegated divorce; generally it takes the 
form of a stipulation made in the marriage-
contract giving the wife a right to divorce 
herself in the events specified therein. 
pi. of 'alim; Muslim theologians 
unlawful conjunction ^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^ Islamic law under which a nan is 
forbidden to marry, at a tin^ e, two women so 
related to each other that if one of them 
had been a man they could not have lawfully 
married each other, e.g., two sisters. 
•urf 
uterine heirs 
wall 
warith 
wasfya 
wasfyat al-wajibiya 
sakat 
custom or usage 
same as distant kindred} see above 
guardian 
an heir 
a bequest 
'obligatory bequest*! under the statutory XA 
laws of Kgypt, Syria, Tunisia and Morecco, 
such a bequest is In^ sosed on the property 
of the deceased when he or she has left 
descendants of predeceased issues. 
Isla^ iic religious tax 
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